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Zusammenfassung
Mit seinem gewaltigen Informationsumfang ist das World Wide Web ein Spiegel nahezu
aller Aspekte unseres Alltags. In den vergangenen Jahren wurden vielfältige Bemühungen unternommen, um diese oft nur unstruktururiert vorliegenden Informationen in
einer strukturierten Weise aufzubereiten. Dies würde es beispielsweise relationalen Datenbanksystemen ermöglichen, die im Web verfügbaren Informationen auf bewährte Weise
zu verarbeiten und ihren Benutzern zur effizienten Nutzung zur Verfügung zu stellen.
Eine besondere Herausforderung ist hierbei die Offenlegung sogenannter perzeptioneller
Konzepte. Im Gegensatz zu „harten“ Fakten, die derzeit in der Regel durch die Analyse
textueller Informationen extrahiert werden, betreffen perzeptionelle Konzepte vielmehr
die allgemeine Wahrnehmung der Menschen. Diese ist vor allem dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass sich viele Eigenschaften von Objekten der realen Welt nur schwer explizit formulieren
lassen. Beispiele für perzeptionelle Konzepte sind die „Sportlichkeit“ eines Autos, die
„Spannung“ eines Kinofilms oder die „Kreativität“ eines Restaurants.
Die vorliegende kumulative Dissertation entwickelt einen der ersten Ansätze zur Extraktion
der perzeptionellen Eigenschaften einer Entität mit Hilfe der Daten des Social Webs. Der
Schwerpunkt liegt dabei auf einfachen Bewertungen des Typs „Benutzer X bewertet das
Objekt Y mit der Note Z“, die mittlerweile auf einer Vielzahl von Websites anzutreffen sind.
Die Dissertation zeigt, wie sich durch eine umfangreiche Analyse des Bewertungsverhaltens der verschiedenen Benutzer automatisch Gruppen von Objekten identifizieren lassen,
die bezüglich einer oder mehrerer perzeptioneller Eigenschaften als ähnlich wahrgenommen werden. Verknüpft man die auf diese Weise erstellten perzeptionellen Räume (ein
abstraktes Modell zur Beschreibung perzeptioneller Ähnlichkeit) mit externen Referenzinformationen, so können automatisch umfangreiche strukturierte Objektbeschreibungen
zur Nutzung in Datenbanksystemen generiert werden.
Die vorliegende Arbeit führt eine detaillierte Untersuchung der vorgeschlagenen Analyseverfahren durch und entwickelt daraus verschiedene innovative Anwendungsszenarien.
Besonders hervorzuheben ist hierbei eine Kombination der im Rahmen der Arbeit entwickelten Methoden mit neuartigen Verfahren aus dem Bereich des Crowdsourcings. Und
anderem wird nachgewiesen, dass die kürzlich entwickelten sogenannten crowd-enabled
databases von dem hier entwickelten Vorgehen deutlich profitieren können: Die Anwendung von Crowdsourcing-Methoden wird einfacher, qualitativ hochwertiger und zudem
noch deutlich günstiger.
Insgesamt gehen acht referierte Veröffentlichungen in diese kumulative Dissertation
ein.
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Abstract
With its huge amount of information, the World Wide Web mirrors all aspects of our
everyday life. During the last years, various efforts have been undertaken to refine all the
unstructured information into a structured form. In particular, this would enable relational
database systems to process the information available on the Web in a well-proven fashion,
thus enabling database users to use this information efficiently.
Particularly challenging is the discovery of so-called perceptual concepts. In contrast
to “hard” facts, which currently are extracted mostly by analyzing textual information,
perceptual concepts primarily concern the common perception of people. This perception
is characterized primarily by the fact that many properties of real-world objects cannot be
described easily in explicit form. Examples of perceptual concepts are the “sportiness” of
a car, the “suspense” of a movie, and the “creativity” of a restaurant.
This cumulative doctoral thesis develops one of the first approaches to extracting an
entity’s perceptional properties by using the Social Web’s data. The focus of this thesis
are ratings of the type “user X rates item Y a Z out of 10,” which meanwhile can be found
on a variety of Web sites. By performing an extensive analysis of the rating behavior of
users, the doctoral thesis demonstrates that those groups of objects can automatically be
identified that are perceived by users as being similar regarding one or more perceptual
properties. When linking the so-created perceptual spaces (an abstract model to describe
perceptual similarity) with external reference information, detailed structured descriptions
of objects can automatically be derived and then used in database systems.
This work performs a detailed investigation of the proposed methods for analyzing rating
data and creates innovative application scenarios from them. Particularly important is
a combination of the methods developed and a novel technique from the area of crowdsourcing. Among other things, it is shown that crowd-enabled databases, which have
been invented recently, can massively benefit from the approach developed in this thesis:
The application of crowdsourcing gets easier, data quality increases, and costs are reduced
significantly.
In total, this cumulative doctoral thesis is based on eight peer-reviewed publications.
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Preface
This cumulative doctoral thesis reports on research performed by the author during the
period of October 2006 through December 2011 at L3S Research Center, Hannover, Germany, and Technische Universität Braunschweig, Germany, under the advice of Prof. Dr.
Wolf-Tilo Balke. The following papers constitute the thesis:
[II] J. Selke and W.-T. Balke, “Extracting features from ratings: the role of factor
models”, in Proceedings of the 5th Multidisciplinary Workshop on Advances in Preference
Handling (M-PREF 2010), Lisbon, Portugal, Aug. 2010, pp. 61–66.
[VII] J. Selke, C. Lofi, and W.-T. Balke, “Pushing the boundaries of crowd-enabled
databases with query-driven schema expansion”, Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment,
vol. 5, no. 6, pp. 538–545, 2012.
[I] W.-T. Balke and J. Selke, “Exploiting conceptual knowledge for querying
information systems”, in Proceedings of the International Conference on Philosophy’s
Relevance in Information Science (PRIS 2008), Paderborn, Germany, Feb. 2008.
[IV] J. Selke, “Representing perceptual product features in databases”, in Proceedings of
the 23rd GI Workshop on Foundations of Databases (GvDB 2011), Obergurgl, Austria,
May 2011, pp. 13–17.
[V] J. Selke and W.-T. Balke, “Turning experience products into search products:
making user feedback count”, in Proceedings of the 13th IEEE Conference on Commerce
and Enterprise Computing (CEC 2011, Luxembourg-Kirchberg, Luxembourg, Sep.
2011, pp. 42–49.
[III] J. Selke, S. Homoceanu, and W.-T. Balke, “Conceptual views for entity-centric
search: turning data into meaningful concepts”, in Proceedings of the 14th Conference
on Database Systems for Business, Technology, and Web (BTW 2011), Kaiserslautern,
Germany, Mar. 2011, pp. 327–346.
[VIII] C. Lofi, J. Selke, and W.-T. Balke, “Information extraction meets crowdsourcing: a
promising couple”, Datenbank-Spektrum, 2012, accepted for publication.
[VI] J. Selke, S. Homoceanu, and W.-T. Balke, “Conceptual views for entity-centric
search: turning data into meaningful concepts”, Computer Science: Research and
Development, vol. 27, no. 1, pp. 65–79, 2012.
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1 Introduction
The World-Wide Web has made an enormous impact on our daily life. Within merely
a decade it significantly changed how we gather information, do business, and even
communicate with each other. Today, there are more than 2.3 billion Web users worldwide.
In high-technology countries even about 80% of people regularly use the Web [9].
Along with its rising popularity, the Web became an interactive platform for people to
express themselves and share their opinions about almost any aspect of life. For example,
in the United States, more than 60% of online adults use a social networking site such as
MySpace, Facebook, or LinkedIn on a daily basis [10]. On Facebook alone, people share 30
billion pieces of content every month [11]. Therefore, one can say that today’s Social Web
effectively connects the entities of the real world to the perceptions of billions of people.
Apart from its popularity, the Social Web also is a major economic driving force. For
example, Facebook’s planned stock market launch would immediately put the company
within the top-50 corporations worldwide in terms of market capitalization.1 Other major
players in the Social Web such as Google (with its highly popular services Google+ and
YouTube) and Twitter have a similar economic profile. In 2011, Google reported a revenue
of about $38 billion and a net income of about $10 billion. These financial facts also
indicate the huge potential of the Social Web, whose rapid evolution has just begun.
This powerful development has brought several new challenges to databases research,
which is expected to provide the tools for efficiently managing this valuable but unstructured and messy data in an organized and controlled fashion. Here, probably the most
pressing issues are scalability and effective information extraction. While the scalability
issue already has been addressed successfully by means of highly-efficient parallelization
and distribution schemes [12, 13], extracting meaningful information from the Social Web
has proven to be a much harder challenge. In particular the human side of data, i.e., the
additional information beyond bare facts that is added through active human participation
in the process of data creation, is seen as a major upcoming research topic [14, 15].
The work presented in this doctoral thesis is one of the first to address this fascinating
subject from a database perspective. The goal of this research is to pave the way for a
seamless integration of the human side of Social Web data into existing, well-proven
database technology, thus effectively leveraging its benefit both for users and content
providers. In particular, the following questions will be investigated in detail:
1

As of March 31, 2012.
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1. What kind of information beyond hard facts can be extracted from Social Web data?
2. How and with what quality can this be done?
3. What real-world applications can actually benefit from the extracted information?
What makes Social Web data so interesting is that it reflects peoples’ view of common
perceptual concepts such as whether a car looks “sporty” or a night club qualifies as “fancy.”
As perceptual concepts typically lack an explicit definition, the collection of respective
data tends to be a very difficult task, which is usually performed by interviewing domain
experts or conducting representative surveys. For example, the well-known Zagat Survey
restaurant guide categorizes restaurants according to several criteria based on explicit
feedback collected and correlated from their own staff as well as from thousands of
volunteers. As soon as all this data about perceptual concepts is collected in structured
form, existing database technology can unfold its full potential in storage and retrieval
tasks.
To give an example, Figure 1 shows an excerpt of a restaurant database. Here, each restaurant is described by factual attributes (on the left-hand side) as well as by perceptual
attributes (right-hand-side). While the values of the factual attributes usually are easy to
obtain (e.g., by asking the restaurant owner) and are already present in a typical restaurant database as it can be found on the Web, the values of the perceptual attributes are
much harder to determine. Fortunately, people talk a lot about restaurants on the Social
Web, particularly about perceptual properties (e.g. whether a restaurant’s atmosphere felt
“touristy”). Therefore, in this example, the missing attribute values have been extracted
from the Social Web. As shown later in this thesis, the definition of the database schema
could either have been provided by a single person (e.g., the database designer) or compiled automatically from the queries to the information system working on top of the
database.
What kind of “raw data” has to analyzed? Where does the extraction process start? In fact,
the Social Web provides users with a plethora of ways to express themselves. Probably
the most popular and widespread methods are reviews, tags, and ratings. Reviews allow
users to describe their experiences with an item (e.g., a product they bought) in detail as
a continuous text. Tags are freely chosen terms or short phrases that users can assign to
each item. Finally, a rating is just a numerical score expressing how much a user liked a
specific item. A typical example of each method is shown in Figure 2.
The problem of extracting structured information from textual user feedback such as
reviews and tags has been studied quite extensively by now, mainly in the area of information retrieval [16–18]. In contrast, the analysis of rating data has largely been subject
to recommender systems research [19], which focuses on providing personalized item
recommendations to each user instead of uncovering and analyzing global patterns shared
by all users, which is the main interest of this thesis.
Interestingly, ratings are a particularly well-suited data source for extracting perceptual
attributes. This is mainly for two reasons: First, human preferences and decision-making
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Database
The Social Web

Name:
City:
Address:
Category:
Tables:
Delivery:
Credit Cards:

Tom’s Restaurant
Ambience:
New York
Atmosphere:
2880 Broadway
Noise Level:
Diners
Popularity:
18
Cleanliness:
No
Interior Design:
No
Student-friendly:

Casual
Touristy
Average
High
Average
Classic
Yes

Image source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Restaurant.jpg

Figure 1: Factual versus perceptual attributes in a restaurant database.

(a) Reviews.

(b) Tags.

(c) Ratings.

Figure 2: Three popular types of user feedback found on the Social Web:
(a) reviews as found on amazon.com, (b) tags as found on delicious.com,
and (c) ratings as found on flixster.com.
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processes are fundamentally guided by the most relevant properties of each item, particularly perceptual ones [20, 21]. Therefore, users’ perceptions will have a deep impact
on actual rating behavior. For example, a “student-friendly” (but otherwise average)
restaurant tends to get high ratings by students, whereas busy businesspeople appreciate
restaurants that provide “quick lunch service.” Second, ratings are most likely the simplest
and thus easiest-to-use feedback method in the Social Web. Therefore, it is highly popular
and a huge amount of data is available for further analysis. An extreme example of simplicity is Facebook’s Like button, which essentially provides a binary rating scale. According
to forms recently filed by Facebook in its initial public offering application, the platform
receives about 2.7 billion clicks on its Like button every day [22]. Similarly, according
to a 2009 press release [23], the movie community Flixster’s more than 20 million users
contributed about 2 billion movie ratings in just about two years.
In summary, the research presented in this thesis takes the first steps towards making the
perceptual concepts being hidden in the Social Web’s rating data accessible to well-proven
database technology. Key contributions are a thorough study of rating data itself as well as
the information contained therein, the development of effective and efficient methods for
concept extraction, and the proof of the overall approach’s benefit on the basis of several
experimental evaluations and case studies.
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: After providing a clear and more formal
problem definition along with an example illustrating the key ideas of this research in
Section 2, Section 3 outlines the research performed by summarizing and correlating
the eight associated publications. Lastly, Section 4 presents a summary. Copies of all
publications constituting this thesis are provided in the appendix.
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2 Problem Definition and Outline
Ratings probably are the most popular way for users to give feedback in the Social Web.
As shown in Figure 3, ratings come in many different flavors. However, they all rest upon
a common formal model, which relates (uniquely identifiable) users to the set of rateable
items by assigning a numerical score to each user–item pair. For example, a typical 5-point
rating scale ranges from 1 (“I hated it”) to 5 (“I loved it”).
As the number of rateable items usually is very large (e.g. Apple’s iTunes store currently
offers more than 20 million songs), each user tends to rate only a tiny fraction of items.
For example, at the video rental/streaming service Netflix, about 99% of all possible item–
user pairs have not received an associated rating [24]. Due to these circumstances, data
sparseness is a paramount problem to be addressed when dealing with ratings.
In the following, let I be a collection of nI items and U a set of nU users who have rated
these items on some arbitrary numerical rating scale. Without loss of generality, we
assume that a larger rating score indicates a higher level of preference. Moreover, let
R ⊆ I × U × R̂ be the set of ratings given by the users, where R̂ = R ∪ {} with the
symbol  indicating that no rating has been given yet. That is, each rating r is a triple
hu, i, si, where u ∈ U is a user, i ∈ I is an item, and s ∈ R is the rating score assigned
to item i by user u given that user u already rated item i. Otherwise, it is s = . In total,
let there be nR ratings. Then, as indicated above, usually nR  nI · nU is true.
Figure 4 shows an example rating data set on a 1–5 scale consisting of five items and twelve
users, which will be used in the following to illustrate how user perceptions and ratings
tripadvisor.com
imdb.com

facebook.com

google.com
youtube.com

amazon.com

wine.com

Figure 3: Examples of popular rating interfaces used on the Social Web.
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User 1
User 2
User 3
User 4
User 5
User 6
User 7
User 8
User 9
User 10
User 11
User 12

Item A Item B
4
3
5
5
1

4
4
2
2
1
2



1

3


2

4


Item C

2


2



4




Item D
5

4
2
4

5
3
2
4
1
4

Item E
1

2
5
1
5
5
4
1
5
1


Figure 4: An example collection of ratings.
relate to each other. For sake of clarity, this example is based on the (rather unrealistic)
assumption that there is a rating available for the majority of item–user pairs.
What can be learned from this example data regarding user perceptions? At first glance,
the ratings look rather random. However, a closer inspection reveals that items A and B
have been rated almost identically by every user who rated both items. Therefore, as the
ratings of these users spread over the whole scale, their individual preferences seem to be
rather different. That is, these users have quite different opinions about what properties
makes an item a good one. However, as each of these users thinks that item A is similarly
good as item B, both items must indeed be perceived as being similar regarding those
those properties being relevant to each user’s preferences. Therefore, there is a good
chance that A and B indeed have a similar conceptual representation in peoples’ minds.
Likewise, items D and E are rated very differently by users 1–6, which indicates a dissimilar
conceptual representation of both items. However, by equally liking items D and E, users
7–12 behave very differently. Basically, this could be for three reasons: (a) the ratings of
users 7–12 have been influenced by some external effect (e.g., a strongly positive experience
when buying both items), (b) users 7–12 indeed perceive items D and E as very different, or
(c) users 7–12 perceive items D and E in the same way as other users but differ significantly
regarding personal taste (e.g., users 7–12 might highly value a certain special property
that is shared by items D and E but users 1–6 do not care about).
What are the implications of these three explanations for this research? When analyzing
large data sets, one can safely assume that external effects as in case (a) will cancel out on a
grand scale. Indeed, observing a significant external effect on a larger group of otherwise
independent users as in this example is expected to be highly unlikely.
In contrast, issues of differing perceptions among people as in case (b) would significantly
complicate the effective analysis of rating data. To overcome these difficulties and enable
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an initial understanding of rating data, the research presented in this thesis focuses on
those perceptual concepts that are backed by a broad consensual understanding among
people. Of course, due to the very nature of perceptual concepts, there rarely will be
unanimous agreement. For example, a Formula 1 driver might have a very own perspective
regarding the “sportiness” of cars. However, most people will clearly agree that a Ferrari
qualifies as “sporty” while a (unmodified) Ford Galaxy family van does not. However, it
is not a goal of this research to investigate whether a specific concept is consensual or
not. This interesting task will be left to psychologists, who already found out that effective
communication between people is only possible because most everyday concepts indeed
are consensual [25].
Finally, case (c) is indeed very interesting and highly relevant to this research as it allows
to isolate the different perceptual properties of an item. For example, in the domain of
movies, lovers of Wild West stories can be assumed to give Western movies a slight bonus
in their ratings (regardless whether it is a good or bad movie). Therefore, by carefully
analyzing the available data one should be able to detect that there is a user group of Wild
West lovers and an item group of Western movies that are related to each other (given that
both groups are large enough). Similarly, other perceptual concepts such as Horror or
Romance could be found. How to do this effectively is a central question addressed by the
research presented in the following.
Of course, without additional information it will not be possible to assign a label like
“Western” to a perceptual concepts that has been identified as a pattern in the ratings. This
kind of external, structured reference information can easily be provided with the help of a
relational schema and some example attribute values. This is where relational databases
come into play, which have proven themselves a highly effective and efficient technology
for managing all kinds of structured information. This research innovatively combines the
benefits of the rigid, formal, and reliable structure offered by relational databases with
the flexible, vague, and sometimes messy perceptual concepts reflected in rating data.
Basically, the idea is to use a little bit of structured information as a reference to make
sense out of the rating data.
For example, after having identified larger groups of items each sharing a common property, the task of categorizing these items in a structured fashion becomes easy. There are
only two types of information required: the names of the categories (e.g. “Western”) and
a small set of reference assignments of items to categories. In some sense, after having
understood the rating data, this scenario is similar to classification tasks from machine
learning [26]. However, the key issue remains the analysis of ratings.
Figure 5 illustrates a relational schema matching to the example given in Figure 4. Here,
two perceptual attributes have been modeled explicitly (e.g. by some human domain
expert or a trusted user) and some reference information linking these attributes to the
rated items has been provided. For example, it has been stated that item A is a Western
movie, while item D is not. Again, the symbol  represents missing data. However, in
contrast to the previous task of rating analysis, now the missing information needs to be
filled in automatically. When taking a closer look at the rating data, it becomes apparent

9

id title
is_western degree_of_action
A Once Upon a Time in the West
Y
3/10
B The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly


C Saving Private Ryan

8/10
D 1984
N

E Die Hard


Figure 5: A relational schema corresponding to the example of Figure 4.
that items A and B are highly similar but quite different from item D. Therefore, one might
conclude that item B also is a Western movie, which indeed would be correct. Similarly, all
the other missing pieces of information can be deduced.
The above example outlines the vision pursued by the research presented in this thesis. The
ultimate goal is to make perceptual concepts explicit to database systems just by providing
some reference information (labels) along with a small set of clear examples. By tapping
the hidden and yet unused potential of rating data, even large databases can automatically
be populated with explicit, structured information about conceptual properties at minimal
cost and effort.
Figure 6 illustrates the whole process of interleaving relational database technology with
the perceptual concepts reflected in ratings as discussed previously. Clearly, the most
interesting step is the merging phase between ratings and reference information, which is
the primary focus of this research as presented in the following section.

Ratings
Merge

Relational
Database

Reference
Information

Items

Figure 6: The transformation process proposed and investigated in this thesis.
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3 Course of Research and Results
The starting point and motivation of this research is an observation made by the author
during a parallel line of research in the area of preference-based database retrieval [27–29].
Here, it became apparent that many powerful approaches to handling human preferences
in database systems—such as relational preference models [30, 31] or skyline queries [32,
33]—do not live up to their full potential. Interestingly, this is most likely not due to the
design of these approaches, but because the necessary data to work on often is not available.
As it has been realized in marketing research since long, for many types of products,
consumer decisions are strongly influenced by perceptual properties, which usually are
missing in today’s product databases [34–36]. It is the aim of the research presented in
the following to close this gap by making reliable information about perceptual concepts
available to preference-based database retrieval.
In reference to the central questions stated in Section 1, the research presented below can
be categorized into three groups: motivation and feasibility, rating analysis by means of
perceptual spaces, and practicality.

3.1 Motivation and Feasibility
The general idea underlying this research has been stated for the first time at the 2008 International Conference on Philosophy’s Relevance in Information Science (PRIS), a venue
that brought researchers from philosophy, psychology, and computer science together to
discuss future challenges at the crossroads of these disciplines:
[I] W.-T. Balke and J. Selke, “Exploiting conceptual knowledge for querying
information systems”, in Proceedings of the International Conference on Philosophy’s
Relevance in Information Science (PRIS 2008), Paderborn, Germany, Feb. 2008.
Starting from cognitive psychology’s observation that human conceptual understanding
goes far beyond what is covered by existing formal models of reasoning [37–39], the above
paper presents a vision about how databases should be improved to enable a seamless interaction between users and systems. The valuable comments and discussions at the PRIS
conference confirmed that indeed a pressing issue has been identified and encouraged the
author to investigate whether the models of human cognition developed in psychology
can be used as a foundation for information extraction algorithms.
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One of the standard methods used in cognitive psychology to capture the perceptual
properties of entities is multidimensional scaling [40, 41]. In both approaches, each entity
to be described is represented as a single point in a shared multidimensional coordinate
space. The individual coordinates are determined by performing a factor analysis on a
comprehensive list of all possible pairwise similarity judgments between these entities,
which usually is compiled using an explicit survey on a small set of human participants.
Then, perceptual concepts can be identified as coherent regions in space, whereas the
distance of an entity to the focal point of a concept roughly corresponds to the respective
typicality or degree of membership [42]. In the following, these coordinate models will be
referred to as perceptual spaces. However, due to its dependence on explicit human input and
its quadratic complexity, this approach obviously does not scale to the numbers of items
usually found in today’s databases.

Conclusion: The effective handling of perceptual concepts in
database systems is only to some degree a technical problem. Primarily, it concerns cognitive psychology, where formal models for
encoding perceptual concepts already have been developed. However, applying these models currently requires significant human
effort, thus preventing their use in automatic extraction tasks.

This issue raised the question of how perceptual spaces can be built automatically for a
large number of items from the data that already is available, i.e., without the need to
conduct a time-consuming and probably very expensive survey. Here, a possible approach
could have been the adaption of topic models from information retrieval, which try to infer
a coordinate representation of individual documents by analyzing their textual content [43,
44]. However, as mentioned in the introduction, relying on textual data would exclude a
large number of application domains in which extensive textual descriptions of items are
not available.
Through the work of a fellow researcher in the field of recommender systems [45], the
author became aware of the fascinating possibilities and huge amount of data offered
by ratings. This inspired a closer investigation of the techniques used in recommender
systems research regarding their suitability for deriving perceptual spaces. The result
was the work presented at the Multidisciplinary Workshop on Advances in Preference
Handling (M-PREF), which was held in conjunction with the European Conference on
Artificial Intelligence (ECAI):
[II] J. Selke and W.-T. Balke, “Extracting features from ratings: the role of factor
models”, in Proceedings of the 5th Multidisciplinary Workshop on Advances in Preference
Handling (M-PREF 2010), Lisbon, Portugal, Aug. 2010, pp. 61–66.
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The paper briefly revisits the major approaches used in collaborative filtering, whose
primary goal is to provide personalized item recommendations to users by estimating
the missing entries in the rating matrix R (indicated by the symbol ) from the known
ones. In particular, two interesting classes of algorithms are identified: The first one uses
statistical correlations in rating behavior to compute a similarity score for each pairs of
items (given that there is a sufficient number of users who rated both items), the second
one (so-called factor models) directly infers some kind of coordinate representation for
each item by performing a factorization on the known part of the rating matrix. However,
as both methods have only been understood merely as a computational by-product of the
overall recommendation task, it is not clear whether they provide any help in creating
perceptual spaces.
Therefore, in the main part of [II] an initial investigation of this question is performed
based on a small rating data set from the movie domain. Basically, three steps are performed here: In the first step, using a variety of algorithms, a series of coordinate spaces
is derived from the ratings by applying different factorization methods as well as different
similarity measures (in combination with multidimensional scaling). In the second step,
for a subset of the movies, corresponding genre classifications have been collected from
IMDb, a major online movie database. This information has been created manually by
human experts (employed by IMDb) and resembles the most basic perceptual properties
of each movie. Finally, the third step compares the reference information just collected
to the different coordinate spaces by measuring whether movies that belong to the same
genre also have similar coordinates (and vice versa).
After evaluating the results, the paper concludes that particularly factor models indeed
resemble the genre structures created by human experts. But still, compared to the classification accuracy usually achieved in machine learning, the degree of correspondence
has been found to be rather low. However, a manual inspection of some of the genre
assignments indicates that the genre assignments made by IMDb’s experts in many cases
do not correspond to the common opinion as stated by people in movie reviews found
on the Web. Therefore, the low classification accuracy could also be explained by quality
issues in the “gold standard” data set used for reference. In summary, these initial results
are quite promising and require a more detailed investigation.
Conclusion: At least in the movie domain, perceptual concepts indeed are encoded in the numerical ratings provided by Social Web
users. An initial analysis indicates that factor models, a computational tool developed in the area of recommender systems, can
be used to uncover them. However, as individual experts do not
always agree with the perception commonly held by people, a trustworthy gold standard needs to be established before more in-depth
experiments can be performed.
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Figure 7: An example perceptual space (adapted from [VII]).
To illustrate the general idea underlying perceptual spaces, a two-dimensional sample
space from the domain of movies is shown in Figure 7. This example illustrates the
concept “humor,” which is modeled on a 10-point scale and depicted as a (layered) region
in space.

3.2 The Power of Perceptual Spaces
After developing the foundations of how to turn rating data into perceptual spaces in [I]
and [II], a series of more in-depth analyses has been performed to explore the manifold
possibilities offered by this approach.
The next step into this direction has been an investigation of how perceptual spaces (and
similar types of information extracted from the Social Web) can seamlessly be integrated
into relational database technology. As a result, the idea of conceptual views has been
developed and presented at the Conference on Database Systems for Business, Technology,
and Web (BTW):
[III] J. Selke, S. Homoceanu, and W.-T. Balke, “Conceptual views for entity-centric
search: turning data into meaningful concepts”, in Proceedings of the 14th Conference
on Database Systems for Business, Technology, and Web (BTW 2011), Kaiserslautern,
Germany, Mar. 2011, pp. 327–346.
Here, key idea idea is that a conceptual view behaves similar to an ordinary database view
but is in contrast mostly based on collective information gathered from the Social Web.
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Using two case studies from the domains of mobile phones and movies, the paper demonstrates how conceptual views can be built, refreshed, and used in query processing.
The paper also reports on two extensions of previous work: First, it is shown how concepts
such as “business phone” can be made explicit effectively by analyzing textual information provided by user reviews. Results indicate a significant advancement over existing
approaches such as Latent Semantic Indexing and the vector space model. Second, the
paper demonstrates that perceptual spaces built from rating data are not limited to the
representation of binary concepts (e.g., “comedy” vs. “not a comedy”) but can also be
effectively used to derive accurate information about graded perceptual concepts (e.g,
“character depth” or “degree of violence”). Extensive experiments performed on the Movie
DNA data set, which has been created and maintained by countless human experts at the
Clerkdogs movie database, prove the benefit of perceptual spaces. However, a manual
inspection again raised doubts about the quality of the manually created reference data.
Conclusion: As conjectured earlier, the perceptual space approach
generalizes to graded concepts. Moreover, by means of conceptual
views, this technique can seamlessly be integrated into relational
database systems. However, conceptual views are not limited to
perceptual spaces. A case study performed on textual review data
shows that this approach has the potential to bridge the gap between
innovative concept extractors and well-proven database technology.

A subsequent paper published at the GI Workshop on Foundations of Databases (GvDB)
briefly summarizes the research performed until then and also reports preliminary results
of several new experiments on perceptual spaces:
[IV] J. Selke, “Representing perceptual product features in databases”, in Proceedings of
the 23rd GI Workshop on Foundations of Databases (GvDB 2011), Obergurgl, Austria,
May 2011, pp. 13–17.
By displaying and discussing representative examples, it becomes clear that perceptual
spaces closely capture perceived similarity structures as well as rather vague and colloquial
concepts such as “Stallone-ish” movies, i.e., movies that are commonly felt as matching
the typical style of the well-known actor Sylvester Stallone.
Moreover, it is shown that perceptual spaces can even help in improving the benefit of
manually created binary concept assignments. In particular, by relating binary genre
assignments of movies to a corresponding perceptual space, weighted genre assignments
can be derived, which can effectively be used to indicate which genres are most pronounced
in a given movie. For example, experiments show that it can automatically be detected
that the sports drama Rocky (1976) only marginally features properties of a Romance, but
strongly brings out the Sports genre. Similarly, it can be detected that Star Trek (1979)
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primarily is a Sci-Fi movie and only partially inhibits properties typically expected from
movies of the Mystery genre.
Finally, [IV] takes a closer look at the inner structure of perceptual spaces and points out
that the individual dimensions or axes of a perceptual space do not necessarily have an
intuitive meaning. By far more relevant are the relative positions of items and whether
groups of items are located in coherent regions.
Conclusion: The inner structure of perceptual spaces is much more
complex than assumed in previous work. However, when choosing the right tools, the benefit of perceptual spaces extends well
beyond plain classification and regression scenarios. For example,
experiments in the movie domain illustrate that there are several
innovative ways to powerfully leverage existing relational data.

The next publication, which has been presented at the IEEE Conference on Commerce and
Enterprise Computing (CEC), investigates the aforementioned issues of data quality in
manually created reference data sets:
[V] J. Selke and W.-T. Balke, “Turning experience products into search products:
making user feedback count”, in Proceedings of the 13th IEEE Conference on Commerce
and Enterprise Computing (CEC 2011, Luxembourg-Kirchberg, Luxembourg, Sep.
2011, pp. 42–49.
In this paper, reference data about movie genres has been collected from three independent sources, all of them being major Web-based movie databases. After performing
an extensive matching and cross-referencing process on the different data sets, about
10,000 movies have been identified that have been categorized manually by each of the
three sources and also are contained in a large rating data set made available by the Netflix
corporation. This way, for the first time, it became possible to (a) extensively evaluate the
consistency of human experts, (b) derive a gold standard data set that lives up to its name
(e.g., by applying a majority vote), and (c) evaluate perceptual spaces with respect to this
gold standard.
The results of the experimental evaluation strongly support the assumptions previously
made about perceptual spaces. In particular, it has been shown that human experts basically agree in their perception of movies but often do not arrive at unanimous agreement
about how to categorize a movie. Interestingly, when comparing the perceptual attributes
assigned by the majority of human experts to those automatically derived from perceptual
spaces, it became clear that the accuracy of a single human expert is indeed not much
higher than the accuracy of the automatic process. However, the latter is significantly
more efficient when considering the amount of manual work required to categorize all
movies in the database. For example, based on just 50 manually categorized movies, the
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genres of the remaining 10,000 movies can be predicted highly accurately from perceptual
spaces without any further human involvement.
To enable a comparison of rating data to other types of feedback found in the Social Web,
in this publication also a perceptual space has been created from textual information by
means of Latent Semantic Indexing and Latent Dirichlet Allocation. It has been found that
perceptual spaces built from text indeed lead to slightly more accurate genre predictions
than those build from ratings. However, the experiments reported in [V] only included
those movies where a substantial number of reviews has been available. A subsequently
set of experiments (not reported in [V]) indicates that ratings are be particularly helpful
for a substantial number movies that have been rated several times but still have not been
reviewed by users.

Conclusion: Using an especially created trustworthy gold standard
data set, an extensive experimental evaluation impressively proved
the efficiency and effectiveness of the perceptual space approach in
the movie domain: Given a minimal amount of initial human effort,
the automatic extraction process is comparable to a human expert in
terms of result quality, but faster by orders of magnitude. Moreover,
a typical movie rating data set is similarly rich in information than a
collection of textual item descriptions provided by users.

To conclude the analysis of perceptual spaces, an extended version of [III] has been
published in the journal Computer Science: Research and Development:
[VI] J. Selke, S. Homoceanu, and W.-T. Balke, “Conceptual views for entity-centric
search: turning data into meaningful concepts”, Computer Science: Research and
Development, vol. 27, no. 1, pp. 65–79, 2012.
New to this paper is a detailed discussion of the formal and algorithmic groundwork
required for constructing perceptual spaces. Moreover, it introduces a classification of
different types of concepts regarding agreement among people (individual vs. consensual) and clarity of definition (clear vs. diffuse). This classification is matched against
different approaches to query processing in order to clarify the actual scope and benefit of
techniques involving perceptual spaces.
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Conclusion: The theory, the tools, and the context of perceptual
spaces have been established. Moreover, several promising applications have been identified. But still, it is not clear whether this
approach can be put to use by practitioners in a broad range of
domains. In particular, there are two important questions to be
answered: First, how to collect initial reference information about
perceptual concepts if domain experts are not readily available? And
second, can the perceptual space approach also be applied effectively in other domains than movies?

3.3 Practicality
As the final and probably most important step of this line of research, possible applications
of perceptual spaces have been investigated.
While some scenarios related to e-shopping already have been hinted in [III], [IV], and
[V], a striking and highly innovative application of perceptual spaces has been identified
in the upcoming field of crowd-enabled databases:
[VII] J. Selke, C. Lofi, and W.-T. Balke, “Pushing the boundaries of crowd-enabled
databases with query-driven schema expansion”, Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment,
vol. 5, no. 6, pp. 538–545, 2012.
This paper has recently been accepted at the core track of the world renowned and highly
selective International Conference on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB), which is generally
regarded as one of the premier conferences on database research. Over the past decades,
the acceptance rate for papers submitted to the core track of this conference has always
been considerably below 20%.1
The paper shows that with crowd-enabled databases [46] one can take advantage of the
benefits of perceptual spaces without requiring human experts to annotate reference
data in the data preparation process. Instead, dynamic schema extension is performed
at query time. Here, if a user states a database query involving a formerly unknown
perceptual attribute, crowd-enabled databases delegate the task of assessing the database
items according to this attribute to knowledgeable users all over the world by means of
crowdsourcing [15]. However, instead of collecting a complete sample, only a very small
number of items actually are involved in this manual annotation process. The labels of
all remaining items are determined with the help of perceptual spaces created in advance
from rating data. The whole process is illustrated in Figure 8.
1

http://vldb.org/archives/statistics.html
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Figure 8: Crowd-driven schema extension by means of perceptual spaces
(adapted from [VII]).
By eliminating the dependence on a predefined database schema and a separate pool of
human experts, this publication presents an approach that is entirely driven by the crowd.
In a way, the crowd now helps itself by refining, annotating, and structuring the general
information about perceptual concepts extracted from rating data, which has been created
previously. This approach provides crowd-enabled databases with the necessary power to
put the long-envisioned idea of truly malleable schemas [47] finally into practice.
In extensive experiments using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing service, the
paper shows that, while maintaining the same quality of data, the proposed approach
considerably reduces both response times and monetary costs involved in the crowdsourcing process. For example, query costs (both money and time) are reduced by at least 70%
without making any significant compromises in terms of result quality.
The paper presents a further novel application of perceptual spaces for crowdsourcing
tasks: By comparing the actual responses of people in crowdsourcing tasks to the structure
of a perceptual space, questionable responses (e.g., wrong answers or just outliers) can be
identified automatically with high precision. With this technique, crowdsourcing services
can implement an improved quality control system.
Moreover, the paper demonstrates that the proposed approach does not only work reliably
in the movie domain, but also carries over to other domains such as restaurants and
board games. As rating data nowadays is available for countless domains and as using
crowdsourcing services is extremely easy, many more real-world settings can be expected
to benefit from this research.
In summary, [VII] aggregates the ideas, results, and conclusions of all previous work into
an innovative application that perfectly complements recent research towards unlocking
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the hidden potential of the crowd [14, 15, 46]. Also, the initial research vision expressed in
[I] has come to life: By merging explicit crowdsourcing with the concepts of the crowd extracted from ratings, perceptual attributes have been made accessible to existing database
technology for the benefit of countless users.
Conclusion: The perceptual space approach for extracting perceptual attributes from rating data has proven its practicality. By tapping into the power of crowdsourcing, the need for domain experts
to provide initial reference information about perceptual concepts
can be eliminated. Moreover, the general approach developed during the course of this thesis has proven its effectiveness in several
domains. It has been shown that the perceptual space technique
indeed can be put into practical usage by uncovering the concepts
of the crowd hidden in Social Web’s omnipresent rating data.

The technique presented in [VII] impressively illustrates the huge potential of combining
effective algorithms with human cognitive power. In fact, this approach is a prime example
of a hybrid information extraction algorithm that exploits both the strengths of automated
data analysis and human judgment. The following paper, which is currently under review,
discusses this idea in detail and develops it into a larger framework:
[VIII] C. Lofi, J. Selke, and W.-T. Balke, “Information extraction meets crowdsourcing: a
promising couple”, Datenbank-Spektrum, 2012, accepted for publication.
In particular, [VIII] shows how and in what way crowdsourcing can be used to boost
algorithmic information extraction methods. Here, two major factors discriminating
crowdsourcing tasks are identified: (a) the degree of agreement required for deciding if
a given task is solved correctly and (b) the degree of restrictions required with respect
to the group of possible crowd workers. This classiciation is intended to aid the future
development of truly hybrid information extraction algorithms.
Conclusion: The research discussed in this thesis can be seen as
an intial step towards truly hybrid information extraction methods,
which combine computational power with the insight and cognitive
strength of humans. Together with the framework developed in
[VIII], this thesis provides the groundwork for future research into
this direction.
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4 Conclusion and Outlook
The research presented in this thesis investigated how information about perceptual
concepts can be made available to relational databases in structured form. In an early
stage, the Social Web has been identified as a promising source of information. Particularly,
ratings have proven to be very valuable due to their high popularity and easy applicability
[II, I].
During later stages of this research, solid technical foundations for turning ratings into
perceptual attributes have been developed and evaluated extensively. It has been shown
that ratings indeed carry rich information about perceptual concepts, which can be made
explicit by means of the techniques developed [IV, V, III, VI].
Finally, all these methods and results have been combined to successfully deal with the
challenges of innovative application scenarios such as crowd-enabled databases [VII] or
e-commerce for experience products [V]. It has been shown that perceptual attributes
can effectively be made available to databases at very low cost, thus enabling users to
go far beyond purely factual information at query time. In summary, this research has
significantly narrowed the gap between database systems and their users.
In total, this thesis is based on eight papers: one published at a national workshop [IV],
one published at an international workshop [II], one published at a national conference
[III], one published in a national journal [VIII], one published in an international journal
[VI], and three published at international conferences [VII, I, V]. The largest impact on
database research can be expected from [VII], which consolidates most previous work and
has been published at the highly selective flagship database conference VLDB.

Outlook
Although significant progress has been made in this line of research, a long way remains
to be traversed until the human side of data has finally been unlocked on a large scale.
However, the impressive results obtained in this thesis make clear that walking down this
road is definitely worth the trouble. But what are the next steps towards a comprehensive
integration of human conceptual understanding into database technology?
Here, two major approaches, which complement each other, seem to be most promising:
First, the developed perceptual space approach needs to be extended to match human
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rating behavior even closer, thus enabling most reliable concept descriptions. Second, accompanying techniques need to be developed and aligned to the perceptual space approach
where it reaches its limits.
As proving the general feasibility of perceptual spaces for concept extraction tasks was the
main concern of the research reported in this thesis, a rather basic formal model has been
chosen, which could be improved in several ways. For example, in the area of recommender
systems it has been beneficial to pay attention to the temporal context of a rating [48], as
movie popularity often seems to be influenced by current media coverage. Another way
to refine the model of the underlying user–item interactions are advanced topic models
[49], in which each user and item is represented by multiple points in space (according to
their individual facets). However, these models currently come with a high computational
burden. Finally, an interesting approach worth investigating is use of external data sources
such as Wikipedia to guide the creation of perceptual spaces [50]. The ultimate goal
would be to design a modular framework that allows to tailor the extraction process to the
specific types and amounts of data available in the respective application domain.
As the presented approach fundamentally rests upon the availability of rating data, its
limits obviously are reached whenever not enough ratings are available to extract a rich
and meaningful perceptual space. This issue will usually arise in domains where providing
a rating requires significant background knowledge about the rated item (e.g., in the usedcar market) or there are only very few users available (e.g., highly specialized domains).
In both cases, the number of ratings per item is quite low, thus making it difficult to
extract any item properties by analyzing rating patterns. As already indicated in [III] and
[V], a possible solution to this problem is the careful analysis of textual information. For
example, this approach could be based on tags [51], reviews [52], or even short messages
[53]. Again, the challenge lies in the seamless integration of all these different approaches
to derive a general purpose approach to the extraction of perceptual concepts.
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Abstract. Whereas today’s information systems are well-equipped for efficient query
handling, their strict mathematical foundations hamper their use for everyday tasks. In
daily life, people expect information to be offered in a personalized and focused way. But
personalization in digital systems still only takes explicit knowledge into account and
does not yet process conceptual information often naturally implied by users. We
discuss how to bridge the gap between users and today’s systems, building on results
from cognitive psychology.

1. Introduction
Given today’s information overload querying digital information in a personalized manner has
become a more and more demanding problem. To a large degree this information is stored in
structured repositories and databases allowing for efficient retrieval. Commonly used query
languages require users to explicitly specify hard constraints to describe their information
needs. In most cases however, this is extremely difficult for the user, since information needs
are often vague and not all relevant parameters are known a priori, i.e., before interacting with
the information system. In fact, much knowledge is embodied in the user or perceived as being
common knowledge (Balke & Mainzer, 2005). Moreover, when evaluating such queries over a
repository or database, very often empty results are returned in case of overspecified queries, or
the user is flooded by irrelevant information when posing underspecified queries. Recently,
these problems have stimulated research in the area of personalized query processing. But still
only few approaches actually focus on the cognitive processes underlying human information
search.
A first step to human-centered information search are preference-based retrieval models, which
build on simple pairwise item comparisons, in the form of ‘items with property A are better than
those showing property B.’ This kind of statement is very intuitive for users and easy to
articulate. Characteristic properties of items in a collection usually can be described within a
fixed attribute scheme. For example, used cars on sale can be described in terms of brand,
model, age, color, or top speed. Users now are generally able to specify their preferences on
attribute level like ‘I like VWs better than Ferraris’ or ‘I prefer red cars to yellow ones.’ Often
such characteristic attributes are simple and intuitive representations of concepts that would be
hard to describe otherwise. Considering the sample statements above, the user might have an
understanding that VWs are typical ‘normal’ cars, whereas Ferraris are typical examples of
sports cars. On the other hand, the above color preference does not carry any information about
other properties a user might want for his/her car (Leslie, 2007; Leslie, 2008). Obviously,
integrating notions of typicality and user expectations into query processing would heavily
improve the result quality in information searches as well as the user’s search experience.
Currently, no information system is able to process such implicit knowledge. In this paper we
discuss the ingredients needed for designing information systems shaped for personalized and
intuitive querying.
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2. Overview of Current Preference-Based Query Processing
Current preference-based information systems rely on classical preference models, which
expose strong mathematical properties. These properties are intended to capture rational
behavior being expressed as internal coherence and logical consistency within a system of
beliefs and preferences (e.g., requiring preference relations to be transitive and constant over
time, contexts, and occasions); choices are consequential, and options are evaluated using prior
assessments of beliefs and values (Mellers, Schwartz, & Cooke, 1998).
There are two major approaches in today’s systems: utility functions (Fishburn, 1968; Fishburn,
1970; Keeney & Raiffa, 1976) and relational preference structures (Öztürk, Tsoukiàs, & Vincke,
2005; Kießling, 2002; Chomicki, 2003). A utility function assigns a numerical score to each data
item. The score of an item depends only on the item’s properties and represents its overall
desirability. Relational preference structures link pairs of items through the notions of ‘is
preferred to’ and ‘is equally preferable as,’ thus leading to qualitative preference orderings. Note
that every utility function implies some simple-structured preference ordering. The problem of
actually building personalized preference-based information systems has been investigated in
various settings such as querying databases, getting automated product recommendations, or
receiving support in decision making.
During the 1990s, the top-k retrieval paradigm has been introduced into database research to
make systems more cooperative (Fagin, 1999; Güntzer, Balke, & Kießling, 2000; Hwang & Chang,
2007). Here, scores for item characteristics are aggregated by a suitable user-provided utility
function. The resulting preference ordering can be computed quite efficiently and only the best
items are returned to the user. Thus, the result of a query is neither empty, nor unmanageably
large. But providing an adequate aggregation function is often difficult and not intuitive for the
user, limiting the paradigms usefulness. In contrast, the skyline query paradigm does not rely on
a user-provided function, but incorporates user preferences with respect to individual item
characteristics using the notion of Pareto optimality as known from economics (Börzsönyi,
Kossmann, & Stocker, 2001; Godfrey, Shipley, & Gryz, 2007). Again, result sets never can become
empty but often are unmanageably large due to its over-cautious approach to the elimination of
items.
Recommender systems (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2005) target a different problem setting. Given
a set of previous item ratings the system derives a personalized set of recommendations for each
user. Currently, the most successful approaches rely on collaborative filtering, where suggested
items are selected based on ratings of similar users (Candillier, Meyer, & Boullé, 2007). Although
recommendations are easy to obtain, the paradigm falls short in case the users did not yet
provide sufficiently enough ratings, the so-called cold-start problem. Furthermore, the
preference order cannot be explicitly adjusted to the individual information need.
For the application in decision support techniques from the area of multi-criteria decision
making are used. After a thorough decision analysis, the problem can be represented within a
formal model. There is a large variety of techniques to fuse conflicting criteria, eventually
deriving a set of ‘optimal’ solutions, e.g., by estimating criterion weights within linear utility
models. Since quality of decisions is hard to measure in practice, the discipline focuses on
designing methods to be as ‘rational’ as possible. This follows the idea that a rational decision
process will always arrive at the best solution given the current knowledge. A related approach
for eliciting and analyzing user preferences is conjoint analysis, which is a standard tool in
market research (Green, Krieger, & Wind, 2001).
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Generic approaches to preference handling can be found in the area of artificial intelligence
(Boutilier, Brafman, Domshlak, Hoos, & Poole, 2004; Doyle, 2004; McGeachie & Doyle, 2004;
Domshlak & Joachims, 2007). Reasoning frameworks infer additional knowledge from basic
preference statements within a well-defined logic. Moreover, machine learning techniques can
be employed to derive complete preference structures from small sets of preference statements.
Most of these approaches however stay at a theoretical level, where the efficiency needed for
actual system building is not a primary issue. Instead, methods are designed without a specific
application scenario in mind.
In summary, there is a wide variety of systems. However, in practical applications they are not
intuitively useable. In all types of systems, the query formulation requires a large effort, often
beyond the user’s capabilities. As we will see, most intuitive preference statements carry implicit
information that either is considered obvious and not worth mentioning, or is extremely hard to
state in crisp terms, or the user is entirely unaware of. Whereas databases and decision support
systems require comprehensive and explicit preference specification, recommender systems
gain their predictive power only from implicit preference statements such as item ratings. In
neither case the user is really at ease with the systems as practical experiments show (Pu &
Chen, 2007). We will argue that cognitively supportive systems have to work in the middle of
both extremes.
3. A Cognitive Psychology’s Guide to Preferential Choice
Looking at results from cognitive psychology we get a quite different picture of human
preferences than reflected in today’s information systems. Empirical studies of choice processes
revealed surprising but systematic deviations from predictions made by classical preference
models. In the following, we will point out some major findings to motivate our line of research.
A fundamental assumption underlying today’s preference-based information systems posits that
a full description of applicable preference statements can be provided together with a query. In
contrast, experiments show that the user is not aware of most preferences at query time but
rather constructs them dynamically during the choice process. However, these preferences are
not arbitrary, but based on individual values, beliefs, and fundamental preferences (Lichtenstein
& Slovic, 2006).
But even if we assume all relevant preferences to be known, capturing them by utility functions
is still difficult. Prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979) goes beyond standard utility
theory by accounting for three major psychological effects. Utility values cannot be stated
ultimately, but are bound to reference points: no item has an intrinsic utility but only can be
assessed relative to some other item. Typical reference points are the user’s status quo or some
average item. Furthermore, the theory accounts for loss aversion, i.e., losses are valued more
heavily than corresponding gains. Finally, utilities are subject to saturation effects. Beyond a
certain point gains and losses become less important. In the words of Daniel Bernoulli: ‘There is
no doubt that a gain of one thousand ducats is more significant to the pauper than to a rich man
though both gain the same amount.’
Also similarity between items plays a major role when making choices. Tversky’s similarity
hypothesis (Tversky, 1972) states that when people are confronted with several items to chose
from, the addition of an alternative affects items similar to the added alternative more than
those that are dissimilar to it. Current information systems largely ignore this effect favoring
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ease of computation. In any case, similarity measures resembling human perception are difficult
to handle, since they often expose non-metric properties (Tversky, 1977; Tversky & Gati, 1982).
We can thus see that the psychological understanding of human preferences is at odds with the
preference models used in today’s systems. If so, how to build human-centered preferencebased information systems?
A fundamental truth in cognitive psychology recognizes categories and concepts as building
blocks of human thought (Murphy, 2002). Basically, a category is a class of entities (e.g., items,
actions, states, or properties) grouped with respect to some criterion or rule. All items in a
category are considered to be similar. Concepts are mental representations of categories. Due to
this dualism both terms are often used interchangeably. In essence, human cognition encodes
knowledge in terms of concepts, thus enabling people to describe and understand their
environment. Also in information systems concepts provide a convenient means for knowledge
representation. But again today’s systems sacrifice essential real-world properties of concepts
for computational simplicity.
Until the 1970s the classical view of concepts prevailed: categories can be logically defined by a
set of necessary and sufficient conditions. But especially the work of psychologist Eleanor Rosch
pointed to severe flaws in the classical view (Rosch, 1978). The current state of research can be
summarized by four main observations (Hampton, 2006):





Vagueness. There are categories without clear rules defining membership.
Opacity. Even if there is clear a rule for categorization, people often are unable to
verbalize it.
Typicality. Within a category, some entities may represent the corresponding concept
better than others. If asked, people generally are able to name some typical members.
Genericity. Commonly made statements about a given concept’s characteristics are true
in a general sense, but do not necessarily extend to all members of the respective
category.

This leads to a variety of models largely explaining the above phenomena (Hampton, 1997;
Murphy, 2002). Two noteworthy models are the prototype view and the exemplar view. The
prototype view posits that concepts are represented by most generic examples, so-called
prototypes. Prototypes tend to be abstract and may not be existing entities. In contrast, the
exemplar view represents concepts by a set of actually existing entities contained in the
category. These entities are either very typical or especially remarkable entities that easily come
to mind. In both cases categorization of new entities is performed by comparing to either
prototypes or exemplars.
There are only a few studies relating concept models to preference statements in a general way.
However, it is known that concepts matter a great deal when people are confronted with new
items (Mellers, Schwartz, & Cooke, 1998; Devetag, 1999). Familiar concepts raise expectations
about those items, which are often subsequently used as reference points. Furthermore, lacking
precise information people tend to favor typical items. This cognitive mechanism also explains
phenomena commonly observed in choice situations such as the attraction effect, extremeness
aversion, and framing.
For verbalizing statements about conceptual knowledge often so-called generics are used. With
generics people express ‘most primitive and fundamental generalizations’ (Leslie, 2007; Leslie,
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2008), e.g. ‘Ferraris are fast.’ Though these generalizations are not always true in a strict logical
sense, they help to quickly and intuitively communicate information essential for grasping the
respective concept.
Relating the above insights to models of the mind, Daniel Kahneman’s Two Systems view of
cognition (Kahneman, 2003) proves helpful. Here cognitive processes are facilitated to some
degree by System 1, a fast, automatic, effortless lower-level system, and to some degree by
System 2, a slower, more effortful, rule-based higher-level system. Generally both systems are
involved in cognitive processes, but the respective degrees may vary. The psychological
phenomena mentioned in the current section can be attributed to System 1, whereas
mathematical reasoning as exhibited by today’s information systems generally falls into the
domain of System 2.
4. Integrating System 1 into Information Systems
The above considerations raise the question whether it is justified to base information systems
solely on formal decision processes. Many decision theorists claim that a choice can only be good
it is guarded by an entirely rational—and therefore completely explainable—decision process.
Indeed, internal coherence and logical consistency build a solid foundation. However, psychological research shows that people cannot live up to these standards. Nevertheless, decisions
made instinctively with limited cognitive resources often still lead to good results that people
have a positive feeling about. In natural problem settings, people exploit environmental
properties by applying simple heuristics spanning both cognitive systems. Heuristics are ‘rules
of thumb,’ educated guesses, intuitive judgments, or simply common sense blended with some
degree of reasoning; the notion of rationality should account for the boundedness of cognitive
resources (Simon, 1956; Gigerenzer, 2006; Todd & Gigerenzer, 2007).
In a nutshell, preference-based information systems can not limit themselves to producing
hardly digestible logical explanations, but also have to cater for the positive user experience
found in natural decision processes. Still, automated reasoning processes should be used to
prevent the user from severe and hard to detect fallacies. But in any case, systems should always
aim at providing a cognitive match. This starts at query level by additionally supporting conceptdriven preference statements, runs through the entire search process usually involving some
user interaction, and ends at the presentation of results in an intuitively understandable way.
Throughout the process, the properties of preferences pointed out by cognitive psychology have
to be respected.
This idea is not entirely new. Already during the 1980s, when designing today’s leading database
query language SQL, their creators wanted it to be as close to natural language as possible.
Actually, it was designed in a declarative way in a simple syntax following a ‘SELECT items FROM
source WHERE condition applies’ template. Still, all parts of the query have to be provided
explicitly. As pointed out above, concepts are fundamental to human cognition. By supporting
generics, querying promises to be elevated to the next level. The user does not need to
externalize all knowledge, but can formulate preferential queries along the way she/he thinks.
Explicit statements are only given in the form of ‘landmarks’ to guide the system. Based on these
landmarks, together with the user’s notions, the system can now derive a map of the individual
choice context.
Realizing this idea in practical systems requires insights from philosophy. Since algorithms work
on the level of System 2, a major task is the simulation of System 1’s cognitive processes at
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System 2 respecting all the processes’ properties. Information systems design therefore needs
expertise from philosophy, computer science, and psychology, crossing each discipline’s borders.
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Extracting Features from Ratings:
The Role of Factor Models
Joachim Selke and Wolf-Tilo Balke1
Abstract. Performing effective preference-based data retrieval requires detailed and preferentially meaningful structurized information
about the current user as well as the items under consideration. A
common problem is that representations of items often only consist of
mere technical attributes, which do not resemble human perception.
This is particularly true for integral items such as movies or songs.
It is often claimed that meaningful item features could be extracted
from collaborative rating data, which is becoming available through
social networking services. However, there is only anecdotal evidence
supporting this claim; but if it is true, the extracted information could
very valuable for preference-based data retrieval. In this paper, we
propose a methodology to systematically check this common claim.
We performed a preliminary investigation on a large collection of
movie ratings and present initial evidence.

1 INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems [1, 17] are one of the most prominent applications of preference handling technology [6] and a highly active area
of research. In particular, fueled by the Netflix competition and its
one million dollar prize money [2], research on collaborative recommendation techniques [21] has recently made significant advances,
most notably through the introduction of factor models [16, 22].
In collaborative recommender systems, users repeatedly express
their preferences for items, which usually is done by giving explicit
ratings on some predefined numerical scale. This data can be modeled
using a rating matrix, whose rows correspond to items, columns to
users, and entries to ratings. Typically, ratings matrices are very sparse,
that is, only a small fraction of all possible ratings have actually been
observed. Personalized recommendations are generated by predicting
unobserved ratings from the available data and, for each user, selecting
those items considered to be most appealing.
Most state-of-the-art collaborative recommendation methods—
including the winner of the Netflix Prize—are based on factor models,
which are known to yield much more accurate predictions than traditional neighborhood-based methods [14, 15, 22, 23, 24]. In factor
models, each user and each item is represented by a vector in some
shared real coordinate space. The vectors are chosen such that each
observed rating is closely approximated by the dot product of the corresponding item and user vectors. The selection of coordinates usually
is formalized as an optimization problem. Predictions for unobserved
ratings are generated by computing the respective scalar products.
Equivalently, this approach can be seen as a factorization of the rating
matrix into the product of an item matrix (whose rows are the item
vectors) and a user matrix (whose columns are the user vectors).
1
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The success of factor models is usually attributed to the intuition
that the coordinate space used to represent items and users actually
is a latent feature space. That is, its dimensions capture the items’
perceptual properties as well as the users’ preference judgments regarding these properties. For example, when items are movies, the
individual dimensions are generally thought to measure (more of less)
“obvious” features such as horror vs. romance, the level of sophistication, or orientation towards adults. For users, each coordinate is
thought to describe the relative degree of importance attached to the
respective dimension. This understanding of factor models can be
found throughout the literature, for example, in [2, 15, 16, 18, 23].
Although it is intuively appealing, to our knowledge, the correspondence to features has never been systematically proven, but is only
reported anecdotically. For example, Koren et al. [16] performed a
factorization on the Netflix movie data set and manually interpreted
the first two coordinates for selected movies as follows:
Someone familiar with the movies shown can see clear meaning
in the latent factors. The first factor has on one side lowbrow
comedies and horror movies, aimed at a male or adolescent
audience, while the other side contains drama or comedy with
serious undertones and strong female leads. The second factorization axis has independent, critically acclaimed, quirky films
on the top, and on the bottom, mainstream formulaic films.
Further evidence has been provided by Takács et al. [23]. After performing a factorization of the Netflix data set, they manually assigned
labels to individual dimensions of their coordinate space, such as
Legendary, Typical for men, Romantic, and NOT Monty Python.
In this paper, we propose a systematic method for studying the
coordinate spaces derived from factor models and apply it the MovieLens 10M data set, a large real-world collection of movie ratings. The
main contribution of our work consists in laying important groundwork, on which further research in recommender systems and preference handling can be build. In particular, we see two concrete
directions for future work:
• First, knowing what kind of semantic information is extracted by
factor models—and how it is represented in coordinate spaces—
will enable a deeper understanding of these methods. Ultimately,
these findings may lead to a more systematic development and
refinement of recommender systems. In particular, a systematic
assessment of semantic structures provides an additional way of
evaluating the effectiveness of factor-based recommenders. This
would perfectly complement traditional evaluation methods [11],
which focus on predictive accuracy.
• Second, we believe that factor models might be a powerful tool
for automatically extracting meaningful descriptions of otherwise
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hard-to-describe items such as movies or songs—particularly, essential features of movies cannot be characterized at all by purely
technical features such as runtime, language, or release date.2 But
given a coordinate representation of movies that matches human
perception, the full machinery developed in preference handling
research can be applied [6, 9]. For example, clustering techniques
can give user an initial high-level impression of the available items,
item rankings can be learnt from ordinal preference statements [10]
or utilities [5], and the best items can be retrieved by means of
Top-k algorithms [12].
Since our primary research interest lies in applying preferencebased retrieval techniques to item collections, in this paper we will
concentrate on evaluating the semantic structures contained in the
item matrix A. Performing a similar analysis of the user matrix B
may require entirely different methods.
The paper is structured as follows: After introducing notation and
reviewing the most important factor models, we develop general guidelines on how to evaluate coordinate spaces for semantic information.
Then, we illustrate how to apply these guidelines to the evaluation of
factor spaces generated from movie rating data and perform experiments on the MovieLens 10M data set.

2 PRELIMINARIES
In the following, we use the variables i and j to identify items, whereas
u and v denote users. We are dealing with ratings given to I items
by U users. Let R = (ri,u ) ∈ {R ∪ ∅}I×U be the corresponding
rating matrix, where ri,u = ∅, if item i has not been rated by user u;
otherwise, ri,u expresses the strength of user u’s preference for item
i. Ratings are usually limited to a fixed
integer scale¯(for example,
˘
one to ten stars). Moreover, R = (i, u) | ri,u 6= ∅ is the set of
all item–user pairs for which ratings are known. Let n be the total
number of ratings observed (the cardinality of R). Typically, n is very
small compared to the number of possible ratings I · U (for example,
n
in the Netflix data set it is I·U
≈ 1.4%).
Given some target dimensionality d, the basic idea underlying factor
models is to find matrices A = (ai,r ) ∈ RI×d and B = (br,u ) ∈
Rd×U such that their product R̂ = A · B closely resembles R on all
known entries. To quantify this notion of “close resemblance,” the
sum of squared errors (SSE) is popularly chosen. The SSE difference
between the rating matrix R and its estimation R̂ = (r̂i,u ) is defined
as
X `
`
´
´2
SSE R, R̂ =
ri,u − r̂i,u .
(i,u)∈R

Factor models are typically formulated as optimization problems
over A and B, in which the SSE (or some other measure) is to be
minimized.
Probably the most popular factor model is Brandyn Webb’s regularized SVD model [16, 18], in which A and B are defined as the
solution of the least squares problem
min
A,B

d
X X
`
´
` 2
´
SSE R, A · B + λ
ai,r + b2r,u .
(i,u)∈R r=1

Here, λ ≥ 0 is a regularization constant used to avoid overfitting.
More advanced versions of the SVD model exclude systematic
rating deviations from the factorization and model them explicitly
2

A complementary approach to closing this semantic gap is content-based
image and video retrieval [8].
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using new variables. Bell and Koren [3] propose to estimate rating
ri,u by
d
X
r̂i,u = µ + δi + δu +
ai,r br,u ,
r=1

where the constant µ denotes the mean of all observed ratings; δi and
δu are I + U new model parameters expressing systematic item and
user deviations from µ. Again, the parameters are chosen according
to a regularized least squares problem:
!
d
X
X
`
´
` 2
2 ´
min
SSE R, R̂ + λ
ai,r + br,u + δi + δu .
A,B,δ?

(i,u)∈R

r=1

The rationale underlying this approach—which we refer to as δ-SVD
in the following—is that the removal of item- and user-specific general
trends from the factorization allows to focus on more sophisticated
rating patterns.
The third basic factor model being relevant to our work performs
a non-negative factorization of the rating matrix [23]. It is identical
to the regularized SVD model up to the additional constraint that
all entries of A and B must be non-negative. Extending this model
by explicit item and users deviations is not reasonable since this
would require negative entries in A and B to approximate R close
enough. The non-negative matrix factorization model aims at creating
a coordinate space in which effects of different dimensions on the
estimated ratings cannot cancel out each other. Henceforth, we refer
to this model as NNMF.

3

EVALUATING COORDINATE SPACES

Given an item–feature matrix A ∈ RI×d generated by some factor
model, how can we determine whether the items’ coordinates in this
d-dimensional space resemble a “semantically meaningful” pattern?
The most straightforward approach consists in extending and systematizing the casual investigations described in the introduction. This
could easily be done by presenting the item coordinate space to a
number of different people and asking them to label its dimensions.
The correspondence between the generated item coordinates and human perception could, for example, be done by measuring the degree
of consensus among people or the average time needed to come up
with adequate labels.
Although this kind of investigation seems very reasonable, it contains some severe flaws, which cannot be fixed by careful study design:
1. The dimensionality chosen in most applications of factor models
typically ranges between d = 10 and d = 100. A comprehensive
analysis of the resulting data sets would require the users to comprehend high-dimensional spaces, which is impossible even when
using advanced visualization techniques.
2. Due to hindsight bias, given enough time, users will be able to assign a fitting label to almost any dimension of the coordinate space.
Chances are good that this effect accounts for rather questionable
labels such as NOT Monty Python.
3. By using free association to name dimensions, the collection of
resulting labels tend to show a high variability and reflect individual differences between users. To produce statistically significant
results, either the sample size must be extended (which requires
more study participants and results in higher costs), or the variability must be reduced, for example, by training participants to use an
established domain-specific vocabulary to articulate the semantic
properties they recognize in the data (which also increases time
and effort).

4. Typically, there are many near-optimal solutions to the above mentioned optimization problems, which can be transformed into one
another by rotation of the coordinate axes. This is because, for
any invertible matrix M ∈ Rd , the solution pairs (A, B) and
(AM, M −1 B) produce the same SSE. Although regularization
usually enforces the theoretical existence of a unique optimal solution pair, in practice the enormous problem size often allows
only finding one of the many near-optimal solutions. Consequently,
the direction of the coordinate axes is completely arbitrary, which
makes the task of assigning labels a hopeless undertaking.

3.1 Some Guidelines
In this section, we devise a set of guidelines on which to base more
appropriate approaches to the analysis of coordinate spaces.
• In the view of problems (1) and (4), we recommend to avoid any
direct human interaction with item coordinates. Instead, human
input should concentrate on describing item properties, which in
turn are related to coordinates as well as compared by algorithmic
means.
• The only effective way to eliminate hindsight bias (2) is collecting
feedback on items before generating and presenting any information extracted by the factor models under consideration.
• To resolve problem (3), we primarily recommend to adapt a domainspecific vocabulary to allow a structurized description of items. For
example, to characterize music, the rich vocubulary developed
by allmusic3 seems appropriate; amongst others, it includes very
detailed information about genres, styles, moods, and connections
between artists. Since this kind of semantic information can be
(or already have been) provided by a small number of experts and
usually is little prone to debate, it is easy to assemble and work
with. In later stages of analysis, unrestricted user feedback may be
included to reveal the position and extent of more fine-grained and
rather subjective concepts in the coordinate space.
We also propose to apply a standardization procedure to the generated coordinate space. This is for the following reasons: First, recall
that, for any invertible matrix M ∈ Rd , the solution pairs (A, B) and
(AM, M −1 B) are equivalent; to enable comparisons between different factor models and even different runs of the same optimization
algorithms, we need to define one solution pair as the standard representation. Second, to enable a better separation of different effects in
the data, the axes of the item (and user) coordinate space should be
chosen to be orthogonal. Moreover, axes should be ordered according
to their relative importance (measured by the variance of data along
each axis); that is, the first dimension should be assigned to the most
important axis.
The perfect tool for matching these requirements is the singular
value decomposition, a well-known matrix factorization technique
from linear algebra, which inspired the SVD factor model. It is based
on the fact that, for any rank-d matrix X ∈ I × U, there is a columnorthonormal matrix U ∈ RI×d , a diagonal matrix S ∈ Rd×d , and
a row-orthonormal matrix V ∈ × U such that X = U SV . By
reordering rows and columns, S can be chosen such that its diagonal
elements are ordered by increasing magnitude. Moreover, the diagonal
matrix S can be eliminated from this factorization by setting X =
1
1
U 0 V 0 , where U 0 = U S 2 and V 0 = U S 2 . The matrices U 0 and V 0
are unique if all diagonal elements of S have been mutually different.

In our setting, we will apply the singular value decomposition to
transform the product X = A · B into a new product A0 · B 0 as just
described. Since rating data tends to be very “noisy,” we can safely
assume that (A0 , B 0 ) is a unique representation of (A, B); we did
not encounter any counterexamples during our experiments on large
real-world rating data. Moreover, any equivalent pair (AM, M −1 B)
also gets transformed into (A0 , B 0 ), which we define as the corresponding standard representation. It can be computed efficiently using
the product decomposition algorithm proposed in [7, Sec. 3].

3.2

Use Case: Movie Ratings

Based on these guidelines, we now present a concrete method for
performing a basic evaluation of coordinate spaces generated from
movie ratings. Our focus rests on immediate applicability, so we relate
the item coordinates to reference data that is already available.
The reference source for all kinds of movie-related information is
IMDb, the Internet Movie Database4 , which currently covers about
1.6 million titles. Most of IMDb’s data has been created with the help
of its users. Therefore, a large proportion of the available content can
freely be downloaded and used for non-commercial purposes5 . Based
on this comprehensive data, one should be able to cross-reference any
collection of movie ratings with IMDb.
For the semantic evaluations we are going to perform, the following attributes of titles may prove helpful: genres, certifications (e.g.,
USA:PG for parental guidance suggested), year of release, and plot
keywords. To illustrate the general procedure, we will only exploit
genre information in this paper. Extendig our method to other types
of semantic information is straightforward. Checking the correspondence between genres and item coordinates also makes up a good first
test of whether at least some basic semantic properties of movies are
represented in coordinate spaces, which is exactly the purpose of the
current work.
IMDb recognizes 28 different genres, from Action to Western,
where each movie may belong to multiple genres. The assignment
of genres is done by IMDb’s expert staff in cooperation with IMDb
users. To enforce consistency, this process is based upon a collection
of publicly available guidelines6 . Therefore, this data source matches
the requirements developed in the previous section.
To analyze whether the distribution of genres in coordinate space
displays any significant pattern, we turn to established classification
algorithms, which explicitly have been designed to exploit any relevant patterns in the data if there are any. In particular, we propose
to measure the degree of adherence to a pattern by the classification accuracy shown by these algorithms when predicting the genre
of movies based on their coordinates. In essence, we transform our
analysis into a sequence of binary classification problems (one for
each genre), which enables us to build on solid grounds. Following
the common methodology, we use cross-validation; that is, accuracy
is measured on a data set, which is independent of the one used to
train the classifier. By applying proven techniques to counter overfitting, our approach also overcomes any possible problems related to
hindsight bias.
For a start, we selected two popular classification algorithms, which
are able to detect different kinds of patterns in the data: support vector
machines and kNN-classifiers.
Support vector machines will be used in two different flavors: first,
using a linear kernel (refered to as SVM-lin), and second, using a
4

http://www.imdb.com
http://www.imdb.com/interfaces#plain
6 http://www.imdb.com/updates/guide/genres
5

3

http://www.allmusic.com
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Gaussian radial basis function kernel (SVM-RBF). Linear support vector machines will show a high classification accuracy if most movies
of the respective genre are grouped at one side of the data set, which
can be separated from all remaining movies by a hyperplane. For
example, this can be used to disprove the hypothesis that there exists
a direction in the coordinate space along which, say, the amount of
action, increases monotonically. In contrast, the SVM-RBF classifier
detects whether groups of movies with the same genre tend to be
located in close vincinity.
kNN-classifiers perform well if the distance between movies having
the same genre typically is smaller than the distance to movies not
having this genre. Therefore, they can be used to check whether genres
form spatially separated patterns in coordinate space. Since factor
models are not based on a notion of proximity, it is not clear what
measure of distance suits factor models best. We will try out the
following four measures: Euclidean distance, standardized Euclidean
distance (where, to ensure equally weighted dimensions, coordinate
values are divided by the standard deviation of the data with respect
each dimension), negative scalar product (which essentially adapts the
method of rating prediction to measure distance), and cosine similarity
(which is monotonically related to the angle between two vectors).
To evaluate the true benefit of coordinate spaces generated from
factor models, we propose the following baseline, which is derived
from traditional neighborhood-based recommendation methods [20]
and constructed as follows: First, for any items i and j, we compute
their Pearson correlation coefficient
P
u∈Ri,j (ri,u − µi,j )(rj,u − µj,i )
qP
%i,j = qP
,
2
2
u∈Ri,j (ri,u − µi,j )
u∈Ri,j (rj,u − µj,i )
where Ri,j is the set of all users who rated both i and j, and µi,j is the
mean rating given to item i by users who rated both i and j. If Ri,j
is empty, then %i,j is undefined. The Pearson correlation coefficient
%i,j measures the tendency of users to rate items i and j similarly. To
avoid biased estimates in cases where ni,j = |Ri,j | is very small, we
derive a new measure of similarity

movie entries, and removing movies that received less than 20 ratings),
our new data set consists of 9,984,419 ratings of 8938 movies provided
by 69878 users. The ratings use a 10-point scale from 0.5 (worst) to 5
(best). Each user contributed at least 14 ratings.
Our analysis requires the genre information maintained by IMDb,
so we had to map each movie in the data set to its corresponding IMDb
entry. This task has been simplified a lot by the fact that all items
in the MovieLens 10M data set are relatively well-known movies
developed for cinema.9 We mapped about 8000 movies automatically
by comparing titles and release years; the remaining movies have
been assigned manually or semi-automatically.
To avoid the problem of learning from very small samples for now,
we did not use all 28 genres distinguished by IMDb. Instead, we take
only those genres into consideration that have been assigned to at
least 5% of all movies in our data set. Table 1 lists all remaining 13
genres and their relative frequencies. On average, 2.3 genres have
been assigned to each movie.
Genre

%

Action
Adventure
Comedy
Crime
Drama
Family
Fantasy

16.0
12.7
38.2
16.6
54.6
8.4
8.3

Genre
Horror
Mystery
Romance
Sci-Fi
Thriller
War

%
10.1
9.1
25.2
8.6
24.2
5.2

Table 1. Relative frequencies of genres.

4.1

Generating Coordinate Spaces

We applied our approach to the MovieLens 10M data set 7 , which
consists of about 10 million ratings collected by the online movie
recommender service MovieLens8 . After postprocessing the original
data (removing one non-existing movie, merging several duplicate

We implemented each of the four coordinate extraction methods in
MATLAB and executed them on our rating data.
For SVD, δ-SVD, and NNMF, we followed the literature and used
an optimization procedure based on gradient descent; to reduce computation time, we applied the Hessian speedup proposed in [19].
Adapting the common methodology, we chose the regularization
parameter λ by cross-validation such that the SSE is minimized on
randomly chosen test sets. We ended up with a value of λ = 0.04 for
each of the three algorithms.
Since optimization by gradient descent is known to get stuck in
local extrema of the function to be minimized, we ran the three procedures at least three times, each with different initial coordinates,
which have been chosen randomly. For each result, we computed the
standardized solution pair as described in the previous section. We
found that the solutions generated by each extractor do not differ
significantly after standardization. This indicates that our coordinate
spaces match the unique solution of each optimization problem.
For our MDS procedure, we used the regularization constant λ =
20, which we determined by adapting the recommendation Koren gave
for the Netflix data set [15]. The coordinates have been generated
by MATLAB’s mdscale function using the metric stress criterion.
Since in our data set about 14 percent of all movie–movie pairs had
no raters in common, we treated the respective entries of the distance
matrix as missing data.
To measure the effect of dimensionality, we generated three different coordinate spaces with each extractor by varying the parameter d.
We chose d = 10, d = 50, and d = 100.

7

9

si,j =

ni,j
· %i,j
ni,j + λ

from %i,j by shrinking towards zero [15]. Here, λ ≥ 0 is a regularization parameter. Finally, we carry over these similarity into distances
by applying a logarithmic transformation:
„
«
1 + si,j
di,j = − ln
.
2
To derive a d-dimensional coordinate space in which items i and j
approximately have distance di,j , we use metric multidimensional
scaling [4]. Since neighborhood-based recommendation methods are
usually outperformed by factor models, we expect our baseline coordinate space to be far inferior to those constructed using factor models.
We refer to our baseline model as MDS.

4 EXPERIMENTS ON MOVIELENS 10M

8

http://www.grouplens.org/node/73
http://www.movielens.org
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This is the reason why we did not consider the Netflix data set. It consists of
all kinds of DVD titles, which often lack a clear correspondence in IMDb.

4.2 Applying the Classifiers
In total, we used 14 different classifiers to evaluate each of the 12
coordinate spaces with respect to each of the 13 genres.
We implemented the two support vector machine classifiers by
soft-margin SVMs with parameters C = 4 and (for SVM-RBF) γ =
0.1, which have been determined by cross-validation to maximize
classification accuracy.
Each of the four different kNN-classifiers will be applied to the data
sets with three different choices of k. To measure whether movies of
the same genre tend to occur in larger groups, we chose k = 1, k = 3,
and k = 9. In the following, we will refer to these 12 classifiers as
kNN-Eucl, kNN-sEucl, kNN-scal, and kNN-cos.
To enable comparisons among classifiers and data sets, we generated 20 pairs of training and test sets, each by randomly chosing
40% of all movies for training and 10% (of the remaining movies)
for testing. For each of the resulting 2184 combinations of coordinate
spaces, classifiers and genres, we use the same 20 pairs of item sets
for training and testing. In each case, we measured the classification
accuracy. All results reported below are averages over the 20 runs.

4.3 Results
Probably the most popular way of assessing a classifier’s performance
is measuring its accuracy, that is, the fraction of test items which have
been classified correctly. However, in our setting, this measure is not
very helpful. To see this, recall that the relative frequency of genres
is very different in our data set. For example, over half of all movies
belong to the genre Drama, but there are only about 5% War movies.
While attaining an accuracy of 95% would be significant for the genre
Drama, it can easily be achieved for the genre War just by classifying
any movie as non-War. To enable comparisons across genres, we
propose to use a modified version of Cohen’s kappa measure.
Any result of a binary classification task can be described by four
numbers, which sum up to 1: the fraction of true positives (αtp ),
the fraction of false positives (αfp ), the fraction of false negatives
(αfn ), and the fraction of true negatives (αtn ). Accuracy is defined
as acc = αtp + αtn . Moreover, the accuracy of a static majoritybased classifier (which always returns the label of the more frequent
class) is accmaj = max{αtp + αfn , αfp + αtn }. We propose to use
this kind of naive classifier for normalizing the accuracy and define
κ = (acc−accmaj )/(1−accmaj ). This measure expresses a classifier’s
relative performance with respect to the majority-based classifier. If
acc = 1 then κ = 1, if acc > accmaj , then κ > 0, if acc = accmaj ,
then κ = 0, and if acc < accmaj , then κ < 0.
By measuring accuracy in terms of κ, we can average classification
performance over different genres. Tables 2–5 report the mean κs
over all 260 classification results obtained for each combination of
coordinate space and classifier type. All entries larger than 0.10 have
been marked in boldface. We can observe the following:
• The coordinate space derived by NNMF does not contain much
helpful information about genres that can be exploited by our
classifiers. The performance in all other spaces is significantly
better.
• Except for NN-sEucl, classification performance generally improves with increasing dimensionality. However, the difference in
performance between d = 10 and d = 50 is much larger than the
one between d = 50 and d = 100. This indicates that our ordering of dimensions during standardization indeed captures some
notion of relative importance. This is probably also the reason for
NN-sEucl’s decreasing performance with growing d; treating all

SVM-lin
SVM-RBF
1NN-Eucl
3NN-Eucl
9NN-Eucl
1NN-sEucl
3NN-sEucl
9NN-sEucl
1NN-scal
3NN-scal
9NN-scal
1NN-cos
3NN-cos
9NN-cos

SVD-10

SVD-50

SVD-100

0.08
0.15
−0.24
0.01
0.12
−0.25
0.01
0.12
−0.42
−0.16
0.01
−0.25
0.00
0.12

0.18
0.23
−0.21
0.05
0.16
−0.27
0.00
0.12
−0.30
−0.03
0.11
−0.18
0.06
0.17

0.20
0.25
−0.19
0.04
0.14
−0.31
−0.06
0.04
−0.30
−0.03
0.12
−0.16
0.06
0.16

Table 2. Kappas for coordinates generated by SVD.

SVM-lin
SVM-RBF
1NN-Eucl
3NN-Eucl
9NN-Eucl
1NN-sEucl
3NN-sEucl
9NN-sEucl
1NN-scal
3NN-scal
9NN-scal
1NN-cos
3NN-cos
9NN-cos

δ-SVD-10

δ-SVD-50

δ-SVD-100

0.07
0.13
−0.26
−0.01
0.11
−0.26
0.00
0.11
−0.41
−0.06
0.05
−0.26
0.00
0.12

0.16
0.20
−0.26
0.01
0.12
−0.29
−0.03
0.09
−0.28
0.02
0.13
−0.19
0.07
0.18

0.18
0.23
−0.26
−0.02
0.08
−0.36
−0.11
−0.01
−0.22
0.06
0.16
−0.16
0.09
0.19

Table 3. Kappas for coordinates generated by δ-SVD.

SVM-lin
SVM-RBF
1NN-Eucl
3NN-Eucl
9NN-Eucl
1NN-sEucl
3NN-sEucl
9NN-sEucl
1NN-scal
3NN-scal
9NN-scal
1NN-cos
3NN-cos
9NN-cos

NNMF-10

NNMF-50

NNMF-100

0.02
0.02
−0.56
−0.20
−0.02
−0.56
−0.20
−0.02
−0.37
−0.11
−0.02
−0.56
−0.20
−0.03

0.05
0.09
−0.47
−0.16
0.01
−0.47
−0.16
0.01
−0.34
−0.10
0.00
−0.45
−0.15
0.02

0.11
0.14
−0.41
−0.13
0.02
−0.45
−0.16
0.00
−0.34
−0.09
0.02
−0.41
−0.13
0.03

Table 4. Kappas for coordinates generated by NNMF.

SVM-lin
SVM-RBF
1NN-Eucl
3NN-Eucl
9NN-Eucl
1NN-sEucl
3NN-sEucl
9NN-sEucl
1NN-scal
3NN-scal
9NN-scal
1NN-cos
3NN-cos
9NN-cos
Table 5.

MDS-10

MDS-50

MDS-100

−0.16
0.03
−0.29
−0.01
0.13
−0.29
−0.01
0.13
−0.29
−0.01
0.12
−0.28
0.00
0.13

0.15
0.16
−0.19
0.06
0.18
−0.23
0.05
0.17
−0.19
0.07
0.18
−0.18
0.07
0.19

0.19
0.17
−0.18
0.06
0.18
−0.29
−0.01
0.12
−0.18
0.08
0.18
−0.16
0.08
0.19

Kappas for coordinates generated by MDS.
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dimensions equally seems to overweight information from dimensions at the end of the list.
• The SVM-RBF classifier slightly outperforms SVM-lin, but is
comparable in performance to 9NN-Eucl, 9NN-scal, and 9NNcos. This indicates that genres indeed tend to cluster in coordinate
spaces, even with respect to different measures of distance.
• The NN-classifiers display bad performance for k = 1 and k = 3,
which indicates that, although movies of the same genre roughly
occur in clusters, each cluster usually also contains movies that do
not have assigned the respective genre.
• In contrast to our expectations, the performance in coordinate
spaces generated by factor models is comparable to the performance shown on our baseline coordinate space MDS.
Moreover, the results suggest that the performance of kNNclassifiers might even further increase for larger values of k. To check
this, we performed some preliminary tests with k ≈ 20, but have not
been able to confirm this conjective.
We also investigated the influence of individual genres on classification performance; as an example, the results for SVM-RBF are
reported in Table 6. Entries larger than 0.20 have been indicated. We
can see that some genres, such as Horror and Drama, can clearly be
identified by the classifier, while others cannot. We have expected
much better performance on clear-cut genres such as War.
SVD-100

δ-SVD-100

NNMF-100

MDS-100

0.34
0.13
0.45
0.08
0.47
0.43
0.03
0.56
0.06
0.11
0.23
0.31
0.05

0.31
0.12
0.42
0.06
0.43
0.46
0.05
0.54
0.04
0.10
0.20
0.27
0.06

0.22
0.08
0.25
−0.01
0.37
0.31
0.01
0.31
−0.00
−0.00
0.09
0.14
−0.00

0.22
0.00
0.42
0.00
0.44
0.34
0.00
0.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.00

Action
Adventure
Comedy
Crime
Drama
Family
Fantasy
Horror
Mystery
Romance
Sci-Fi
Thriller
War

Table 6.

Kappas for SVM-RBF by genre.

In summary, these preliminary experiments suggest that the coordinate spaces derived by SVD, δ-SVD, and MDS indeed contain some
significant semantic information about the represented movies. However, the situation is by far not as clear as claimed by the literature.

5 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In the current paper, we presented a general methodology for systematically analyzing whether coordinate spaces generated from factor
models contain semantic information, as it is commonly claimed. We
applied our approach to the MovieLens 10M data set and found initial
evidence for this claim.
Our results encourage us to follow this line of research in several
ways. First, we would like to investigate whether our results also
carry over to more advanced and complex factor models, which have
been proposed very recently [13, 15]. It would also interesting to see
what more traditional methods such as multidimensional scaling can
contribute to the problem of feature extraction from rating data, since
our results indicate that these methods can sucessfully be modified
for use in our new setting.
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Abstract: The storage, management, and retrieval of entity data has always been
among the core applications of database systems. However, since nowadays many
people access entity collections over the Web (e.g., when searching for products,
people, or events), there is a growing need for integrating unconventional types of data
into these systems, most notably entity descriptions in unstructured textual form. Prime
examples are product reviews, user ratings, tags, and images. While the storage of this
data is well-supported by modern database technology, the means for querying it in
semantically meaningful ways remain very limited. Consequently, in entity-centric
search suffers from a growing semantic gap between the users’ intended queries and
the database’s schema. In this paper, we introduce the notion of conceptual views,
an innovative extension of traditional database views, which aim to uncover those
query-relevant concepts that are primarily reflected by unstructured data. We focus on
concepts that are vague in nature and cannot be easily extracted by existing technology
(e.g., business phone and romantic movie). After discussing different types of concepts
and conceptual queries, we present two case studies, which illustrate how meaningful
conceptual information can automatically be extracted from existing data, thus enabling
the effective handling of vague real-world query concepts.

1 Introduction
With the widespread use of the Web as primary information source, entity-centric search
has become a common task for many people, with product search arguably being most
prominent. In this context, typical entity types are mobile phones, movies, and books, but
could of course also be people, news items or events. Although the handling of entity data
traditionally falls into the domain of database systems [Che76], database methodology alone
is becoming less and less adequate to master this task. Entities are no longer characterized
by structured data alone but to a large extent also by semi-structured and unstructured
information. For example, besides technical specifications, a typical e-shopping website
features detailed textual product descriptions, expert reviews, and a large variety of usergenerated content such as ratings, tags, and opinions. While modern database systems offer
extensive technical capabilities for storing a large variety of data types (e.g., text documents,
XML documents, and even multimedia content), the means for querying this data remain
very limited [Wei07].
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Therefore, recent research has been more and more focused on integrating information
retrieval capabilities into database systems, in particular by structuring unstructured data
for use by structured queries [WKRS09, CRS+ 07, MS06]. Most of this ongoing research
focuses on extracting precise facts from textual data using methods from the area of
information extraction [Moe06]. While preliminary results are promising, still many
problems remain to be solved.
But to make things even more complicated, an analysis about product search we performed
on the AOL search query log revealed the following: When searching for mobile phones,
people very often include vague concepts (e.g. business phone, portability, or for kids) in
their queries, about as often as they refer to precise technical product details (e.g. weight,
display diagonal size, or talk time). Figure 1 illustrates the different types and respective
frequencies of queries related to mobile phones we identified in the AOL search query log.

Figure 1: Different types of queries related to mobile phones in the AOL search query log

We also investigated what information about mobile phones is provided by current online
shops, price comparison services, and media news sites such as CNET.com. We found
that while almost all sites collect and allow searching for a broad range of technical
specifications, the coverage of vague product features is fragmentary at best. Typically,
information about concepts such as business phone is only available through manuallycreated top ten lists, which have been published as ordinary pages. User-defined top lists
are particular popular and even market leaders such as Amazon.com have recognized them
as important means for providing conceptual information about products. None of the web
sites we studied offered structured search functionality for vague concepts.
Our analyses indicate that there exists a significant mismatch between the users’ intended
queries and the database’s schema. A very similar issue has been identified in the field
of multimedia databases, where it is usually referred to as semantic gap [HLES06]. As
argued above, in case of entity-centric search, the semantic gap mainly exists because
users’ information needs often are based on natural but typically vague concepts, which
information providers usually do not model explicitly in their databases. However, previous
studies also indicate that information about many query-relevant concepts is already contained in those parts of entity databases that are currently not used for answering the users’
queries [SB10, KT09]. This mainly refers to unstructured information (e.g. textual product
reviews), but may also include structured information (e.g. user ratings, which currently are
mostly used to compute average product ratings, thus ignoring the users’ hidden preferential
structures).
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In this paper, we present our approach to bridging the sematic gap in entity-centric search.
As a key element, we introduce the notion of conceptual views, an innovative extension of
traditional database views, which aims at systematically providing the means for making
implicit conceptual information explicit to database applications. In particular, using case
studies from the domains of mobile phones and movies, we demonstrate how conceptual views can be constructed automatically from the existing data and provide a rough
classification of typical query types and matching extraction techniques.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: First, we introduce and discuss the notion
of conceptual views as well their use in modern database systems in Section 2. In the
following sections we present our case studies. We continue by reviewing related work in
Section 5, and conclude by highlighting some important findings from cognitive psychology
in Section 6, which are strongly aligned to our approach and will guide our further work.
We conclude by summarizing the results of our current research efforts and discuss open
problems in Section 7.

2

Designing a View Mechanism for Answering Conceptual Queries

In this section we will discuss the basic mechanism for answering conceptual queries. Since
database entities usually represent entities of the real world, the key idea is to understand
concepts as special database attributes in a structured form. The attribute’s value for every
entity is obviously determined by the “degree of applicability” of the concept, which can
be defined in a variety of ways as we will discuss later. In any case, this specific way of
mediating between some user’s or application’s information need and the logical design
of a database or information system is generally provided by the view mechanism. In the
following we will briefly discuss how concepts are prepared for retrieval purposes using
conceptual views.

2.1

Detecting Concepts in Queries

As we have seen, many queries address a rather conceptual understanding of database
items (or entities) and therefore cannot be answered directly. But, how can such queries
be handled in an effective yet easy-to-use way? The first step of course is to detect some
new concept within queries, and thus a new information need. Whereas this is easy to
do in SQL-style declarative query languages, where a mapping of previously unknown
attributes to actually existing attributes in the underlying source(s) can be derived (see
for instance the work on malleable schemas [ZGBN07]), the recognition of new concepts
in simple keyword queries is somewhat harder. Of course, it is impossible to mine all
individual concepts from a vast number of query terms put together in millions of queries
regarding some topic. But preparing the underlying database to answer at least the most
often occurring keyword queries, and thus providing for predominant groups of users, can
be a strategic advantage, especially for e-commerce portals.
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Following our running example, we therefore determined typical characteristics of predominant conceptual queries, i.e., what concepts with respect to mobile phones are there
and how often do they occur? To answer this question we inspected the online advertising
platform Google AdWords1 and related the monthly number of general queries on our
example domain of mobile phones (and all common spelling variants like “mobile phones”
and “cell phones”) to the number of queries reflecting often used concept terms as derived
from the AOL query log (again expanded with common spelling variants, but not related
queries, e.g., the query “business phone” was not expanded by related terms like “calendar”
or “organizer”). Since Google AdWords only allows for monthly averages, the results
shown in Table 1 can only be seen as an intuition about the demand for individual concepts.
For the month of September 2010, Google AdWords reported a total of 22,110,560 general
purpose queries on mobile phones. Considering the top-5 concepts from the AOL query log
we find that the relative monthly amount of queries ranges between 0.2% and 1.4%. Still,
the result clearly shows that individual concepts will occur in significant numbers of queries
and thus are easily detectable in a query log. Thus, periodically inspecting query logs for
often co-occurring combinations of keywords can be expected to lead to the detection of
currently relevant query concepts.
Concept
Cheap phone
Business phone
TV cell phone
Music cell phone
Cell phone for kids

Frequency
Absolute Relative
313,400
87,520
62,700
49,300
33,260

1.4%
0.4%
0.3%
0.2%
0.2%

Table 1: Relative frequencies of concepts related to queries about mobile phones.

2.2

Building Conceptual Views

Since long relational databases have provided a mechanism for supporting queries that do
not directly address attributes predefined in the logical design: views. Whereas views were
often understood as a security feature regulating access to database tables and even providing
some statistical data security by pre-aggregating several attributes, after the introduction
of materialized views the performance implications became paramount. Especially for
expensive aggregations a pre-computation and materialization of view attributes is essential.
This perfectly fits to the complex nature of concepts and their problematic deduction from
entity information.
The basic idea for building conceptual views is to derive each entity’s score with respect
to some concept and offer it to query processing engines under the name of the concept
(basically the used query term, for complex mappings of different queries to abstract
concepts please refer to the large body of work on schema mapping). The score assigned
1 http://adwords.google.com
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to each entity with respect to a concept can be interpreted in several ways. Of course the
easiest way is to employ expert judgments simply rating all items. However, relying on
editors (like e.g., the allmusic portal2 ) is an expensive and cumbersome method, which can
only be employed on small collections, where trust in the scoring process is vital. On the
other hand, given the variety of information about entities collected in today’s databases and
information systems, such as Amazon.com’s shopping portal or the IMDb movie database3 ,
conceptual information can be derived with adequate extractors. Before discussing these
extractors, we will provide a brief overview of how concept scores are typically interpreted:
1. Possibility that an entity represents a concept given structured information. A good
example is the concept portability for mobile phones or laptops. Here, the degree
of membership (score) can be assumed to be a simple weighted aggregation of the
weight and size attributes that will be part of the structured technical specifications.
2. Possibility that an entity represents a concept, also considering unstructured information. This is essential for concepts that cannot directly be derived from structured
data, such as the concept of business phone in the domain of mobile phones. Usually,
such concepts are to some degree based on opinions or user expectations, which are
just supported by structured information.
3. Probability that an arbitrary user would rate an entity as matching the concept. The
way of scoring is often modeled as degree of belief. A typical example is the notion
of beauty, which again is sometimes supported by structured information, but in the
end relies on (probably differing) opinions.
4. Average user judgments. User judgments already form a significant type of data in
most information portals. Users are invited to express a personal opinion, and the
scoring of each entity can then be derived by suitable aggregations of such ratings.
Of course, the major feat for the successful generation of conceptual views lies in the
respective extraction algorithms for the concept scoring. Indeed, for the four interpretations
above there are some typical extraction techniques (which we will described in more detail
and tied to conceptual query types in a later section). Generally speaking all extraction
algorithms have to rely on a set of sample entities exhibiting the concept in question.
Of course, such typical entities can always be provided by users in a query-by-example
fashion (e.g., the iPhone as a typical smart phone or Hugh Grant movies as typical romantic
comedies), but also a simple keyword search in unstructured data associated with some
entities in our experiments proved to yield sufficiently accurate examples. The basic
structure of extraction algorithms for the above interpretations can be roughly classified as
follows:
1. Extractors working only on structured data are usually of a purely statistical nature trying to find correlations between different attributes for the sample entities.
Generally attributes allowing for a good clustering of the sample, while showing a
2 http://www.allmusic.com
3 http://www.imdb.com
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different overall distribution, can be expected to have some meaning with respect to
the query concept. Typical algorithms like association rule mining for categorical
data and Bayesian classification, or clustering algorithms for numerical data are well
understood and already often used [WKQ+ 08].
2. Extractors integrating structured and unstructured data usually involve some natural
language processing techniques and are generally a mixture between statistical
methods and techniques from information retrieval. Since they form a currently very
active and complex research topic, we will revisit a typical representative of these
algorithms as use case in the Section 3 and discuss the result quality.
3. Extractors for degrees of belief are usually relying on user relevance feedback in some
form and thus tend to be interactive algorithms. Generally speaking, all methods
need some time to derive meaningful scorings, but following the wisdom-of-thecrowds principle [Sur04] eventually result in scorings of good quality. Due to their
unobtrusiveness, recently the combined evaluation of query logs together with the
results users clicked on has been a prime candidate for establishing degree of belief
values [BHJ+ 10].
4. Extractors for exploiting rating information often use an abstract semantic space
for entity representations and then derive scorings from evaluating similarities in
this space. A typical representative of such algorithms is Latent Semantic Analysis
[DDF+ 90]. Here, the feature space is rotated into the direction of prominent eigenvectors representing predominant topics that can be used to distinguish between sets
of entities. We will also revisit this kind of extraction as a use case.
Having built a new attribute in the conceptual view for each relevant target concept using
an adequate extractor depending on the type of concept, the view can be queried. Obviously, the extraction algorithms tend to be rather complex and time-consuming such that a
materialized version of the view has to be maintained. This immediately raises questions
about possibilities to update such views, which in turn reflects on the extraction algorithms
used. However a detailed discussion of this problem is beyond the scope of this paper.

2.3

Answering Conceptual Queries

For answering conceptual queries by means of conceptual views, we must be aware of
the dichotomy between precise concepts (which usually are already modeled explicitly in
the database) and vague concepts (which are provided by conceptual views). The former
typically will be used to specify hard logical constraints within the query (e.g., retrieve
only Nokia phones or phones being cheaper than 300 Euros), while the latter are the
primary focus of queries involving vague concepts (e.g., retrieve all business phones that
are mid-priced and iPhone-like). Since those queries cannot be formulated and processed in
a semantically meaningful manner using precise query languages such as SQL, a different
approach is needed.
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Since vague concepts almost always go hand-in-hand with the notion of degree of membership, a purely set-oriented retrieval approach seems inappropriate for conceptual attributes;
ranking-based methods are more appropriate here. Fortunately, there already exists a large
body of research dealing with exactly this type of query formulation and processing. As
soon as all relevant concepts have been made explicit in structured form, a whole bunch
of existing methods for supporting vagueness in queries and data can be applied, thus
enabling a concept-enriched and more intuitive entity-centric search. Notable approaches
are fuzzy databases [GUP06], the VAGUE system [Mot88], top-k retrieval [IBS08] and
typicality queries [HPF+ 09], just to name a few. To integrate both types of query concepts,
preference-based database retrieval [Kie02, Cho03] offers a large variety of options.
Figure 2 summarizes our vision of conceptual views and embeds this notion into the
context of existing database systems. Conceptual views can actively and automatically
be maintained by analyzing user query logs. As soon as relevant query concepts have
been identified that currently cannot be handled using structured data, a suitable extractor
is chosen to extend the conceptual view accordingly. Thus, conceptual views provide a
systematic and unifying perspective on all available data, regardless of its type. Since
all relevant concepts have been made explicit in structured form, existing methods for
concept-based query processing can be applied to satisfy a broad range of information
needs, which could not be handled using the previously existing structured data alone.

Figure 2: Conceptual views within a database system.

3

Case Study: Mobile Phones

Our first case study concerns the domain of mobile phones, which already has been discussed briefly. Here, in addition to providing a number of structured technical specifications
for each phone, a typical product database also contains a textual description of the phone
along with a (possibly large) collection of detailed reviews written by expert users or
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journalists. The relevant query concepts vary from those that are primarily defined in terms
of structured data (e.g., portability) to those that have almost no connection to the technical
specifications (e.g. well-designed). In between, there are concepts being defined by both
types of data (e.g. business phone). In this case study, we present a method that jointly
analyzes both structured and textual data to extract a meaningful score value for some target
concept, which in the following will be business phone.
In order to store the degree of membership for each entity towards the target concept, one
first needs to build a model-based representation of this concept. Such a model comprises
a feature collection together with the corresponding strengths, which we will refer to as
model vocabulary (MV) in the following. Moreover, we will need an entity representation
function, used for calculating the degree of membership of each entity in the database
towards the target concept.

3.1

Method: Feature Analysis

The approach to be presented in the following is based on conceptual features, which are
either “real” product features extracted from the technical specifications or nouns (and
noun phrases) contained in some textual description or review of a product [LHC05]. We
first extract all conceptual features from the available structured and unstructured data, and
then try to find meaningful relationships between them (e.g., business phones tend to have
advanced calendar functionalities). Our algorithm is based on a self-supervised learning
technique that uses two types of training data for each product: a concept-related product
review provided by some professional editor and the product’s technical specifications in
structured form.
The method works as follows: We start by automatically splitting the training data (and thus
also the entities) with classical information retrieval techniques (such as keyword search)
into the explicitly concept-relevant data, further referred to as R, and the remaining data
(for which the relevance towards the concept is unknown), further referred to as U . The
sets R and U are disjoint. Of course, U will typically not only contain irrelevant entities,
but also some entities for which the concept is only visible in terms of related features. In
order to ensure a model of high quality, we have to split the training set by performing the
concept keyword search both in the structured and unstructured data of each entity. We also
have trained the model by using only editor product reviews which are extensive by nature,
explicitly covering a broad spectrum of features and concepts.
Adapting procedures from document classification, we extract those product features that
tend to discriminate entities in the set R from those in U (assuming that most entities in U
will be irrelevant to the target concept). For this purpose, we assign a numerical strength
to each feature, which measure the feature’s importance with respect to the given concept.
We consider only the strongest ones for our MV. The strength of a feature fi is defined as
follows:


nR (fi ) − minj nR (fj )
nU (fi ) − minj nU (fj )

−

,
strength(fi ) =
maxj nR (fj ) − minj nR (fj )
maxj nU (fj ) − minj nU (fj )
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where nR (fi ) is the number of entities in R containing the feature fi . The first summand
calculates the normalized feature strength relative to entities belonging to R, while the
second summand calculates the normalized strength relative to U .
Our method considers only those features having a reasonably high strength, namely three
times the standard deviation above the average strength found in the entire population. An
example of the resulting MV for the concept business phone is shown in Figure 3. The
technical features and specification labels are extracted from the structured data, along
with part of the corresponding values. Other features are extracted from unstructured data.
Together with their corresponding strengths calculated with the above formula, all these
features describe our target concept.

Figure 3: Model vocabulary for concept business phone.

In order to be able to evaluate the degree of membership of an entity E towards the target
concept, we have used the entity representation function
X
strength(fi ),
fi ∈MV∩E

which states that an entity is as relevant to the concept as the sum the strengths of those
features belonging to both the model as well as the entity.
As an example, consider that we want to compute the degree of membership towards the
business phone concept for an entity which is described by the following text: “Powerful,
but incredibly cumbersome. Pros: Has Microsoft Office, full featured calendar, support
for multiple email accounts, internet connectivity, Wi-Fi, and a good battery life. Cons:
It’s incredibly cumbersome and has a cluttered Windows 3.1 UI.” After evaluating the
strength of this text only, by using our weighting function on the features from the text
which also belong to the model (see Table 2), the entity gains a strength of 1.115, increasing
its relevance towards the concept. Knowing that the total strength of the model is 57.082,
the previous text provides for an increase in relevance by about 2%.
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Feature
calendar
Wi-Fi
Windows
Office
battery life

Strength
0.346
0.260
0.255
0.155
0.099

Table 2: Features and associated strengths for concept business phone.

3.2

Experimental Setup

To evaluate our approach, we collected a training data set from PhoneArena.com, a major
customer portal in the area of mobile phones. Our data set consists of expert reviews and
technical specifications for 500 different phones. This data set has been used to build a
model for the concept business phone as described above. Of course, this concept is not
explicitly mentioned in PhoneArena.com’s structured data.
To test the predictive power of this model, we downloaded 200 user-provided reviews of
the latest mobile phones from CNET.com. These reviews then have been manually labeled
by experienced mobile phone users, either as being relevant or not relevant with respect
to the concept business phone. We then compared the entity scores derived by our model
to these manually created assessments. As evaluation metric, we used a precision–recall
curve, which the dominant methodology for evaluating information retrieval systems. We
compared our approach to two different baselines: document ranking by TF–IDF and Latent
Semantic Indexing.

3.3

Results

The results of our evaluation are displayed in Figure 4. As we can see, our method is close
to the two baseline approaches for high-precision scenarios, and outperforms them in highrecall settings. This clearly shows that integrating the available structured information into
the retrieval process allows us to create a much more accurate model of the target concept
than it is possible using previous methods. However, there is still room for improvement,
which will be our primary goal in future work. To conclude, these results indicate that our
method is well-suited for the task of constructing conceptual views from structured data
and textual information.
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Figure 4: Precision–recall graph for the concept business phone.

4 Case Study: Movies
In our second case study, we are considering a database of movies. There are many popular
examples on the web, e.g. IMDb, Netflix4 , and Rotten Tomatoes5 . Typically, those services
offer their customers a broad spectrum of structured information about each movie, such
as its title, release date, director, cast, genre, running time, and a short plot description.
Also, they often allow people to contribute by providing their personal opinions in form of
textual user reviews or ratings on a fixed numerical scale (e.g. one to five stars). The former
usually are published on the respective service’s web site, the latter are used to compute a
mean rating (which then is published) or to generate personalized movie recommendations
for each user.
In contrast to our first case study, taste in movies is extremely complex and individual, and
can only approximated very coarsely by the usual ways of cataloging movies. Therefore,
the structured data available often is of very limited use for finding movies matching
a user’s current mood or taste. To counter this problem, some providers have started to
manually classify each movie along a wide range of semantically more meaningful concepts
(e.g., complexity or character depth). This method is sometimes referred to as the Movie
Genome approach and adopted by Clerkdogs6 and Jinni7 , amongst others. However, since
movie databases tend to be very large (ranging from around 10,000 movies in smaller
systems to almost 1.7 million in larger ones such as IMDb), manually evaluating each
movie with respect to many different vaguely defined concepts seems to be a challenging,
if not impossible, task.
In the following, we demonstrate how such movie concepts can be made explicit by a
conceptual view that extracts all necessary conceptual information from a large number
of user ratings (where each user just assigns a number to each rated movie but does not
4 http://www.netflix.com

5 http://www.rottentomatoes.com
6 http://www.clerkdogs.com
7 http://www.jinni.com
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provide any additional details). Each concept included in the conceptual view is defined
by providing a small number of exemplary movie–score pairs. In a sense, this setting is
similar to the machine learning task of semi-supervised learning [ZG09]. The approach to
be presented in the following is based on but significantly extends previous work, which
has been published recently [SB10].

4.1

Method: Semantic Spaces

In contrast to the feature-based approach presented in the previous section, we now purely
rely on similarities and differences in users’ perception of movies, which are modeled
by embedding the movies into an artificial high-dimensional coordinate space (“semantic space”). The individual dimensions of this space do not necessarily correspond to
conceptual features of movies as recognized by humans.
We start by giving a formal definition of the problem to be solved. In the following, we use
the variable m to identify movies, whereas u denote users. We are given a set of nM movies
and nU users, where each user may rate each movie on some predefined numerical scale
(e.g., the set of integers from one to ten). The provided ratings thus can be represented as a
rating matrix R = (rm,u ) ∈ {R ∪ ∅}nM ×nU , where each entry corresponds to a possible
rating and rm,u = ∅ indicates that movie m has not been rated (yet) by user u. Typically, the
total number of ratings provided is very small compared to the number of possible ratings
I · U , often lying in the range of 1–2%. We are also given a small set of n movie–score
pairs C = (m1 , s1 ), . . . , (mn , sn ) , which correspond to a human evaluation of the target
concept for a random selection of movies. Our task is to estimate the score of all remaining
movies.
In line with methodology that recently has been successfully applied in the area of collaborative recommender systems [KBV09], we first perform a factorization of the rating matrix
R into two smaller matrices A = (am,i ) ∈ RnM ×d and B = (bi,u ) ∈ Rd×mU such that the
product A · B closely approximates R on all entries that are different from ∅; the constant
d is chosen in advance and typically ranges between 50 and 200. The idea is similar to the
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) approach used in information retrieval [DDF+ 90]: Reduce
the nU -dimensional movie space (each movie is described by a vector of user ratings) and
the nM -dimensional user space (each user is described by a vector of movie ratings) to its
most significant d-dimensional subspace.
Formally, the matrices A and B can be defined as the solution of the following optimization
problem:
d
X
X


min SSE R, A · B + λ
a2m,i + b2i,u ,
A,B

(m,u) | rm,u ∈R

i=1

where the SSE (sum of squared errors) function is defined as
X

2
rm,u − r̂m,u
SSE R, R̂ =
(m,u) | rm,u ∈R
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and λ ≥ 0 is a regularization constant used to avoid overfitting. Besides this specific
formulation of the matrix decomposition problem, many other versions have been proposed
[KBV09]. However, the one just presented is the most fundamental.
To arrive at a canonicalized solution exhibiting some desirable properties (orthogonal
axes, axes weighted by importance), we apply a singular value decomposition to represent
the product A · B in the form U · S · V , where U ∈ RnM ×d is a column-orthonormal
matrix, S ∈ Rd×d is a diagonal matrix, and V ∈ Rd×nU is a row-orthonormal matrix.
By reordering rows and columns, S can be chosen such that its diagonal elements (the
singular values) are ordered by increasing magnitude. To arrive at a data representation
that distinguishes only between movies and users, we integrate the weight matrix S to
1
1
equal parts into U and V . Therefore, we define U 0 = U S 2 and V 0 = S 2 V to be our final
coordinate representation.
Now, each row of U 0 corresponds to a movie, and each column of V 0 corresponds to a
user, both being represented as points in some d-dimensional space. This representation of
movies provides the basis for learning the target concept from the examples in the set C.
Taken together, the nM movie points can be interpreted as a semantic space, which captures
the fundamental properties of each movie [SB10]. Now, the target concept can be learned
using specialized algorithms from the fields of statistics and machine learning. For this
case study, we decided to use kernel-based support vector regression [SS04].

4.2

Experimental Setup

This case study uses the MovieLens 10M data set 8 , which consists of about 10 million ratings collected by the online movie recommender service MovieLens9 . After post-processing
the original data (removing one non-existing movie and merging several duplicate movie
entries), our new data set consists of 9,999,960 ratings of 10,674 movies provided by
69,878 users (thus, about 1.3% of all possible ratings have been observed). The ratings
use a 10-point scale from 0.5 (worst) to 5 (best). Each user contributed at least 20 ratings.
Movie coordinates have been extracted using a method based on gradient descent [RIK07].
The regularization parameter λ has been chosen by cross-validation such that the SSE is
minimized on a randomly chosen test set. We arrived at a value of λ = 0.04.
As target concepts to be learned from examples, we decided to use the collection of 37
concepts that have been manually created by movie experts from Clerkdogs. For each
movie, an expert selected a subset of the available concepts (probably the most relevant
ones) and scored the movie with respect to each of these concepts on a 12-point scale (0 to
11). We retrieved a total number of 137,521 scores for the 13,287 movie entries in their
database (thus, each movie has been evaluated with respect to 10.4 concepts on average).
After mapping these movies to the MovieLens 10M data set (and removing 9 movie entries
which have been duplicates), we identified 7,813 movies that are covered by both data
sets. Since the extracted coordinates of movies with only a small number of ratings by
8 http://www.grouplens.org/node/73
9 http://www.movielens.org
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MovieLens users tend to be unreliable, we restricted our experiments to those movies that
received at least 100 ratings. Finally, we ended up with a collection of 5,283 movies.
To learn each of the 37 target concepts from a set of examples, we randomly selected
a subset of all the movies that have been scored with respect to the respective concept
and applied kernel-based support vector regression to estimate the scores of all remaining
movies. We then compared the estimated scores to the correct ones and measured both
Pearson correlation and Spearman rank correlation to measure the estimates’ accuracy.
All experiments have been performed using MATLAB in combination with the SVMlight
package10 for kernel regression. After some initial experiments we found the Gaussian
radial basis function kernel to be most useful. We chose the learning parameters C = 10,
γ = 0.1, and ε = 0.1 as they seemed to generate results of high quality. We did not yet
perform a systematic tuning of these parameters.
We tried training sets of different sizes, ranging from 1% of the scored movies up to 90%.
Although our scenario clearly focused on small training sets (to enable an easy definition
of concepts within the conceptual view), we also included larger training sets to see the
effect of the number of training examples on overall performance. For each combination of
target concept and training size, we performed 20 experimental runs on randomly selected
training sets. All numbers reported in the following section are averages over these 20 runs.
Depending on the training size, the whole learning and estimation process took between 0.2
and 202 seconds on a notebook computer with a 2.6 GHz Intel Core Duo CPU (we used
only a single core) and 4 GB of RAM.

4.3

Results

The results of our experiments are listed in Table 3. Since there have been large differences
in performances among the different concepts, we abstained from aggregating the results
into a single performance score over all target concepts. The table only reports the Pearson
correlation between our estimations and the correct scores, as we found Pearson correlation
and Spearman rank correlation to be extremely similar in most cases.
The most notable result is that all Pearson correlations are positive, that is, it was always
possible to learn the target concept correctly at least to a certain degree. While for some
concepts we have been able to achieve a quite high accuracy (e.g., character depth and
suspense), there also have been concepts which proved to be hard to learn (e.g., slow pace
and revenge); we can only speculate that these concepts do not significantly influence
human movie preferences and thus are not reflected in the user ratings, but leave this
question open for further research. We can also observe that for most concepts we can
obtain a correlation between 0.2 and 0.3, even for a very small number of training examples.
It is also interesting to see that even with small training sizes we are able to come close to
the performance achieved on extremely large sizes.
Given that the correlation coefficient of a perfect estimation is 1 and that of a naive baseline
(estimating each score by the average score in the training set) is 0, the estimated scores
10 http://www.cs.cornell.edu/People/tj/svm_light
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Concept
Action
Bad Taste
Black Humor
Blood & Gore
Cerebral
Character Depth
Cinematography
Complexity
Crude Humor
Disturbing
Downbeat
Dry Humor
Fantasy
Fast Pace
Geek Factor
Hollywood Feel
Humor
Informative
Offbeat
Parental Appeal
Political
Revenge
Romance
Screwball Humor
Sex
Slapstick Humor
Slow Pace
So Bad It’s Good
Soundtrack
Special Effects
Suspense
Tearjerker
Terror
Truthfulness
Upbeat
Violence

#movies

1%

2480
470
1102
787
468
5198
3019
2611
677
1804
2831
1656
604
2988
636
2885
800
168
2414
521
400
526
2728
1133
2122
1098
2111
154
1932
655
2693
520
678
177
2448
2914

0.35
0.09
0.09
0.21
0.22
0.68
0.35
0.43
0.23
0.30
0.28
0.15
0.10
0.12
0.15
0.16
0.11
0.09
0.33
0.20
0.15
0.08
0.22
0.13
0.23
0.14
0.09
0.02
0.19
0.20
0.36
0.01
0.15
0.14
0.18
0.33

Size of the training set
2%
5% 10% 20%
0.43
0.18
0.15
0.27
0.25
0.70
0.41
0.48
0.36
0.37
0.32
0.18
0.13
0.15
0.24
0.22
0.20
0.06
0.37
0.37
0.15
0.09
0.28
0.18
0.30
0.18
0.14
0.04
0.24
0.24
0.44
0.03
0.22
0.29
0.26
0.42

0.50
0.29
0.25
0.35
0.40
0.72
0.46
0.52
0.48
0.45
0.38
0.26
0.20
0.19
0.33
0.28
0.28
0.14
0.40
0.45
0.15
0.14
0.37
0.23
0.38
0.26
0.20
0.03
0.31
0.30
0.51
0.10
0.35
0.35
0.33
0.49

0.53
0.38
0.28
0.43
0.43
0.73
0.49
0.54
0.53
0.49
0.40
0.29
0.27
0.22
0.40
0.32
0.41
0.18
0.43
0.48
0.19
0.20
0.41
0.27
0.43
0.34
0.23
0.09
0.35
0.36
0.54
0.14
0.42
0.42
0.38
0.52

0.55
0.44
0.30
0.47
0.45
0.75
0.51
0.56
0.57
0.51
0.43
0.32
0.32
0.23
0.46
0.34
0.48
0.24
0.45
0.52
0.25
0.25
0.44
0.29
0.48
0.35
0.22
0.15
0.39
0.42
0.57
0.20
0.50
0.47
0.41
0.55

50%

90%

0.59
0.49
0.36
0.52
0.47
0.76
0.54
0.59
0.60
0.54
0.46
0.37
0.41
0.25
0.51
0.38
0.55
0.26
0.47
0.54
0.31
0.29
0.48
0.34
0.52
0.40
0.25
0.22
0.44
0.46
0.60
0.23
0.54
0.49
0.44
0.60

0.62
0.49
0.36
0.54
0.47
0.76
0.56
0.61
0.62
0.56
0.47
0.40
0.48
0.29
0.59
0.41
0.56
0.26
0.51
0.58
0.32
0.29
0.51
0.34
0.53
0.44
0.27
0.27
0.47
0.50
0.62
0.25
0.52
0.49
0.44
0.63

Table 3: Pearson correlations for different target concepts and numbers of training examples.
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do not seem to be very accurate. But this assessment take too narrow a view, as it relies
on the assumption that the scores provided by Clerkdogs’ experts are indeed objectively
correct. In our analysis of Clerkdogs’ data we found nine movies that occur twice in the
movie database, and thus have also been evaluated more than once by the experts, most
probably without being aware of it. In total we located 63 movie–concept combinations
which have been assessed twice, and used this data to estimate the inter-expert consistency.
We found that the Pearson correlation between the rating pairs is only 0.60, which is an
surprisingly low value. Therefore, the quality for most of our own results lies somewhere
in the middle between a naive approach and a human expert assessment, which makes the
results of this study a promising starting point for further research. Since our estimates are
based on a broad range of user opinions, there is hope that at least for some concepts the
wisdom of the crowd can outperform the experts [Sur04].
To conclude this case study, we have been able to show that a meaningful conceptual view
can be created from rating data and a few examples of each target concept. Due to the short
computation times, new concepts can be integrated easily.

5

Related Work

Our general approach and methods are related to two other prominent areas of research,
namely, multimedia databases and recommender systems.

5.1

Multimedia Databases

The notion of sematic gap as used in this paper originates from research in content-based
image and video retrieval, where the mismatch between the users’ information needs and
the available descriptive information has very early been identified as one of the foremost
problems to be solved [HLES06]. Consequently, early approaches focused on extracting
numerical scores from images and movies that are related to human perception such as the
coarseness of an image, its color distribution, and the parameters of mathematical models
describing textures, so called low-level features [SWS+ 00]. Although these features do
not correspond directly to query-relevant concepts, they provide a solid foundation for
further processing, in particular for defining meaningful similarity measures. In a sense,
these feature spaces correspond to the coordinate spaces created by LSI and the method we
presented in our second case study.
More resent research in multimedia databases, focuses on integrating high-level semantic
features into the retrieval process [LZLM07]. Here, the idea is to learn relevant query
concepts from the collection of extracted low-level features, thus bridging the semantic gap.
This general approach follows the same spirit as conceptual views, although the latter also
integrate meaningful structured data, which rarely exists in multimedia databases.
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5.2

Recommender Systems

Recommender systems [AT05] aim at learning the user’s preferences based on his or her
previous interaction with the system. Typically, this is done by recording which items
have been bought or at least investigated in the past. The main goal of recommender
systems is to present a ranked list to the user containing those items which are likely to
match the user’s taste. Again, there is connection to conceptual views. While conceptual
views try to extract concepts that are meaningful for all users, the only concepts relevant
to recommender systems are of the general type well-liked by user X. Although the task
of learning those concepts is much more focused than the extraction problem underlying
conceptual views, it also limits the possibilities of recommender systems. For conceptual
views, we intentionally chose not to perfectly fit any user’s needs and taste but provide a
semantically meaningful conceptual description of all entities. In particular, this enables
the system to respond to spontaneous changes in the user’s mood and taste (e.g., the lover
of documentary movies that sometimes just wants to view a comedy). However, as we have
seen in our second case study, research in recommender systems offers a wide variety of
methods that can be adapted to construct conceptual views.

6

Cognitive Psychology’s View on Concepts

Before concluding this paper, we would like to offer cognitive psychology’s perspective
on concepts. Until now, our motivation and handling of vague concepts has been backed
mainly by intuition and common knowledge. While this approach is perfectly valid and in
line with previous work on handling concept-related queries in database and information
retrieval systems, we next show that many ideas presented are backed by research performed
on cognitive psychology over the last forty years.
From a psychological perspective, concepts are mental representations of classes, and
their primary function is to enable cognitive economy [Ros78]. By dividing the world into
categories, we decrease the amount of information to be perceived, learned, remembered,
communicated, and reasoned about. Concepts are considered to be formed through the
discovery of correlations between features/attributes (that is, clear properties of the entities
under consideration). For example, the concept bird if formed when noticing a correlation
between the features has wings and has feathers. Features largely correspond to precise
attributes that are typically modeled explicitly in databases.
When investigating how people think about concepts and categories, psychologists came
to differentiate two kinds of categories: precise concepts (also called classical or crisp
concepts) and vague concepts (also called fuzzy or probabilistic concepts). Precise concepts
can be defined through logically combining defining features, e.g., the concept prime
number can be defined this way. Vague concepts cannot be so easily defined, a popular
example is game. Their borders tend to be fuzzy. Some concepts may even appear both in a
precise as well as in a vague shape. Biologists may suggest that we use the word fruit to
describe any part of a plant that has seeds, pulp, and skin. Nevertheless, our natural, vague
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concept of fruit usually does not easily extend to tomatoes, pumpkins, and cucumbers.
The notion of vagueness as used in this context is clearly to be distinguished from the
problem of missing knowledge. Vague concepts are inherently fuzzy, that is, even with
perfect knowledge of the world they do not allow crisp classifications of all entities. Vague
concepts are primarily based in human intuition and often cannot be made explicit in terms
of logical rules.
Another central property of human concepts is typicality, that is, within a category, items
differ reliably regarding their “goodness-of-example.” While both penguins and robins
clearly are considered birds, the former are judged as being untypical instances of this
concept. This phenomenon can even be observed in precise concepts. For example, people
generally consider 13 to be a better example of a prime number than 89 [Mur04].
Cognitive psychology also offers formal models for capturing the essential properties of
real-world concepts. These models can roughly be classified into two groups: models based
on features, and models based on semantic spaces. In feature-based models, each entity is
represented by a list of features; the process of categorization often is modeled by complex
interactions between these features, e.g., by means of neural network models. Models based
on semantic spaces represent each entity as a point in some high-dimensional space, where
individual coordinate axes do not necessarily have an interpretable meaning; categorization
is modeled by means of similarity measures in this space, e.g., distance of an entity to the
concept’s prototype. Both types of models have been found to be highly accurate; some
researchers even propose to create hybrid models to get the best of both worlds [RJ10].
Now, the connection to the models used in our case studies becomes apparent. The model
used in the first study (mobile phones) models the target concept using a feature-based
approach; classification is performed based on relative feature frequency. In our second
study (movies), the underlying model uses a semantic space for categorization, which has
been extracted from rating data. Therefore, our work provides a solid foundation for further
research and may readily be extended to incorporate the important notion of typicality.

7

Conclusion and Outlook

In this work, we identified and discussed one of the major problems of entity-centric search,
namely, the lack of support for querying natural concepts in a structured fashion. We
demonstrated that most of the relevant information is already present in current database
systems and only needs to be made visible to applications.
To this end, we proposed the notion of conceptual views, which provide a systematic and
unified interface between the broad range of data types available in current database systems
and existing query processing algorithms, thus bridging the semantic gap between the vague
concepts characterizing the users’ information need and the database schema.
In two extensive case studies from different domains we have been able to demonstrate that
our vision of an automated extraction process for vague concepts can indeed be put into
practice. We also showed that our work is backed by theories from cognitive psychology.
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However, this paper also revealed that we have just started our journey towards an effective,
efficient, and reliable construction and maintenance of conceptual views. In future work, we
will develop a detailed theory of conceptual views that is closely interwoven with models
and theories from cognitive psychology. Since we are primarily dealing with natural,
vague concepts, there needs to be a stronger focus on research results from the humanities.
Moreover, we are going to both continue the work on our existing concept extractors as
well as creating new ones for application scenarios that are not covered well enough yet.
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ABSTRACT
Many modern goods have both factual and perceptual features.
While factual features such as technical specifications can easily be
handled by existing database technology, perceptual features such
as design or usage experience are very hard to deal with. However,
with the huge success and growing market share of online shopping,
retailers face the need to provided detailed and structured information about perceptual product features to their customers. In this
paper, we analyze why dealing with perceptual product features in
databases is difficult and summarize our current efforts on tackling
this problem.

1. INTRODUCTION
Marketing theory distinguishes between two types of product features: Factual and perceptual ones [4, 8]. Factual features are those
that can easily be named and specified. Typical factual features
are technical specifications (e.g., length, height, and weight) and
traditional publication metadata (e.g., authors, number of pages and
year of publication). Perceptual features are those that usually are
hard to describe and tend to involve an emotional reaction or physical contact to the respective product. Typical perceptual features
are artistic or stylistic properties such as the mood of songs, the
sophistication of novels, and the character depth in movies.
While factual product features can easily be represented and
managed by existing database technology (e.g., by introducing a
database attribute per feature), working with perceptual product
features is much more complicated. This is mainly because perceptual features tend to be vague and defy precise definitions (e.g. the
borders of literary genres). However, paradoxically, there are established ways to express perceptual features using natural language
(e.g., sporty car or clunky cell phone), which surprisingly mostly are
not a matter of taste but are based on general agreement. Therefore,
we strongly believe that established database technology is indeed
able and suited to store, process, analyze, and answer queries based
on perceptual product features. We just have to find out how this
can be done in practice.
In this paper, we survey existing approaches to handling perceptual product features in databases, point out their limitations, and
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summarize our own recent work towards solving this problem. In
particular, we present a series of use cases illustrating the benefits
of our approach.
In this following, we use movies as a running example. Movies
are particularly suited for this task as they appeal to a wide range
of people and provide a large variety of both factual and perceptual
features. In addition, movies perfectly illustrate the problem of
lacking support for perceptual features in databases: It has been
shown that, when selecting movies, consumers rely far more on
perceptual movie features (funny, romantic, scary, . . . ) than factual
ones (actors, directors, release year, . . . ) [3]. However, the ideas
and results presented in this paper can easily be transferred to other
types of products.

2.

EXISTING APPROACHES

In this section, we take a close look at existing approaches to
handling perceptual product features in information systems. We
identified three different groups of approaches: those based on explicit data provided by experts, those based on textual data provided
by users, and special-purpose approaches that implicitly deal with
perceptual product features. In addition, in domains where products can be represented in digital form (e.g., music or movies),
(low-level) features can be extracted automatically.

2.1

Explicit Modeling by Experts

Besides the traditional classification of movies into a small number of major genres [2, 9], many movie databases recently adopted
more refined classification schemes. While some just introduced a
larger number of possible genres (e.g., the rental service Netflix1
expanded its simple genre list into a taxonomy covering 485 genres), others decided to describe movies using generally applicable
description attributes. Popular examples are the metadata provider
AllMovie2 , which classifies its 440,000 movies with respect to more
than 5,000 different moods, themes, tones, and types (e.g., Ensemble
Film, Haunted By the Past, and Intimate), and the recommendation
service Clerkdogs3 , which rates each movie with respect to 37 different attributes (e.g., Character Depth, Geek Factor, and Violence)
on a 12-point scale. Essentially, all these approaches try to capture a movie’s perceptual features by means of a set of predefined
databases attributes, which can either contain binary values (as in
AllMovie) or numbers (as in Clerkdogs).
Although this approach looks rather straightforward and seems
to be easy to implement in practice, it comes with many problems.
First of all, clearly identifying and narrowing down the most relevant
1 http://www.netflix.com

2 http://www.allmovie.com

3 http://www.clerkdogs.com
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individual perceptual features tends to be difficult. However, even if
a comprehensive and generally understandable classification system
has been developed and experts have been trained how to use it
correctly and consistently, manually classifying all movies is a huge
amount of work.
An even worse problem is the actual consistency of these movie
classifications. We recently compared the genre judgments made by
three major movie databases and found that the agreement among
them is moderate at best, being just slightly less directed towards
to completely random genre assignments than to perfect agreement
[11, 12]. As we restricted our analysis only to the most popular
movie genres, even worse results can be expected for less established
and/or more complex classification schemes.

2.2 Textual Descriptions by Users
An alternative approach to making perceptual movie features
available to movie databases has been adopted by movie portals
such as the Internet Movie Database4 (IMDb) or Rotten Tomatoes5
(RT). Instead of trying to represent movies in a structured fashion
by means of explicit database attributes, they focus on textual descriptions, usually in the form of reviews provided by arbitrary users
(IMDb) or (semi-)professional critics (RT).
Although textual descriptions give users a comprehensive and
helpful characterization of each individual movie, it is difficult
to search for movies or provide targeted movie recommendations
given only textual data. One the the rare services offering movie
search based on movie reviews is Nanocrowd6 , which applies information retrieval methods to extract so-called nanogenres from
textual data. Each movie is characterized by a set of nanogenres,
where each nanogenre is represented by a three-word group (e.g.,
sports/ballpark/loves or chemistry/adorable/formulaic). However,
these nanogenres tend to be much less informative and understandable than explicit database attributes that have been manually created
by experts.
Another drawback of text-based movie descriptions is the lack
of data. While blockbusters are commented by a large number
people, less popular movies often receive just a very small number
of reviews, which tend to provide only a partial movie description
and are too short to effectively apply methods of text analysis.

2.3 Implicit Modeling for Special Purposes
The third major approach is collaborative filtering as used in the
area of recommender systems [1]. Here, the only data available
about movies are numerical ratings provided by users (e.g., on a
scale ranging from one to five stars), where each user assigns just a
single number to each movie he rated. As rating movies is an almost
effortless task, usually there is a large number of ratings from many
different users available. For example, in IMDb, there are about
a hundred times more ratings than reviews, while even relatively
unknown movies still receive a substantial number of ratings.
So far, this kind of data has only been used for special problems
such as similarity search (finding those movies that are most similar
to a given one) or recommendations (providing a list of movies
that are likely to appeal to a given user). Here, the basic idea is to
analyze the ratings for systematic patterns indicating similar taste
across a group of users or similar properties in a group of movies.
For example, to provide recommendations to some user u, one might
first look for other users who rated most of the movies rated by u in
a similar way, and then recommend those movies to u that have been
4 http://www.imdb.com

5 http://www.rottentomatoes.com
6 http://www.nanocrowd.com
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liked by most of these other users. In a way, movie features and user
tastes are modeled implicitly when using collaborative filtering.
Recently, a series of recommendation algorithms has been developed that try to decompose the rating matrix (movies are rows,
users are columns, and ratings are entries) into the product of two
smaller matrices [6]. These so-called factor models have an important by-product, which usually is neglected by recommendation
algorithms: the representation of each movie as points in some
abstract coordinate space. Here, movies with similar coordinates
tend to be rated similarly by different users, whereas users with very
different coordinates tend to be perceived very differently. From
this perspective, one can think of these coordinates as a embedding
of movies into some abstract semantic space.
Our own analysis of the semantic spaces produced by recent
recommender algorithms showed that these spaces indeed capture
major perceptual features of movies [10, 11, 12]. However, the main
problem of semantic spaces hindering their use for general purpose
database applications is the total lack of intuitive understandability.
To illustrate this problem, Table 1 show the first three dimensions of
a 100-dimensional semantic space extracted from the Netflix Prize
ratings data set7 (about 20k movies, 500k users, and 100M ratings).
For each dimension, we listed the those popular movies that received
the five highest and five lowest scores with respect to this dimension.
Clearly, these axes do not offer any intuitive interpretation. However,
the relative positions in semantic spaces are indeed meaningful. To
give an example, Table 2 shows the five nearest neighbors of three
popular movies.

2.4

Content-Based Feature Extraction

In some domains, one can provide a (near-)complete description
of each product in digital form. Prime examples are images, music,
and movies. In these cases, it is possible to automatically derive
so-called low-level features from the products itself, thus avoiding
any dependence on external product descriptions. For example,
common low-level features of images are color histograms, symmetry properties, and measures for contrast. Low-level features are
contrasted by high-level features (concepts), which describe those
aspects of content objects a user is interested in.8 For example,
high-level features of images are the types of objects (sun, beach,
mother, child, . . . ), events (playing, talking, . . . ), or abstract concepts (family, fun, . . . ) associated with a photo. The multimedia
content description standard MPEG-7 defines a large number of lowlevel features and also provides a language to annotate multimedia
content with custom-defined high-level features.
In state-of-the-art content-based multimedia retrieval systems,
low-level features are usually extracted automatically from the available content, whereas the use of high-level features tends to require
a significant amount of human interaction. Although there are initial
approaches to automatically derive selected high-level features from
low-level features, there is still a large discrepancy between the limited information that one can extract from the available multimedia
data and the interpretation that the same data has for users [7]. This
problem is usually referred to as semantic gap.
When comparing content-based feature extraction to the three approaches discussed previously, we see that low-level features loosely
correspond to semantic spaces and high-level features to explicitly
modeled attributes. However, there are important differences:
• As low-level features must be extracted by means of spe7 http://www.netflixprize.com

8 Sometimes, the distinction into low-level and high-level features
is refined to a 10-layer pyramid structure for classifying different
feature types of multimedia content [5].

Axis

Popular high-scoring movies

Popular low-scoring movies

1

Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom (1984), The
Godfather (1972), American Pie (1999), Top Gun
(1986), The Silence of the Lambs (1991)
2 Twister (1996), Titanic (1997), Lost in Translation
(2003), Napoleon Dynamite (2004), Ghost (1990)

Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind (2004), Garden
State (2004), Two Weeks Notice (2002), Bend It Like
Beckham (2002), Miss Congeniality (2000)
Ocean’s Twelve (2004), Mission: Impossible
(1996), Paycheck (2003), Anger Management (2003),
Ocean’s Eleven (2001)
3 The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen (2003), American Pie (1999), Big Daddy (1999), Mr. Deeds
Chicago (2002), Van Helsing (2004), Steel Magnolias (2002), The General’s Daughter (1999), Lethal
(1989), Ocean’s Twelve (2004)
Weapon 4 (1998)
Table 1: Popular movies receiving high and low scores on the first three coordinate axes.
Rocky (1976)

Dirty Dancing (1987)

The Birds (1963)

Rocky II (1979)
Rocky III (1982)
Hoosiers (1986)
The Natural (1984)
The Karate Kid (1984)

Pretty Woman (1990)
Footloose (1984)
Grease (1978)
Ghost (1990)
Flashdance (1983)

Psycho (1960)
Vertigo (1958)
Rear Window (1954)
North By Northwest (1959)
Dial M for Murder (1954)

Table 2: Three popular movies and their respective five nearest neighbors in semantic space.
cialized extraction algorithms, they are tied to a particular
representation of the original content. Consequently, lowlevel features extracted from images cannot be compared to
low-level features extracted from songs. In contrast, semantic
spaces are derived from user feedback which can be provided
for any product type in the same way, thus enabling the direct
comparison of images and music. In addition, the design of
effective low-level extraction algorithms is a complex task,
which must be hand-crafted for each product domain under
consideration.
• Semantic spaces are derived directly from human feedback
(e.g., star ratings), which is turn is based on the most relevant perceptual product properties. Low-level features only
capture statistical properties of the data representation such
as color histograms. Therefore, the semantic gap between
semantic spaces and user perception can be expected to be
lower than the semantic gap present in current content-based
multimedia retrieval systems.
For these reasons, we decided to put aside content-based feature extraction for the moment and focus on the three remaining
approaches discussed above. However, in future work we plan to
compare the ideas presented in this paper to existing methods from
content-based multimedia retrieval where this is possible.

2.5 Conclusion
We can draw the following conclusions from the findings presented in this section:
• Modeling perceptual movie features by explicit attributes
requires a huge amount of manual work but still leads to data
of questionable quality. However, users can easily understand
the meaning of these attributes.
• Capturing perceptual movie features by means of textual descriptions is helpful for users when looking for information
about each individual movie. However, this kind of data is
difficult to process automatically, cannot be understood as
easily as explicit attributes, and the amount of available data
is scarce for less popular movies.

• Semantic spaces created from a large number of user-provided
ratings capture major perceptual features of movies. However,
semantic spaces as such do not offer any intuitive interpretation and thus cannot be used to communicate with users.

3.

PROPOSED SOLUTION

At first view, the result of our above analysis is rather disillusioning. Intuitively understandable models of perceptual movie
properties are expensive to create and lack data quality, semantically
meaningful models cannot be understood, and the third option seems
to combine both disadvantages.
However, there is still hope. In [11] we introduced a data model
that tries to combine the strengths of the approaches mentioned
above. To be more precise, we propose to represent each movie by
three different types of database attributes:
A. attributes describing factual movie properties,
B. attributes making a selected number of perceptual properties
explicit (manual classification), and
C. attributes containing the movie’s coordinates in some semantic space.
This approach brings several advantages. Probably most important is that the three different types of attributes can work together to
reduce the weaknesses of each of them. In the following, we show a
series of examples illustrating this idea (for technical details, please
see [11]).

Enhancing the data quality in type-B attributes.

By aligning the manual classification of movies as expressed in
type-B attributes to the semantic space, we are able to detect are
large number of possibly misclassified movies. The basic idea is
that movies that are classified into the same category should also
be located close together in the semantic space. If we find a movie
m that has the same value with respect to some type-B attribute but
is very different from other movies having this value with respect
to the semantic space, then m is likely to be misclassified by the
experts. By identifying such movies and giving human experts
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Sport
Action Adventure
Sci-Fi
Drama Romance

Mystery

Figure 1: Genre clouds for Rocky (1976) and Star Trek (1979).
a chance carefully re-check problematic movies, the data quality
can be increased. In our experiments on genre classifications [11],
we have been able to detect possibly misclassified movies with
a mean precision of about 55% and a mean recall of about 25%,
which is significantly better than drawing random samples (the only
alternative approach available). In summary, with the help of type-C
attributes we are able to reduce a significant weakness of type-B
attributes (data quality).

Saving manual work in creating type-B attributes.

To significantly reduce the amount of work required to manually
classify all movies with respect to the type-B attributes, automatic
classification can be applied. Here, given a binary type-B attribute
(e.g., the genre Action), a human experts provides a small number
(e.g., 10) of clearly positive examples (i.e., typical Action movies)
and the same number of clearly negative examples (i.e., obvious
non-Action movies). Using a support vector machine classifier that
categorizes all remaining movies based on the training data and the
type-C semantic space representation of movies, we have been able
to produce results being only of slightly lower quality than those
created by human experts [11]. By means of the method described
previously, the data quality can easily be increased incrementally.
In summary, with the help of type-C attributes we are able to reduce
another significant weakness of type-B attributes (amount of work).

Enriching type-B attributes.

Again, by comparing type-B attributes to the semantic space represented by type-C attributes we are able to determine to what degree
a type-B attribute value applies to each movie. For example, IMDb
only assigns binary genre judgments to its movies, which leads
to the classification Drama/Romance/Sport for the movie Rocky
(1976) and Action/Adventure/Mystery/Sci-Fi for the movie Star
Trek (1976). Although this classification is justified, there are several problems: Rocky contains romantic elements but it is a highly
untypical Romance movie. It is most well-known for being a typical
sports movie with dramatic activities. Similarly, Sci-Fi is widely
recognized as Star Trek’s most prominent genre, while it is a rather
untypical Mystery movie. By analyzing the semantic space for
where typical movies of genre X are located, we are able to judge
how typical an assigned genre for each movie really is. To illustrate
this, Figure 1 depicts a “genre clouds” for the above two movies. We
automatically generated it from IMDb’s binary genre assignments
(type B) in combination with a semantic space extracted from ratings
(type C) [11].

Enabling conceptual queries.

When describing their movie preferences, users often refer to
factual movie properties as means attributes that approximately
characterize an intuitive concepts that they are unable to express
otherwise. For example, movies in the style typically associated
with the director Quentin Tarantino could be called Tarantino-ish
movies. In fact, Google counts 4530 Web pages mentioning this
term. We refer to database queries in this style as conceptual queries.
We are able to answer such queries by first finding out where movies
directed by Quentin Tarantino are typically located in the semantic
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space (by identifying a small continuous region in space), and then
looking for other movies that are located close to the center to this
region. By applying a simple weighting scheme, we are able to
produce a, say, top-10 list of the most Tarantino-ish movies. To
give an example, Table 3 shows our results for Tarantino and two
popular actors. Here, we used a support vector machine to learn
where movies directed by Tarantino tend to be located in semantic
space and used this information to find very similar movies that have
not been directed by Tarantino [11]. Apart from minor exceptions
(in particular, The Professional and Dragon: The Bruce Lee Story),
these results look very promising. In summary, we have been able to
understand users’ implicit concepts by of mapping type-A attributes
to the semantic space.

4.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, we have discussed the problem of representing
perceptual product features in databases. We concluded that each
existing approach alone does not provide an acceptable solution to
this problem as it comes with severe disadvantages. However, by
combining several methods into a joint data model, we have been
able to reduce the weaknesses of each individual approach and boost
its strengths. Our examples show promising results, which we are
going to analyze in detail in future work. In addition, as already
indicated in Section 2.4, we plan to compare our work to approaches
from content-based multimedia retrieval. For example, for genre
classification tasks, it would be interesting to compare semantic
spaces derived from ratings to low-level features extracted from the
actual movies.
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Turning Experience Products into Search Products:
Making User Feedback Count
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Germany
Abstract—Online shopping sites are faced with a significant
problem: When offering experience products, i.e., products that
lack a helpful description in terms of easily accessible factual
properties (e.g., wine, cigars, and movies), a lot of work and
time needs to be invested to provide such information. Two
very popular approaches are the introduction of sophisticated
categorization systems (e.g., fruity, woody, and peppery for wines)
along with manual product classification performed by experts
and the addition of user feedback mechanisms (e.g., ratings or
textual reviews). While user feedback typically is easy to collect,
for purposes of product search, it cannot be used as easily as this
is possible with a systematic categorization scheme. In this paper,
we propose an effective method to automatically derive product
classifications of high quality from many different kinds of user
feedback. Our semi-supervised method combines advanced data
extraction methods with state-of-the-art classification algorithms
and only requires a small number of training examples to be
created manually by experts. We prove the benefits of our
approach by performing an extensive evaluation in the movie
domain.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Marketing theory traditionally distinguishes between two
major types of products: Search products and experience
products [1]. The difference lies in how much information
about major product properties can be acquired by customers
without actually using the product. While search products
typically can be described completely in terms of their factual
properties (e.g., technical specifications), experience products
are dominated by intangible, perceptual properties, which are
difficult to assess without direct product experience. Typical
examples of experience products are books, cars, wine, and
movies. Here, emotional aspects such as fun, amusement,
fantasy, and enjoyment are clearly more important than the
respective product’s objective utility [2].
However, this distinction is not strict. As aesthetics has
become a driving factor in industrial product design, many
traditional search products gradually turn into experience
products. Norio Ohga, former CEO and chairman of Sony
Corporation, is quoted as follows [3, p. 134]: “At Sony, we
assume that all products of our competitors have basically the
same technology, price, performance, and features. Design is
the only thing that differentiates one product from another in
the marketplace.”
The difficulty of assessing perceptual product properties prior
to purchase poses significant problems for online shopping.
Research shows that selling experience products over the

Internet is much more difficult than selling search products.
In particular, customers perceive more risk when buying
experience products [4], [5] and strongly prefer to buy through
channels that accurately portray the characteristics of a product
[6], [7].
To tackle these issues, online shopping sites try to transform
experience products into search products [8], [9] by providing
additional information. Probably the most popular approaches
are (1) the introduction of a sophisticated categorization system
to model perceptual properties explicitly (e.g., movie genres),
and (2) allowing users to provide feedback about individual
products (e.g., by means of textual reviews).
However, each of these approaches has its drawbacks. The
use of a categorization system typically implies a tedious
process of manual product classifications to be performed
by experts, in particular if products need to be reevaluated
continuously due to shifting opinions or perceptions in the
general public [10], [11]. In addition, manual classifications are
highly prone to inconsistencies [12]. However, a categorization
system can directly be exploited by the shopping site to provide
highly useful faceted search capabilities [13] to its customers.
In contrast, user feedback perfectly reflects the perceptual
properties of products [14], but usually cannot be exploited for
effective product search.
In this paper, we will tap the wisdom of the crowd to
resolve the above issues. After reviewing different approaches
to categorization and user feedback, we show that the tedious
and error-prone manual classification process can be replaced
by an automatic classification system that analyzes and exploits
user feedback. Our system requires just a very small number of
training examples for each category, and yields a classification
accuracy comparable to human judgments.
The paper is structured as follows: After reviewing related
work in Section II, we carefully analyze the problem at hand
in Section III. As a result of this analysis, we propose our
approach in Section IV and perform an extensive experimental
evaluation in Section V. We conclude in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
To our knowledge, there are basically three areas in information systems research related to the handling of experience
products: recommender systems, opinion mining, and multimedia databases.
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Recommender systems deal with the problem of generating experience products based on user-provided feedback.
personalized product recommendations from user profiles
III. P ROBLEM A NALYSIS
collected in the past [15]. There are two major research
For the scope of this paper we assume that we are given
directions: content-based and collaborative approaches. While
content-based recommender systems derive their recommen- some domain of experience products and a database containing
dations from product descriptions in structured form (e.g., a list of actual products. To keep things simple, we assume that
by finding notebook computers made by manufacturers the apart from product IDs (e.g., product names), no additional
user liked in the past), collaborative recommender systems product information is available in the database.
As an illustrating example, we use the domain of movies
analyze recurring patterns of taste and user behavior (e.g.,
throughout
this paper. This is for several reasons: First, movies
Amazon’s well-known “users who bought x also bought y”
are
particularly
good example of experience products as
statements). Consequently, content-based approaches typically
target search products, while collaborative approaches are better they appeal to a wide range of customers and are almost
suited for experience products. Although there are collaborative purely experiential. It has been shown that, when selecting
recommender systems that try to exploit manually created movies, consumers rely far more on perceptual movie features
categorization schemes, e.g. [14], [16], or different types of (funny, romantic, scary, . . . ) than factual ones (actors, directors,
user feedback for making better recommendations, e.g. [17], release year, . . . ) [27]. Second, the movie domain provides
[18], we are not aware of any approaches trying to infer a sophisticated categorization schemes and extensive manual
movie classifications we can use to evaluate our proposed
product’s classification from such data.
Opinion mining tries to identify sentiments about a product’s approach. Third, there are large collections of user-provided
properties, typically from textual product descriptions or feedback publicly available, which also are required to evaluate
reviews [19]. Applied to a large collection of textual user our approach properly. Fourth, driven by companies such
1
2
feedback about a specific product, opinion mining may be as Netflix and LOVEFiLM , online video rental and onused to create a condensed overview of the product’s main demand streaming has become a mass market, still undergoing
features, where each feature is assigned a number indicating significant growth. In their first-quarter 2011 financial results,
the proportion of people who spoke positively about it, see e.g. market leader Netflix reports to have about 23 million customers
[20], [21]. However, this approach is orthogonal to product in the United States and Canada, with an average monthly
3
classification. While opinion mining tries to rate those features revenue of about 250 million dollars. However, as we do not
make
any
assumptions
being
specific
to the movie domain, all
shared by products in a given domain on a positive–negative
methods
and
results
presented
in
this
paper can be directly
scale (e.g., “60% of all people like this phone’s built-in
transferred
to
other
types
of
experience
products.
camera”), classification aims to divide a product domain into
To
make
perceptual
movie
features
available
to customers,
groups (e.g., “this phone is a business phone”). Moreover,
companies
introduced
corresponding
categorization
schemes
opinion mining strictly requires textual product descriptions,
paired
with
manual
classification
of
each
individual
product
by
while our work covers different types of user feedback.
Multimedia databases are linked to three prominent types domain experts. In addition, public feedback mechanism have
of experience products: music, pictures, and videos [22]. What been made to customers. Next, we give examples of how these
makes these product types so special is that one can provide a two approaches have been established in the movie domain.
(near-)complete representation of each product in digital form. A. Categorization Schemes
The goal of multimedia databases is to enable content-based
Traditionally, genres are used to describe a movie’s most
search on multimedia objects (e.g., finding similar songs or
important
perceptual features. One typically distinguishes
images showing a sunset at the beach). This is usually done by
about
twenty
generally accepted genres such as Comedy,
deriving a compact representation of each multimedia object
Documentary,
Horror,
and Science Fiction [10], [28]. However,
by means of so-called feature extractors and using only this
there
is
no
generally
accepted genre categorization scheme.
representation in all search algorithms. Feature extractors aim
Usually,
a
movie
may
belong to multiple genres at once.
to identify those properties of objects that closely resemble
Faced with the need to differentiate between many hundred
human visual and auditory perception [23], [24]. Although
there exists work on performing an automatic classification thousands of movies, many movie databases decided to
of multimedia objects based on feature representations, e.g. go beyond the major genres and introduced more complex
[25], [26], these approaches are always bound to specific media categorization schemes. For example, the rental service Netflix
types and corresponding feature extractors, and thus cannot expanded its simple genre list into a taxonomy covering 485
be generalized to other kinds of experience products. As we genres.
Some companies even felt the need to completely leave
will see below, the approach presented in this paper also is
genres
behind and introduce more specific categories. For
well-suited for multimedia content, while avoiding analysis of
example,
in addition to using a sophisticated genre taxonomy,
multimedia files, which typically is computationally expensive.
In summary, although there is a plethora of different
1 http://www.netflix.com
2 http://www.lovefilm.de
specialized approaches to deal with experience products, we
3 http://netflix.mediaroom.com/index.php?s=43&item=390
are not aware of any domain-independent work on classifying
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the commercial metadata provider AllMovie4 manually clas- more likely to provide ratings than tags, the same is true for
sifies its 440,000 movies with respect to more than 5,000 the relationship between tags and reviews. Intuitively, this
different moods, themes, tones, and types (Ensemble Film, immediately makes sense, as proving a rating rarely requires
Haunted By the Past, Intimate, . . . ). Probably the most extreme more than a single mouse click, providing a tag in addition
approach to movie categorization has been implemented by the requires some cognitive effort, and writing a whole review may
recommendation service Clerkdogs5 . In addition to using about take a significant amount of time and effort. On the other hand,
200 genres, human experts at Clerkdogs rate each of their we would expect a single review to be more informative than
movies with respect to 37 different attributes on a 12-point a single tags, which in turn is expected to be more informative
scale (Character Depth, Geek Factor, Violence, . . . ).
than a single rating, which essentially tells nothing about a
Given the huge number of movies covered by these databases, movie’s perceptual properties. Therefore, the amount of data
introducing new categories becomes a major issue, as it available from each type of user feedback is inversely related
currently requires the manual evaluation of all existing database to the amount of information given by each single feedback
entries. For example, the Internet Movie Database6 (IMDb) item.
This raises some interesting questions: How useful is each
currently is faced with the problem of classifying its 1.9 million
type of user feedback for purposes of automatic classification?
titles with respect to a number of new genres.7
What is more important: The number of users who contributed
B. User Feedback
feedback or the wealth of information given by each piece of
Apart from making perceptual product features explicit feedback? We will address these questions in our experimental
through the use of categorization schemes, many online evaluation in Section V.

shopping sites allow their customers extend company-provided
IV. M AKING U SER F EEDBACK C OUNT
product descriptions with detailed feedback. In the movie
The above problem analysis shows that the main problem
domain, there are three major types of user feedback.
with product categorization is the manual work required to
The first and most simple type of user feedback are product
classify all products accordingly. On the other hand, there is
ratings, which usually can be provided by registered customers
plenty of user feedback available, which could be used to fuel
on a numerical scale (e.g., 1–5 stars or thumbs-up/thumbsan automatic classification system. This way, we would be able
8
down). Popular examples are Netflix, IMDb, and Flixster .
to tap the wisdom of the crowd, without even asking a single
Companies record this information as rating triples of the
user to perform a tedious classification task with respect to some
form (movieID, userID, rating). Ratings are typically used for
complex categorization scheme. Given a sufficient accuracy
displaying the public’s average opinion about a movie or for
in classification, such a system would significantly reduce the
providing personalized movie recommendations.
manual work to be performed by operators of online shopping
The second popular type of feedback are tags as they are sites, while retaining all the benefits of product classification.
used e.g. by the recommendation service MovieLens9 . Here,
Without loss of generality, let us assume that we are dealing
customers may assign arbitrary terms to each movie, which in with only a single product category C, with each product either
turn are used to generate a tag cloud for the respective movie. belonging to this category or not. We define the task to be
Moreover, tags can be used for navigational movie search, as performed as follows: Given the product IDs of n products
it has been demonstrated by Movie Tuner [29].
clearly belonging to C and n products clearly not belonging
Third, some movie portals allow users to write textual to C, use the available user feedback to determine, for each
reviews about their products. This approach is featured by remaining product, whether it is contained in C or not. As the
IMDb and Rotten Tomatoes10 , among others. Movie reviews size-2n list of training examples must be created manually by
usually are only displayed to customers as part of the respective some domain expert, n is typically very small, e.g. n = 10.
product description. A notable exception is Nanocrow11 d,
As our goal is to provide a systematic solution that can cope
which analyzes reviews by means of information retrieval with different kinds of product domains as well as different
methods to generate three-word groups used to describe movies, types of user feedback, but also is able to incorporate state-ofso-called nanogenres.
the art classification techniques in a flexible way, we decided
To get a better understanding of what amount of user to break down our problem into the following two steps:
feedback is available, we downloaded and analyzed the data
1) Given a set of products along with user feedback for
made public by three different movie databases. The results
each product, create a semantic space of products, i.e.,
are shown in Table I. There is a clear trend: Users are much
assign a point in d-dimensional coordinate space to each
4 http://www.allmovie.com
product such that products with (dis)similar user feedback
5 http://www.clerkdogs.com
have (dis)similar coordinates.
6 http://www.imdb.com
2) Given n positive and n negative training examples,
7 http://www.imdb.com/board/bd0000167/thread/165524169
automatically classify all remaining products by applying
8 http://www.flixster.com
a standard semi-supervised classification algorithm that
9 http://www.movielens.org
10 http://www.rottentomatoes.com
relies only on the semantic space representation of
11 http://www.nanocrowd.com
products.
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Service
IMDb
Rotten Tomatoes & Flixster
MovieLens

#movies

#ratings

#tags

#reviews

1,900,000
190,000
16,000

198,000,000
2,312,000,000
18,000,000

3,600,000
–
261,000

1,900,000
580,000
–

TABLE I
A MOUNT OF USER FEEDBACK COLLECTED BY DIFFERENT MOVIE DATABASES .

The first step transforms the user feedback into a unified
semantic space representation, where the model parameter d is
chosen in advance; here d ≈ 100 is a typical value. Semantic
spaces are a common tool in cognitive psychology to model
human conceptual understanding [30], [31]. They have also
become popular in information retrieval, pattern recognition,
and statistics to describe complex objects in a condensed
way [32]–[34]. Moreover, for all three types of user feedback
discussed above, there already are methods available to create
informative semantic spaces. We will briefly discuss these
methods below.
The second step perfectly corresponds to the task performed
by general-purpose algorithms for semi-supervised classification [35]. Therefore, also this step of our approach can be
handled easily by existing methods, which enables a very high
level of flexibility.
To create a semantic space representation from the three
types of user feedback discussed in the previous section, we
recommend the following methods:
•

•

Ratings. Research in recommender systems recently made
significant progress through the introduction of so-called
factor models [36]. These models implicitly use semantic
spaces to generate personalized recommendations. In
previous work [37], we found that these semantic spaces
contain enough information to be also useful for purposes
different from recommendations. However, there are a lot
of different factor models to choose from, which all rely
on different methods to create semantic spaces. In recent
studies we found Euclidean embedding [38] to be most
effective [12]. This technique represents both users and
items in a shared space such that the Euclidean distance
between a user and an item is inversely proportional to
the strength of preference the user indicated when rating
the item.
Reviews. To turn reviews into a semantic space representation, information retrieval research offers a wide
range of methods. Probably the most popular ones are
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [32] and Latent Dirichlet
Analysis (LDA) [34]. While LSI uses a technique from
linear algebra to project the term–document space into
an optimally information-preserving subspace of lower
dimensionality, LDA is based on a probabilistic generative
model that tries to explain how documents and terms are
related to a small number of different topics. However,
in our setting we are not interested in mapping review
documents into semantic space but products. Therefore,
we recommend to merge all reviews of a given product
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into a single review document. This can be done e.g. by
just appending the individual reviews to one another.
• Tags. For the analysis of tags, we can think of two different
approaches: If the individual users who provided each tag
are unknown, the list of tags assigned to a product could
simply be treated as a text document and handled in the
same way as a review. If tagging information is available
as (product, user, tag) triples, factor models can be applied.
However, unlike numerical ratings, tags cannot be ordered
on a single scale. Therefore, more advanced factor models
have been proposed in the area of tag recommendation:
so-called tensor models [39], [40]. Tensor models could
also be applied to textual reviews if individual authorship
is known and each user tends to review multiple products
[41].
Regarding the implementation of the classification step, we
found support-vector machines [42] and k-nearest neighbor
classifiers [43] to be very effective [37]. However, depending
on the product domain and the algorithm used to create the
semantic space, other methods might be more appropriate. As
it is common practice in machine learning research, for any
specific real-world application, the optimal choice of step-1
and step-2 methods should be determined empirically.
Another advantage of our modular two-step approach is
that is can easily be modified to suit new requirements. For
example, instead of classifying products in a binary fashion,
one might want to apply a scoring system as it is used by
the movie database Clerkdogs (see Section III-A). Then, the
problem to be solved becomes a regression task: given a small
training set of products that have been scored manually with
respect to a given criterion, predict the score of all remaining
products. In a preliminary study [44], we found support-vector
regression [45] to be helpful. However, many other standard
regression algorithms should be suitable as well.
V. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
To evaluate the benefits of the proposed approach, we put
it on test with real-world data retrieved from different movie
databases on the Web. We downloaded and cross-referenced
the following data:
• manual genre classifications from IMDb, Netflix, and
Rotten Tomatoes (RT),
• customer reviews from IMDb,
• ratings from Netflix (published as part of the Netflix
Prize12 in 2006), and
• manual scorings from Clerkdogs.
12 http://www.netflixprize.com

Unfortunately, we have not been able to retrieve any tagging classification performance in presence of class imbalance [46],
data, as this type of information is not made available by [47]. A popular choice is the g-mean, which is the geometric
any major movie database in form of (movie, user, tag) triples. mean of sensitivity (accuracy on all movies truly belonging
Therefore, we only evaluated our approach for rating and review to the genre) and specificity (accuracy on all movies truly not
feedback data.
belonging to the genre). The above naive classifier achieves
In summary, our unified data sets consists of 10,562 movies 0% g-mean, as the g-mean punishes significant differences
and has the following properties:
between sensitivity and specificity.
Table II and Table III show our results, where each entry
• All movies have a genre classification in each of the three
is the mean over 20 random repetitions. The g-mean values
databases, with 7 genres being shared by all databases.
• All movies have been reviewed at least once in IMDb, corresponding to the original classifications made by IMDb,
Netflix, and RT are listed for reference in Table IV. We can
resulting in a total number of 918,193 reviews.
observe that RevLSI shows the best classification performance,
• Apart from four exceptions, each movie has been rated at
least 100 times in Netflix, in a total number of 85,651,367 the other two methods perform slightly worse, with RatEE
being slightly better than RevLDA. When comparing the mean
ratings.
g-mean values to the reference values in Table IV, we see
• 6,067 movies have been scored by Clerkdogs with respect
to at least one of 37 criteria, resulting in a total number that there only is a very small difference. However, as the
three databases contribute to our ground truth, the values
of 63,361 scorings on a 12-point scale.
First, we tested the accuracy of automatic genre classification. shown in Table IV are higher than they we would expect
For the first step of our method, we implemented the following them to be when comparing to an independent source of
algorithms: Euclidean embedding [38] on ratings (RatEE), ground truth. Therefore, we can conclude that automatic
Latent Semantic Indexing [32] on reviews (RevLSI), and latent classification performs similarly good as manual classification.
Dirichlet allocation [34] on reviews (RevLDA). For all these This is even true for small training sets (n = 25). We can
algorithms, standard parameters as reported in the literature also observe that semantic spaces created from ratings enable
have been used. As dimensionality of the semantic spaces to be a surprisingly good classification performance. We initially
created we chose d = 100. In previous work, we did not find expected spaces generated from review data to be much more
any significant benefits from using larger dimensionalities [37]. effective as reviews may explicitly contain information about
For the second step of our method, we implemented support genre assignments, but ratings cannot. Finally, we can see that
vector machines [42] with RBF kernels (SVM) and 5-nearest SVM and 5NN show comparable performance, with SVM
neighbor classification [43] based on Euclidean distance (5NN). having a slight advantage.
We also wanted to know whether the classification perforThe parameters of the support vector machines have been kept
the same for all three semantic spaces. We chose these methods mance can still be improved by combining the semantic spaces
because they are based on an intuitive geometric ideas that fit derived by different methods and from different sources of user
those underlying semantic spaces. Moreover, in a preliminary feedback. To this end, we created different 200-dimensional
semantic spaces by merging (i.e., appending) the coordinates
study, we found these methods to be highly useful [37].
As the manual genre assignments made by the three movie from two 100-dimensional spaces. We created all three possible
databases show a significant amount of inconsistencies [12], semantic spaces, which we evaluated in Table V using the SVM
we needed to derive a reference genre assignment from this approach. We see that for neither space the overall performance
data. Therefore, for each of the seven genres, we defined our is better than those seen with the original RevLSI space. We
ground truth to be the majority’s opinion. That is, we consider conclude that all relevant genre information is already contained
a movie to belong to genre X if and only if at least two of the in the RevLSI space, with the amount of information contained
in the other two spaces being a strict subset.
three databases classify it as X.
Finally, we evaluated the effectiveness of our approach for
For each genre, we randomly picked n clearly positive and
n clearly negative examples of the respective genre, where a regression tasks as required by Clerkdogs. We selected the ten
movie is considered as a clear example if all three databases scoring criteria most often used in Clerkdogs and, for each
agree on the classification. To evaluate how the amount of criterion, randomly chose n movies scored with respect to this
available training data affects the classification performance, criterion. Then, we used support vector regression (SVR) [45]
to predict the scores of all remaining movies that have been
we independently tested n = 10, n = 25, and n = 50.
To measure classification performance, we could not apply scored by Clerkdogs with respect to the criterion. We used the
the popular accuracy measure (relative number of correct same SVR parameters as in the previous SVM experiment. To
classifications). This is because there is substantial imbalance measure the accuracy of predictions, we computed the Pearson
between positive and negative genre assignments. Using correlation between the predicted scores and the ones assigned
accuracy would result in the strange situation that a naive by Clerkdogs’ experts. Our results are shown in Table VI. Again,
classifier, which classifies every movie as not Sport would each entry is the mean of 20 independent random repetitions.
achieve a near-perfect accuracy of 96.3%, as only 3.7% of all The most notable result is that all Pearson correlations are
movies are seen as Sport movies by the majority of databases. positive, that is, it was always possible to learn the target
Several alternative measures have been proposed to evaluate criterion correctly at least to a certain degree. While for some
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RatEE/SVM
Genre

RevLSI/SVM

RevLDA/SVM

n = 10

n = 25

n = 50

n = 10

n = 25

n = 50

n = 10

n = 25

n = 50

Comedy
Documentary
Drama
Family
Horror
Romance
Sport

0.66
0.68
0.66
0.75
0.79
0.62
0.61

0.70
0.75
0.68
0.78
0.83
0.66
0.63

0.72
0.76
0.69
0.79
0.83
0.67
0.64

0.64
0.80
0.64
0.73
0.82
0.60
0.73

0.74
0.86
0.69
0.78
0.85
0.66
0.77

0.77
0.88
0.72
0.81
0.87
0.70
0.79

0.72
0.65
0.69
0.69
0.76
0.54
0.46

0.79
0.73
0.72
0.75
0.81
0.63
0.49

0.81
0.75
0.73
0.78
0.85
0.69
0.48

Mean

0.68

0.72

0.73

0.71

0.77

0.79

0.64

0.70

0.73

TABLE II
ACCURACY ( G - MEAN ) OF AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION (n POSITIVE AND n NEGATIVE EXAMPLES ) BY MEANS OF SVM.

RatEE/5NN
Genre

RevLSI/5NN

RevLDA/5NN

n = 10

n = 25

n = 50

n = 10

n = 25

n = 50

n = 10

n = 25

n = 50

Comedy
Documentary
Drama
Family
Horror
Romance
Sport

0.62
0.66
0.65
0.76
0.71
0.61
0.62

0.66
0.72
0.68
0.80
0.76
0.65
0.62

0.68
0.74
0.70
0.81
0.78
0.66
0.60

0.68
0.77
0.67
0.69
0.82
0.65
0.78

0.74
0.81
0.73
0.79
0.87
0.70
0.83

0.75
0.83
0.74
0.81
0.88
0.72
0.83

0.70
0.65
0.69
0.65
0.72
0.57
0.51

0.74
0.69
0.72
0.71
0.77
0.62
0.50

0.76
0.70
0.73
0.73
0.79
0.64
0.48

Mean

0.66

0.70

0.71

0.72

0.78

0.79

0.64

0.68

0.69

TABLE III
ACCURACY ( G - MEAN ) OF AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION (n POSITIVE AND n NEGATIVE EXAMPLES ) BY MEANS OF 5NN.

Comedy
Documentary
Drama
Family
Horror
Romance
Sport

IMDb

Netflix

RT

Mean

0.94
0.91
0.90
0.85
0.91
0.91
0.87

0.78
0.87
0.78
0.89
0.83
0.78
0.90

0.94
0.93
0.92
0.84
0.94
0.64
0.39

0.89
0.90
0.87
0.86
0.89
0.78
0.72

0.60, which is an surprisingly low value [44]. Therefore, our
results a definitely worth improving but the same is definitely
true for manual score assignments.
VI. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a flexible and effective method to
relief
shopping sites from the burden of manually classifying
Mean
0.89
0.83
0.80
0.84
or scoring experience products. By combining research from
TABLE IV
many different areas, our method ties loose end together
ACCURACY ( G - MEAN ) OF MANUAL CLASSIFICATION .
and provides a solid foundation for further extensions. Our
extensive evaluation on a large real-world data set proves
that our approach is suited to completely replace manual
classifications (and maybe even scorings) through the analysis
criteria we have been able to achieve a quite high accuracy of user feedback, which does not have to be related to any
(e.g., character depth and suspense), there also have been classification information at all.
criteria which proved to be hard to learn (e.g., fast pace).
In future work, we plan to evaluate whether our approach
We can also observe that for most criteria we can obtain a also can be applied successfully to multi-domain shopping sites
correlation between 0.2 and 0.3, even for a very small number such as Amazon. Moreover, we are currently investigating why
of training examples. Given that the correlation coefficient of a the scoring performance is rather low for some criteria, and
perfect estimation is 1 and that of a naive baseline (estimating what other methods can be used to even better achieve our
each score by the average score in the training set) is 0, the goal of making user feedback count.
estimated scores do not seem to be very accurate. But this
assessment relies on the assumption that the scores provided
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by Clerkdogs’ experts are indeed objectively correct. In our
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RatEE+RevLSI/SVM
Genre

RatEE+RevLDA/SVM

RevLSI+RevLDA/SVM

n = 10

n = 25

n = 50

n = 10

n = 25

n = 50

n = 10

n = 25

n = 50

Comedy
Documentary
Drama
Family
Horror
Romance
Sport

0.67
0.75
0.67
0.77
0.81
0.63
0.65

0.72
0.79
0.70
0.79
0.85
0.67
0.65

0.75
0.81
0.71
0.80
0.86
0.69
0.67

0.70
0.71
0.69
0.76
0.81
0.63
0.61

0.75
0.77
0.71
0.79
0.84
0.67
0.62

0.77
0.79
0.72
0.80
0.85
0.69
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0.74
0.75
0.70
0.74
0.82
0.63
0.65

0.79
0.83
0.73
0.79
0.86
0.71
0.68

0.82
0.84
0.74
0.81
0.87
0.73
0.70

Mean

0.71

0.74

0.75

0.70

0.74

0.75

0.72

0.77

0.79

TABLE V
ACCURACY ( G - MEAN ) OF AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION (n POSITIVE AND n NEGATIVE EXAMPLES ) BY MEANS OF SVM.

RatEE/SVR

RevLSI/SVR

RevLDA/SVR

n = 20

n = 50

n = 100

n = 20

n = 50

n = 100

n = 20

n = 50

n = 100

Character Depth
Cinematography
Complexity
Downbeat
Fast Pace
Hollywood Feel
Offbeat
Romance
Suspense
Violence
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0.35
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0.45
0.50
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0.18
0.32
0.45
0.43
0.45

Mean

0.28

0.35

0.39

0.25

0.34

0.41

0.24

0.33

0.40

TABLE VI
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Abstract The storage, management, and retrieval of entityrelated data has always been among the core applications of
database systems. However, since nowadays many people
access entity collections over the Web (e.g., when searching
for products, people, or events), there is a growing need for
integrating unconventional types of data into these systems,
most notably entity descriptions in unstructured textual form.
Prime examples are product reviews, user ratings, tags, and
images. While the storage of this data is well-supported by
modern database technology, the means for querying it in
semantically meaningful ways remain very limited. Consequently, entity-centric search suffers from a growing semantic
gap between the users’ intended queries and the database’s
schema. In this paper, we introduce the notion of conceptual
views, an innovative extension of traditional database views,
which aim to uncover those query-relevant concepts that are
primarily reflected by unstructured data. We focus on concepts that are vague in nature and cannot be easily extracted
by existing technology (e.g., business phone and romantic
movie). After discussing different types of concepts and conceptual queries, we present two case studies, which illustrate
how meaningful conceptual information can automatically
be extracted from existing data, thus enabling the effective
handling of vague real-world query concepts.
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1 Introduction
With the widespread use of the Web as primary information source, entity-centric search has become a common
task for many people, with product search arguably being
most prominent. In this context, typical entity types are mobile phones, movies, and books, but could of course also be
people, news items or events. The handling of entity data
traditionally falls into the domain of database systems [4],
but database methodology alone is becoming less and less
adequate to master this task. Entities are no longer characterized by structured data alone but to a large extent also by
semi-structured and unstructured information. For example,
besides technical specifications, a typical shopping website
features detailed textual product descriptions, expert reviews,
and a large variety of user-generated content such as ratings,
tags, and opinions. While modern database systems offer
extensive technical capabilities for storing a large variety of
data types (e.g., text documents, XML documents, and even
multimedia content), the means for querying this data remain
very limited [29].
Therefore, recent research has been more and more focused on integrating information retrieval capabilities into
database systems, in particular by structuring unstructured
data for use by structured queries [30, 3, 18]. Most of this
ongoing research focuses on extracting precise facts from
textual data using methods from the area of information extraction [19]. While preliminary results are promising, still
many problems remain to be solved.
But to make things even more complicated, an analysis
we performed on the AOL search query log revealed the
following: When searching for mobile phones, people very
often include vague concepts (e.g. business phone, portability, or for kids) in their queries, about as often as they refer
to precise technical product details (e.g. weight, display diagonal size, or talk time). Figure 1 illustrates the different
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Fig. 1: Different types of queries related to mobile phones in
the AOL search query log
types and respective frequencies of queries related to mobile
phones we identified in the AOL search query log.
We also investigated what information regarding mobile
phones is provided by current online shops, price comparison
services, and media news portals such as CNET.com. We
found that while almost all sites collect and allow searching
for a broad range of technical specifications, the coverage
of vague product features is fragmentary at best. Typically,
information about concepts such as business phone is only
available through manually-created top ten lists, which have
been published as ordinary pages. User-created top lists are
particular popular and even market leaders such as Amazon.com have recognized them as important means for providing conceptual information about products. None of the
web sites we studied offered structured search functionality
for vague concepts.
Our analyses indicate that there exists a significant mismatch between the users’ intended queries and the database
schema. A very similar issue has been identified in the field
of multimedia databases, where it is usually referred to as
semantic gap [9]. As argued above, in case of entity-centric
search, the semantic gap mainly exists because users’ information needs often are based on natural but typically vague
concepts, which information providers usually do not model
explicitly in their databases. However, previous studies also
indicate that information about many query-relevant concepts
is already contained in those parts of entity databases that are
currently not used for answering the users’ queries [25, 15].
This mainly refers to unstructured information (e.g. textual
product reviews), but may also include structured information (e.g. user ratings, which currently are mostly used to
compute average product ratings, thus ignoring the users’
hidden preferential structures).
In this paper, we present our approach to bridging the
semantic gap in entity-centric search. As a key element, we
introduce the notion of conceptual views, an innovative extension of traditional database views, which are a systematical
approach to make implicit conceptual information explicit to
database applications. In particular, using case studies from
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the domains of mobile phones and movies, we demonstrate
how conceptual views can be constructed automatically from
the existing data and provide a rough classification of typical
query types and matching extraction techniques.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we analyze the characteristics of query terms used
when searching for entities. Based on our insights, we then
introduce and discuss the notion of conceptual views as well
as their use in modern database systems in Section 3. In the
following sections we present our case studies. We continue
by reviewing related work in Section 6, and conclude by highlighting some important findings from cognitive psychology
in Section 7, which are strongly aligned to our approach and
will guide our further work. We conclude by summarizing
the results of our current research efforts and discuss open
problems in Section 8.
2 Characteristics of Query Terms in Entity-Centric
Search
Our analysis of the AOL log indicates that people use different types of query terms when searching for products.
However, today’s on-line retailers actually support only certain types. Since the majority of queries focuses on simple
attributes like product prices or brands, such queries can be
answered by all web portals: they can be directly extracted
from product databases using simple SQL. The remaining
query terms are of a more tricky nature, because complex concepts like business cell phones or cell phone for seniors are
difficult to handle and usually need IR techniques. Although
such queries represent only a relatively small percentage,
answering them is vital for the search process. The reason is
that product searches usually consists of two phases: in the
first phase, users generally gather information in a task-based
manner, i.e., they try to identify best products for the intended
usage. The second phase is purely informational. Here users
compare technical specifications of candidate products, or
prices from different vendors. Since informational queries
usually are posed several times for different products or for
different vendors, it accounts for the significant difference in
percentages.
In any case, selecting the “right” technique to correctly
answer a query needs a more detailed distinction of query
terms. It is obvious that the exact meaning of query terms or
phrases is generally less clear the more complex concepts the
terms describe. Consider for example a popular concept like
an easy to use cell phone. The meaning of the phrase is rather
ambiguous compared to, say, the pricing plan for some cell
phone or provider: What are the features or characteristics
that make a phone easy to use? But this is not the only differentiating factor. Query terms can also be distinguished in
terms of the expected result for all users. There may be terms
or phrases where most users would agree on the result set.
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Fig. 2: Query concepts for cell phones
On the other hand there may be quite individual expectations
or different expections shared by certain user groups. As
an example consider a query for cheap cell phones: smart
phone users probably would consider a device for under $100
rather cheap. In contrast, all basic phone users would find
this already pretty expensive. So querying for a cheap cell
phone would lead to different expectations of user groups
with respect to the result, whereas for instance querying for
the price of Nokia E60 would lead to expectations of the
same result.
Actually, the clarity of the query term and the level of
user consensus over the expected result span a space where
typical query terms can be arranged. To illustrate this, we
show some popular query terms in Figure 2 in the field of
cell phones.
Taking a closer look with respect to prime techniques
for evaluating the respective queries, we find that on the lefthand side queries can be answered successfully with simple
SQL-based techniques directly relying on product databases.
In contrast, for query terms on the right hand side techniques
from the field of IR evaluating text, e.g., of product descriptions or reviews, would be more appropriate. On the vertical
axis we find that queries have to be answered in a more personalized (or user profile-based) fashion the more we move to
the lower rim, i.e., preference profiles or individualized scoring functions have to be used in retrieval. However, focusing
our attention more on the center of the diagram, currently

there are very little suitable approaches for query evaluation,
because a combination of structured/unstructured information has to be exploited for retrieval. Supporting those queries
in a satisfying manner, is the subject of our research.
3 Designing a View Mechanism for Answering
Conceptual Queries
In this section we will discuss the basic mechanism for answering conceptual queries. Since database entities usually
represent entities of the real world, the key idea is to understand concepts as special database attributes in a structured
form. The attribute’s value for every entity is obviously determined by the “degree of applicability” of the concept, which
can be defined in a variety of ways as we will discuss later. In
any case, this specific way of mediating between some user’s
or application’s information need and the logical design of a
database or information system is generally provided by the
view mechanism. In the following we will briefly discuss how
concepts are prepared for retrieval purposes using conceptual
views.
3.1 Detecting Concepts in Queries
As we have seen, many queries address a rather conceptual
understanding of database items (or entities) and therefore
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Concept
Cheap phone
Business phone
TV cell phone
Music cell phone
Cell phone for kids

Frequency
Absolute Relative
313,400
87,520
62,700
49,300
33,260

1.4%
0.4%
0.3%
0.2%
0.2%

Table 1: Relative frequencies of concepts related to queries
about mobile phones.
cannot be answered directly. But, how can such queries be
handled in an effective yet easy-to-use way? The first step
of course is to detect some new concept within queries, and
thus a new information need. Whereas this is easy to do in
SQL-style declarative query languages, where a mapping of
previously unknown attributes to actually existing attributes
in the underlying source(s) can be derived (see for instance
the work on malleable schemas [32]), the recognition of new
concepts in simple keyword queries is somewhat harder. Of
course, it is impossible to mine all individual concepts from a
vast number of query terms put together in millions of queries
regarding some topic. But preparing the underlying database
to answer at least the most often occurring keyword queries,
and thus providing for predominant groups of users, can be a
strategic advantage, especially for e-commerce portals.
Following our running example, we determined typical
characteristics of predominant conceptual queries, i.e., what
concepts with respect to mobile phones are there and how
often do they occur? To answer this question we inspected the
online advertising platform Google AdWords1 and related the
monthly number of general queries on our example domain
of mobile phones (and all common spelling variants like
“mobile phones” and “cell phones”) to the number of queries
reflecting often used concept terms as derived from the AOL
query log (again expanded with common spelling variants,
but not related queries, e.g., the query “business phone” was
not expanded by related terms like “calendar” or “organizer”).
Since Google AdWords only allows
for monthly averages, the results shown in Table 1 can
only be seen as an intuition about the demand for individual
concepts. For the month of September 2010, Google AdWords reported a total of about 22 million general-purpose
queries on mobile phones. Considering the top-5 concepts
from the AOL query log we find that the relative monthly
amount of queries ranges between 0.2% and 1.4%. Still, the
result clearly shows that individual concepts will occur in significant numbers of queries and thus are easily detectable in a
query log. Thus, periodically inspecting query logs for often
co-occurring combinations of keywords can be expected to
lead to the detection of currently relevant query concepts.

3.2 Building Conceptual Views
Since long relational databases have provided a mechanism
for supporting queries that do not directly address attributes
predefined in the logical design: views. Whereas views were
often understood as a security feature regulating access to
database tables and even providing some statistical data security by pre-aggregating several attributes, after the introduction of materialized views the performance implications
became paramount. Especially for expensive aggregations,
pre-computing and materializing view attributes is essential.
This perfectly fits to the complex nature of concepts and their
problematic deduction from entity information.
The basic idea for building conceptual views is to derive
each entity’s score with respect to some concept and offer
it to query processing engines under the name of the concept (basically the used query term, for complex mappings
of different queries to abstract concepts please refer to the
large body of work on schema mapping). The score assigned
to each entity with respect to a concept can be interpreted
in several ways. Of course the easiest way is to employ expert judgments simply rating all items. However, relying on
editors (like e.g., the allmusic portal2 ) is an expensive and
cumbersome method, which can only be employed on small
collections, where trust in the scoring process is vital. On
the other hand, given the variety of information about entities collected in today’s databases and information systems,
such as Amazon.com’s shopping portal or the IMDb movie
database3 , conceptual information can be derived with adequate extractors. Before discussing these extractors, we will
provide a brief overview of how concept scores are typically
interpreted:
1. Possibility that an entity represents a concept, based on
structured information only. A good example is the concept portability for mobile phones or laptops. Here, the
degree of membership (score) can be assumed to be a simple weighted aggregation of the weight and size attributes
that will be part of the structured technical specifications.
2. Possibility that an entity represents a concept, also considering unstructured information. This is essential for
concepts that cannot directly be derived from structured
data, such as the concept of business phone in the domain
of mobile phones. Usually, such concepts are (to some
degree) based on opinions or user expectations, which
are just supported by structured information.
3. Probability that an arbitrary user would rate an entity
as matching the concept. The way of scoring is often
modeled as degree of belief. A typical example is the
notion of beauty, which again is sometimes supported by
structured information, but in the end relies on (probably
differing) opinions.
2

1

http://adwords.google.com
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4. Average user judgments. User judgments already are a
significant type of data in most information portals. The
users are invited to express a personal opinion, and the
scoring of each entity can then be derived by suitable
aggregations of such ratings.
Of course, the major feat for the successful generation of
conceptual views lies in the respective extraction algorithms
for the concept scoring. Indeed, for the four interpretations
above there are some typical extraction techniques (which
we will described in more detail and tied to conceptual query
types in a later section). Generally speaking all extraction
algorithms have to rely on a set of sample entities exhibiting
the concept in question. Of course, such typical entities can
always be provided by users in a query-by-example fashion
(e.g., the iPhone as a typical smart phone or Hugh Grant
movies as typical romantic comedies), but also a simple keyword search in unstructured data associated with some entities in our experiments proved to yield sufficiently accurate
examples. The basic structure of extraction algorithms for the
above interpretations can be roughly classified as follows:
1. Extractors working only on structured data are usually
of a purely statistical nature trying to find correlations
between different attributes for the sample entities. Generally attributes allowing for a good clustering of the
sample, while showing a different overall distribution,
can be expected to have some meaning with respect to
the query concept. Typical algorithms like association
rule mining for categorical data and Bayesian classification, or clustering algorithms for numerical data are well
understood and already often used [31].
2. Extractors integrating structured and unstructured data
usually involve some natural language processing techniques and are generally a mixture between statistical
methods and techniques from information retrieval. As
they form a currently very active and complex research
topic, we will revisit a typical representative of these
algorithms as use case in the Section 4 and discuss the
result quality.
3. Extractors for degrees of belief are usually relying on
user relevance feedback in some form and thus tend to be
interactive algorithms. Generally speaking, all methods
need some time to derive meaningful scorings, but following the wisdom-of-the-crowds principle [28] eventually
result in scorings of good quality. Due to their unobtrusiveness, recently the combined evaluation of query logs
together with the results users clicked on has been a prime
candidate for establishing degree of belief values [2].
4. Extractors for exploiting rating information often use
an abstract semantic space for entity representations
and then derive scorings from evaluating similarities in
this space. A typical representative of such algorithms
is Latent Semantic Analysis [6]. Here, the feature space
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is rotated into the direction of prominent eigenvectors,
thus representing predominant topics that can be used to
distinguish between sets of entities. We will also revisit
this kind of extraction as a use case.
Having built a new attribute in the conceptual view for
each relevant target concept using an adequate extractor depending on the type of concept, the view can be queried.
Obviously, the extraction algorithms tend to be rather complex and time-consuming such that a materialized version
of the view has to be maintained. This immediately raises
questions about possibilities to update such views, which in
turn reflects on the extraction algorithms used. However a
detailed discussion of this problem is beyond the scope of
this paper.
3.3 Answering Conceptual Queries
For answering conceptual queries by means of conceptual
views, we must be aware of the dichotomy between precise
concepts (which usually are already modeled explicitly in the
database) and vague concepts (which are provided by conceptual views). The former typically will be used to specify hard
logical constraints within the query (e.g., retrieve only Nokia
phones or phones being cheaper than 300 Euros), while the
latter are the primary focus of queries involving vague concepts (e.g., retrieve all business phones that are mid-priced
and iPhone-like). Since those queries cannot be formulated
and processed in a semantically meaningful manner using
precise query languages such as SQL, a different approach is
needed.
As vague concepts almost always go hand-in-hand with
the notion of degree of membership, a purely set-oriented
retrieval approach seems inappropriate for conceptual attributes; ranking-based methods are more appropriate here.
Fortunately, there already exists a large body of research
dealing with exactly this type of query formulation and processing. As soon as all relevant concepts have been made
explicit in structured form, a whole bunch of existing methods for supporting vagueness in queries and data can be
applied, thus enabling a concept-aware and more intuitive
entity-centric search. Notable approaches are fuzzy database
systems [8], the VAGUE system [20], top-k retrieval [11] and
typicality queries [10], just to name a few. To integrate both
types of query concepts, preference-based database retrieval
[13, 5] offers a large variety of options.
Figure 3 summarizes our vision of conceptual views and
embeds this notion into the context of existing database systems. Conceptual views can actively and automatically be
maintained by analyzing user query logs. As soon as relevant
query concepts have been identified that currently cannot be
handled using structured data, a suitable extractor is chosen
to extend the conceptual view accordingly. Thus, conceptual
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Fig. 3: Conceptual views within a database system.
views provide a systematic and unifying perspective on all
available data, regardless of its type. Since all relevant concepts have been made explicit in structured form, existing
methods for concept-based query processing can be applied
to satisfy a broad range of information needs, which could
not be handled using the previously existing structured data
alone.
4 Case Study: Mobile Phones
Our first case study concerns the domain of mobile phones,
which already has been discussed briefly. Here, in addition to
providing a number of structured technical specifications for
each phone, a typical product database also contains a textual
description of each phone along with a possibly large collection of detailed reviews written by expert users or journalists.
Query concepts differ from those that are primarily defined
in terms of structured data (e.g., portability) to those that
have almost no connection to the technical specifications (e.g.
well-designed). In between, there are concepts being defined
by both types of data (e.g. business phone). In this case study,
we present a method that jointly analyzes both structured
and textual data to extract a meaningful score value for some
target concept, which in the following will be business phone.
In order to store the degree of membership for each entity
with respect to the target concept, we first need to build a
model-based representation of this concept. Such a model
comprises a feature collection together with the corresponding strengths, which we will refer to as model vocabulary
(MV) in the following. Moreover, we will need an entity
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representation function, used for calculating the degree of
membership of each entity in the database towards the target
concept.
4.1 Method: Feature Analysis
The approach to be presented in the following is based on
conceptual features, which are either “real” product features
extracted from the technical specifications or nouns (and
noun phrases) contained in some textual description or review
of a product [16]. We first extract all conceptual features from
the available structured and unstructured data, and then try to
find meaningful relationships between them (e.g., business
phones tend to have advanced calendar functionalities). Our
method implements a self-supervised learning technique that
uses two types of training data for each product: a conceptrelated product review provided by some professional editor
and the product’s technical specifications in structured form.
The method works as follows: We start by automatically
splitting the training data (and thus also the entities) with
classical information retrieval techniques (such as keyword
search) into the explicitly concept-relevant data, further referred to as R, and the remaining data (for which the relevance
towards the concept is unknown), further referred to as U.
The sets R and U are disjoint. Of course, U will typically
not only contain irrelevant entities, but also some entities for
which the concept is only visible in terms of related features.
In order to ensure a model of high quality, we have to split
the training set by performing the concept keyword search
both in the structured and unstructured data of each entity.
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Fig. 4: Model vocabulary for concept business phone.
We also have trained the model by using only editor product
reviews which are extensive by nature, explicitly covering a
broad spectrum of features and concepts.
Adapting procedures from document classification, we
extract those product features that tend to discriminate entities in the set R from those in U (assuming that most entities
in U will be irrelevant to the target concept). For this purpose, we assign a numerical strength to each feature, which
measure the feature’s importance with respect to the given
concept. We consider only the strongest ones for our MV.
The strength of a feature fi is defined as follows:

nR ( fi ) − min j nR ( f j )


strength( fi ) =
max j nR ( f j ) − min j nR ( f j )
−


nU ( fi ) − min j nU ( f j )

,
max j nU ( f j ) − min j nU ( f j )

where nR ( fi ) is the number of entities in R containing the feature fi . The first summand calculates the normalized feature
strength relative to entities belonging to R, while the second
summand calculates the normalized strength relative to U.
But since in we have split the product data into two
classes, why not train a classifier to deal with new products?
As previously stated, simple IR keyword-based techniques
are not able to provide a clear separation of the relevant data.
Therefore, U will also contain implicitly relevant information.
For this reason, classifiers like SVMs or decision trees are
not the right option (see [7] for further details). Furthermore,

typical weight measures associated with discriminative feature weighting like term co-occurrence, mutual information,
or information gain tend to excessively penalize important
terms due to the noisy separation of the data into R and U.
Our method considers only those features having a reasonably high strength, namely three times the standard deviation above the average strength found in the entire population.
An example of the resulting MV for the concept business
phone is shown in Figure 4. The technical features and specification labels are extracted from the structured data, along
with part of the corresponding values. Other features are
extracted from unstructured data. Together with their corresponding strengths calculated with the above formula, all
these features describe our target concept.
In order to be able to evaluate the degree of membership
of an entity E towards the target concept, we have used the
entity representation function

∑

fi ∈MV∩E

strength( fi ),

which states that an entity is as relevant to the concept as
the sum the strengths of those features belonging to both the
model as well as the entity.
As an example, consider that we want to compute the degree of membership towards the business phone concept for
an entity which is described by the following text: “Powerful,
but incredibly cumbersome. Pros: Has Microsoft Office, full
featured calendar, support for multiple email accounts, inter-
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Feature
calendar
Wi-Fi
Windows
Office
battery life

Strength
0.35
0.26
0.26
0.16
0.10

Table 2: Features and associated strengths for concept business phone.
net connectivity, Wi-Fi, and a good battery life. Cons: It’s
incredibly cumbersome and has a cluttered Windows 3.1 UI.”
After evaluating the strength of this text only, by using our
weighting function on the features from the text which also
belong to the model (see Table 2), the entity gains a strength
of 1.115, increasing its relevance towards the concept. Knowing that the total strength of the model is 57.082, the previous
text provides for an increase in relevance by about 2%.
4.2 Experimental Setup
To evaluate our approach, we collected a training data set
from PhoneArena.com, a major customer portal in the area
of mobile phones. Our data set consists of expert reviews and
technical specifications for 500 different phones. This data
set has been used to build a model for the concept business
phone as described above. Of course, this concept is not
explicitly mentioned in PhoneArena.com’s structured data.
To test the predictive power of this model, we downloaded 200 user-provided reviews of recent mobile phones
from CNET.com. These reviews then have been manually
labeled by experienced mobile phone users, either as being
relevant or not relevant with respect to the concept business
phone. We then compared the entity scores derived by our
model to these manually created assessments. As evaluation metric, we used a precision–recall curve, which is the
dominant methodology for evaluating information retrieval
systems. We compared our approach to two different baselines: document ranking by TF–IDF and Latent Semantic
Indexing.
4.3 Results
The results of our evaluation are displayed in Figure 5. As we
can see, our method is close to the two baseline approaches
for high-precision scenarios and outperforms them in highrecall settings. This shows that integrating the available structured information into the retrieval process allows us to create
a much more accurate model of the target concept than it is
possible using previous methods. However, there is still room
for improvement, which will be our primary goal in future
work. To conclude, these results indicate that our method
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is well-suited for the task of constructing conceptual views
from structured data and textual information.

5 Case Study: Movies
In our second case study, we are considering a database of
movies. There are many popular examples on the web, e.g.
IMDb, Netflix4 , and Rotten Tomatoes5 . Typically, those services offer their customers a broad spectrum of structured
information about each movie, such as its title, release date,
director, cast, genre, running time, and a short plot description. Also, they often allow people to contribute by providing
their personal opinions in form of textual user reviews or
ratings on a fixed numerical scale (e.g. one to five stars). The
former usually are published on the respective service’s web
site, the latter are used to compute a mean rating (which then
is published) or to generate personalized movie recommendations for each user.
In contrast to our first case study, taste in movies is extremely complex and individual, and can only be approximated very coarsely by the usual ways of cataloging movies.
As a result, the available structured data often is of little
use for finding movies matching a user’s current mood or
taste. To counter this problem, some providers have started
to manually classify each movie along a wide range of semantically more meaningful concepts (e.g., complexity or
character depth). This method is sometimes referred to as
the Movie Genome approach, which is adopted by services
such as Clerkdogs6 and Jinni7 , amongst others. However,
since movie databases tend to be quite large (ranging from
around 10,000 movies in smaller systems to almost 1.7 million in larger ones such as IMDb), manually evaluating each
movie with respect to many different vaguely defined concepts seems to be a challenging, if not impossible, task.
In the following, we demonstrate how such movie concepts can be made explicit by a conceptual view that extracts
all necessary conceptual information from a large number
of user ratings (where each user just assigns a number to
each rated movie but does not provide any additional details).
Each concept included in the conceptual view is defined by
providing a small number of exemplary movie–score pairs.
In a sense, this setting is similar to the machine learning task
of semi-supervised learning [33]. The approach to be presented in the following is based on but significantly extends
previous work, which has been published recently [25].
4
5
6
7

http://www.netflix.com
http://www.rottentomatoes.com
http://www.clerkdogs.com
http://www.jinni.com
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Fig. 5: Precision–recall graph for the concept business phone.
5.1 Method: Semantic Spaces
In contrast to the feature-based approach presented in the
previous section, we now purely rely on similarities and differences in users’ perception of movies, which are modeled
by embedding the movies into an artificial high-dimensional
coordinate space (“semantic space”). The individual dimensions of this space do not necessarily correspond to conceptual features of movies as recognized by humans.
We start by giving a formal definition of the problem to
be solved. In the following, we use the variable m to refer to
a movie, whereas u denotes a user. We are given a set of nM
movies and nU users, where each user may rate each movie
on some predefined numerical scale (e.g., the set of integers
from one to ten). The provided ratings thus can be represented
as a rating matrix R = (rm,u ) ∈ R ∪ {}nM ×nU , where each
entry corresponds to a possible rating and rm,u =  indicates
that movie m has not been rated (yet) by user u. Typically,
the total number of ratings provided is very small compared
to the number of possible ratings nM · nU , often lying in the
range of 1–2%. We
 are also given a small set of n movie–
score pairs C = (m1 , s1 ), . . . , (mn , sn ) , which correspond
to a human evaluation of the target concept for a random
selection of movies. Our task is to estimate the score of all
remaining movies.
In line with methodology that recently has been successfully applied in the area of collaborative recommender
systems [14], we first perform a factorization of the rating
matrix R into two smaller matrices A = (am,i ) ∈ RnM ×d and
B = (bi,u ) ∈ Rd×nU such that the product A · B closely approximates R on all entries that are different from ; the constant
d is chosen in advance and typically ranges between 50 and
200. The idea is similar to the Latent Semantic Indexing
(LSI) approach used in information retrieval [6]: Reduce the
nU -dimensional movie space (each movie is described by a

vector of user ratings) and the nM -dimensional user space
(each user is described by a vector of movie ratings) to its
most significant d-dimensional subspace.
Formally, the matrices A and B can be defined as the
solution of the following optimization problem:
min
A,B


SSE R, A · B + λ

∑

d

∑

(m,u) | rm,u 6= i=1


a2m,i + b2i,u ,

where the SSE (sum of squared errors) function is defined as

2
SSE R, R̂ =
rm,u − r̂m,u
∑
(m,u) | rm,u 6=

and λ ≥ 0 is a regularization constant used to avoid overfitting. Besides this specific formulation of the matrix decomposition problem, many other versions have been proposed [14].
However, the one just presented is the most fundamental.
To provide an example, Fig.6a shows a 2-dimensional
semantic space. Movies are represented by squares, users
by circles. User u’s expected rating for each movie m can
be derived by projecting the movie vector am onto the user
vector bu . According to the definition of the dot product,
m ·bu
the length of the projection vector is equal to akb
, i.e., the
uk
model’s expected rating r̂m,u = am · bu divided by the length
of the user vector bu .
To arrive at a canonicalized solution exhibiting some desirable properties (orthogonal axes, axes weighted by importance), we apply a singular value decomposition to represent
the product A · B in the form U · S ·V , where U ∈ RnM ×d is a
column-orthonormal matrix, S ∈ Rd×d is a diagonal matrix,
and V ∈ Rd×nU is a row-orthonormal matrix. By reordering
rows and columns, S can be chosen such that its diagonal elements (the singular values) are ordered by increasing magnitude. To arrive at a data representation that distinguishes only
between movies and users, we integrate the weight matrix S
1
to equal parts into U and V . Therefore, we define U 0 = US 2
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bu

am ∙ bu
∥bu∥

am

(a) Relation between user/movie coordinates and ratings.

(b) The canonical coordinate system.

Fig. 6: A semantic space (circles are users, squares are movies).
1

and V 0 = S 2 V to be our final coordinate representation. Now,
each row of U 0 corresponds to a movie, and each column of
V 0 corresponds to a user, both being represented as points in
some d-dimensional space.
As an example, Fig.6b shows the canonical coordinate
system for the semantic space depicted in Fig.6a. Basically,
by applying the singular value decomposition on the original coordinate representation (Fig.6a), all coordinate axes
are redefined such that the first axis points to the direction
containing the largest variance in the data points. All remaining axes are chosen accordingly. As we can see, modifying
coordinate axes does not have any effect on the calculations
illustrated in Fig.6a. However, using a canonical coordinate
system allows us to compare solutions of the above optimization problem produced by different solvers. Also, from our
experience, using the canonical coordinates often speeds up
the computations described below.
matrix U 0

The representation of movies by the
provides
the basis for learning the target concept from the examples in
the set C. Taken together, the nM movie points can be interpreted as a semantic space, which captures the fundamental
properties of each movie [25]. Now, the target concept can be
learned using specialized algorithms from the fields of statistics and machine learning. For this case study, we decided to
use kernel-based support vector regression [27].
In essence, support vector regression is a form of regression analysis that is able to cope with a large variety
of transformation functions. That is, given our set C of n
movie–score pairs (where each movie mi is represented by
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its coordinates in semantic space and each score si is just
a real number), we are able to learn a function f such that
si ≈ f (mi ), for i = 1, . . . , n. In addition, and in contrast to
traditional approaches to regression analysis, support vector
regression is able to use so-called ε-tubes. Here, differences
between si and f (mi ) are ignored if they are below some
threshold ε. This way, the problem of learning the function
f can focus on major differences. Another reason why we
applied a kernel-based approach to regression analysis are
recent findings from machine learning and cognitive psychology, which state that many established models used to
describe how humans use and understand concepts can easily
be embedded into a kernel-based learning framework [12].
5.2 Experimental Setup
This case study uses the MovieLens 10M data set 8 , which
consists of about 10 million ratings collected by the online movie recommender service MovieLens9 . After postprocessing10 the original data, our new data set contains
9,999,960 ratings of 10,674 movies provided by 69,878 different users (thus, about 1.3% of all possible ratings are
known). The ratings use a 10-point scale from 0.5 (worst)
to 5 (best). Each user contributed at least 20 ratings. Movie
coordinates have been extracted using a method based on
8

http://www.grouplens.org/node/73
http://www.movielens.org
10 We removed one non-existing movie and merged several duplicate
movie entries.
9
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Initialize movie and user coordinates
for m = 1, . . . , nM do
for i = 1, . . . , d do
Randomly pick am,i ∼ unif(−1, 1)
end for
end for
for u = 1, . . . , nU do
for i = 1, . . . , d do
Randomly pick bi,u ∼ unif(−1, 1)
end for
end for
Initialize learning rate
α ← 0.001
Perform gradient descent
for k = 1, . . . , niters do
Update matrices A and B
for {(m, u) | rm,u 6= } do
em,u ← rm,u − ∑di=1 am,i bi,u
for i = 1, . . . , d do
am,i ← am,i − α · (−2em,u bi,u + 2λ am,i )
bi,u ← bi,u − α · (−2em,u am,i + 2λ bi,u )
end for
end for
Update learning rate
α ← 0.9α
end for

Fig. 7: Solving the optimization problem by gradient descent.

gradient descent [22]. The regularization parameter λ has
been chosen by cross-validation such that the SSE is minimized on a randomly chosen test set. We arrived at a value
of λ = 0.04.
To be self-contained, a simple iterative optimization algorithm based on gradient descent is shown in Fig. 7. Essentially, after initializing A and B with random numbers, niters
iterations are performed (typically, niters ≈ 500). In each iteration, the am,i ’s and bi,u ’s are updated according to the
respective derivatives of the term we want to minimize in
our optimization problem. Here, a learning rate α, which is
decreased after each iteration, is used to ensure convergence.
The resulting matrices A and B are a (possibly near-optimal)
solution of the optimization problem.
As target concepts to be learned from examples, we decided to use the list of 37 concepts that have been manually
created by movie experts from Clerkdogs. For each movie, an
expert selected a subset of the available concepts (probably
the most relevant ones) and scored the movie with respect
to each of these concepts on a 12-point scale (0 to 11). We
retrieved a total number of 137,521 scores for the 13,287
movie entries in their database (thus, each movie has been
evaluated with respect to 10.4 concepts on average). After
mapping these movies to the MovieLens 10M data set (and
removing 9 movie entries which have been duplicates), we
identified 7,813 movies that are covered by both data sets.

11

Since the extracted coordinates of movies with only a small
number of ratings by MovieLens users tend to be unreliable,
we restricted our experiments to those movies that received
at least 100 ratings. Finally, we ended up with a collection of
5,283 movies.
To learn each of the 37 target concepts from a set of
examples, we randomly selected a subset of all the movies
that have been scored with respect to the respective concept and applied kernel-based support vector regression to
estimate the scores of all remaining movies. We then compared the estimated scores to the correct ones and measured
both Pearson correlation and Spearman rank correlation to
measure the estimates’ accuracy. All experiments have been
performed using MATLAB in combination with the SVMlight
package11 for kernel regression. After some initial experiments we found the Gaussian radial basis function kernel to
be most useful. We chose the learning parameters C = 10,
γ = 0.1, and ε = 0.1 as they seemed to generate results of
high quality. We did not yet perform a systematic tuning of
these parameters.
We tried training sets of different sizes, ranging from
1% of the scored movies up to 90%. Although our scenario
clearly focused on small training sets (to enable an easy
definition of concepts within the conceptual view), we also
included larger training sets to see the effect of the number
of training examples on overall performance. For each combination of target concept and training size, we performed
20 experimental runs on randomly selected training sets. All
numbers reported in the following section are averages over
these 20 runs. Depending on the training size, the whole
learning and estimation process took between 0.2 and 202
seconds on a notebook computer with a 2.6 GHz Intel Core
Duo CPU (we used only a single core) and 4 GB of RAM.
5.3 Results
The results of our experiments are listed in Table 3. Since
there have been large differences in performances among
the different concepts, we abstained from aggregating the
results into a single performance score over all target concepts. The table only reports the Pearson correlation between
our estimations and the correct scores, as we found Pearson
correlation and Spearman rank correlation to be extremely
similar in most cases.
The most notable result is that all Pearson correlations
are positive, that is, it was always possible to learn the target
concept correctly at least to a certain degree. While for some
concepts we have been able to achieve a quite high accuracy
(e.g., character depth and suspense), there also have been
concepts which proved to be hard to learn (e.g., slow pace
and revenge); we can only speculate that these concepts do
11

http://www.cs.cornell.edu/People/tj/svm_light
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Concept
Action
Bad Taste
Black Humor
Blood & Gore
Cerebral
Character Depth
Cinematography
Complexity
Crude Humor
Disturbing
Downbeat
Dry Humor
Fantasy
Fast Pace
Geek Factor
Hollywood Feel
Humor
Informative
Offbeat
Parental Appeal
Political
Revenge
Romance
Screwball Humor
Sex
Slapstick Humor
Slow Pace
So Bad It’s Good
Soundtrack
Special Effects
Suspense
Tearjerker
Terror
Truthfulness
Upbeat
Violence

#movies

1%

2480
470
1102
787
468
5198
3019
2611
677
1804
2831
1656
604
2988
636
2885
800
168
2414
521
400
526
2728
1133
2122
1098
2111
154
1932
655
2693
520
678
177
2448
2914

0.35
0.09
0.09
0.21
0.22
0.68
0.35
0.43
0.23
0.30
0.28
0.15
0.10
0.12
0.15
0.16
0.11
0.09
0.33
0.20
0.15
0.08
0.22
0.13
0.23
0.14
0.09
0.02
0.19
0.20
0.36
0.01
0.15
0.14
0.18
0.33

Size of the training set
2%
5% 10% 20%
0.43
0.18
0.15
0.27
0.25
0.70
0.41
0.48
0.36
0.37
0.32
0.18
0.13
0.15
0.24
0.22
0.20
0.06
0.37
0.37
0.15
0.09
0.28
0.18
0.30
0.18
0.14
0.04
0.24
0.24
0.44
0.03
0.22
0.29
0.26
0.42

0.50
0.29
0.25
0.35
0.40
0.72
0.46
0.52
0.48
0.45
0.38
0.26
0.20
0.19
0.33
0.28
0.28
0.14
0.40
0.45
0.15
0.14
0.37
0.23
0.38
0.26
0.20
0.03
0.31
0.30
0.51
0.10
0.35
0.35
0.33
0.49

0.53
0.38
0.28
0.43
0.43
0.73
0.49
0.54
0.53
0.49
0.40
0.29
0.27
0.22
0.40
0.32
0.41
0.18
0.43
0.48
0.19
0.20
0.41
0.27
0.43
0.34
0.23
0.09
0.35
0.36
0.54
0.14
0.42
0.42
0.38
0.52

0.55
0.44
0.30
0.47
0.45
0.75
0.51
0.56
0.57
0.51
0.43
0.32
0.32
0.23
0.46
0.34
0.48
0.24
0.45
0.52
0.25
0.25
0.44
0.29
0.48
0.35
0.22
0.15
0.39
0.42
0.57
0.20
0.50
0.47
0.41
0.55

50%

90%

0.59
0.49
0.36
0.52
0.47
0.76
0.54
0.59
0.60
0.54
0.46
0.37
0.41
0.25
0.51
0.38
0.55
0.26
0.47
0.54
0.31
0.29
0.48
0.34
0.52
0.40
0.25
0.22
0.44
0.46
0.60
0.23
0.54
0.49
0.44
0.60

0.62
0.49
0.36
0.54
0.47
0.76
0.56
0.61
0.62
0.56
0.47
0.40
0.48
0.29
0.59
0.41
0.56
0.26
0.51
0.58
0.32
0.29
0.51
0.34
0.53
0.44
0.27
0.27
0.47
0.50
0.62
0.25
0.52
0.49
0.44
0.63

Table 3: Pearson correlations for different target concepts and numbers of training examples.
not significantly influence human movie preferences and thus
are not reflected in the user ratings, but leave this question
open for further research. We can also observe that for most
concepts we can obtain a correlation between 0.2 and 0.3,
even for a very small number of training examples. It is also
interesting to see that even with small training sizes we are
able to come close to the performance achieved on extremely
large sizes.
Given that the correlation coefficient of a perfect estimation is 1 and that of a naive baseline (estimating each score by
the average score in the training set) is 0, the estimated scores
do not seem to be very accurate. But this assessment takes too
narrow a view, as it relies on the assumption that the scores
provided by Clerkdogs’ experts are indeed objectively correct.
In our analysis of Clerkdogs’ data we found nine movies that
occur twice in the movie database, and thus have also been
evaluated more than once by the experts, most probably without being aware of it. In total we located 63 movie–concept
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combinations which have been assessed twice, and used this
data to estimate the inter-expert consistency. We found that
the Pearson correlation between the rating pairs is only 0.60,
which is an surprisingly low value. Therefore, the quality
for most of our own results lies somewhere in the middle
between a naive approach and a human expert assessment,
which makes the results of this study a promising starting
point for further research. Since our estimates are based on a
broad range of user opinions, there is hope that at least for
some concepts the wisdom of the crowd can outperform the
experts [28].

To conclude this case study, we have been able to show
that a meaningful conceptual view can be created from rating
data and a few examples of each target concept. Due to the
short computation times, new concepts can be integrated
easily.
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6 Related Work
Our general approach and methods are related to two other
prominent areas of research, namely, multimedia databases
and recommender systems.
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In particular, this enables the system to respond to spontaneous changes in the user’s mood and taste (e.g., the lover
of documentary movies that sometimes just wants to view a
comedy). However, as we have seen in our second case study,
research in recommender systems offers a wide variety of
methods that can be adapted to construct conceptual views.

6.1 Multimedia Databases

7 Cognitive Psychology’s View on Concepts

The notion of sematic gap as used in this paper originates
from research in content-based image and video retrieval,
where the mismatch between the users’ information needs
and the available descriptive information has very early been
identified as one of the foremost problems to be solved [9].
Consequently, early approaches focused on extracting numerical scores from images and movies that are related to human perception such as the coarseness of an image, its color
distribution, and the parameters of mathematical models describing textures, so called low-level features [26]. Although
these features do not correspond directly to query-relevant
concepts, they provide a solid foundation for further processing, in particular for defining meaningful similarity measures.
In a sense, these feature spaces correspond to the coordinate
spaces created by LSI and the method we presented in our
second case study.
More resent research in multimedia databases, focuses
on integrating high-level semantic features into the retrieval
process [17]. Here, the idea is to learn the most relevant query
concepts from the collection of extracted low-level features,
thus bridging the semantic gap. This general approach follows the same spirit as conceptual views, although conceptual
views also integrate meaningful structured data, which rarely
exists in multimedia databases.

Before concluding this paper, we would like to offer cognitive psychology’s perspective on concepts. Until now, our
motivation and handling of vague concepts has been backed
mainly by intuition and common knowledge. While this approach is perfectly valid and in line with previous work on
handling concept-related queries in database and information
retrieval systems, we next show that many ideas presented
are backed by research performed on cognitive psychology
over the last forty years.
From a psychological perspective, concepts are mental
representations of classes, and their primary function is to
enable cognitive economy [24]. By dividing the world into
categories, we decrease the amount of information to be perceived, learned, remembered, communicated, and reasoned
about. Concepts are considered to be formed through the
discovery of correlations between features/attributes (that is,
clear properties of the entities under consideration). For example, the concept bird if formed when noticing a correlation
between the features has wings and has feathers. Features
largely correspond to precise attributes that are typically modeled explicitly in databases.
When investigating how people commonly think about
concepts and categories, psychologists came to differentiate
two kinds of categories: precise concepts (also called classical or crisp concepts) and vague concepts (also called fuzzy
or probabilistic concepts). Precise concepts can be defined
through logically combining defining features, e.g., the concept prime number can be defined this way. Vague concepts
cannot be so easily defined, a popular example is game. Their
borders tend to be fuzzy. Some concepts may even appear
both in a precise as well as in a vague shape. Biologists may
suggest that we use the word fruit to describe any part of a
plant that has seeds, pulp, and skin. Nevertheless, our natural,
vague concept of fruit usually does not easily extend to tomatoes, pumpkins, and cucumbers. The notion of vagueness as
used in this context is clearly to be distinguished from the
problem of missing knowledge. Vague concepts are inherently fuzzy, that is, even with perfect knowledge of the world
they do not allow crisp classifications of all entities. Vague
concepts are primarily based in human intuition and often
cannot be made explicit in terms of logical rules.
Another central property of human concepts is typicality, that is, within a category, items differ reliably regarding their “goodness-of-example.” While both penguins and

6.2 Recommender Systems
Recommender systems [1] aim at learning the user’s preferences based on his or her previous interaction with the
system. Typically, this is done by recording which items have
been bought or at least investigated in the past. The main
goal of recommender systems is to present a ranked list to
the user containing those items which are likely to match
the user’s taste. Again, there is a connection to conceptual
views. While conceptual views try to extract concepts that
are meaningful for all users, the only concepts relevant to
recommender systems are of the general type well-liked by
user X. Although the task of learning those concepts is much
more focused than the extraction problem underlying conceptual views, it also limits the possibilities of recommender
systems. For conceptual views, we intentionally chose not
to perfectly fit any user’s needs and taste but provide a semantically meaningful conceptual description of all entities.
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robins clearly are considered birds, the former are judged as
being untypical instances of this concept. This phenomenon
can even be observed in precise concepts. For example, people generally consider 13 to be a better example of a prime
number than 89 [21].
Cognitive psychology also offers formal models for capturing the essential properties of real-world concepts. These
models can roughly be classified into two groups: models
based on features, and models based on semantic spaces. In
feature-based models, each entity is represented by a list of
features; the process of categorization often is modeled by
complex interactions between these features, e.g., by means
of neural network models. Models based on semantic spaces
represent each entity as a point in some high-dimensional
space, where individual coordinate axes do not necessarily
have an interpretable meaning; categorization is modeled by
means of similarity measures in this space, e.g., distance of
an entity to the concept’s prototype. Both types of models
have been found to be highly accurate; some researchers even
propose to create hybrid models to get the best of both worlds
[23].
Now, the connection to the models used in our case studies becomes apparent. The model used in the first study (mobile phones) models the target concept using a feature-based
approach; classification is performed based on relative feature frequency. In our second study (movies), the underlying
model uses a semantic space for categorization, which has
been extracted from rating data. Therefore, our work provides a solid foundation for further research and may readily
be extended to incorporate the important notion of typicality.
8 Conclusion and Outlook
In this work, we identified and discussed one of the major
problems of entity-centric search, namely, the lack of support
for querying natural concepts in a structured fashion. We
demonstrated that most of the relevant information is already
present in current database systems and only needs to be
made visible to applications.
To address this issue, we proposed the notion of conceptual views, which provide a systematic and unifying interface
between the broad range of data types available in current
database systems and existing query processing algorithms,
thus bridging the semantic gap between the vague concepts
characterizing the users’ information need and the database
schema.
In two extensive case studies from different domains we
have been able to demonstrate that our vision of an automated
extraction process for vague concepts can indeed be put into
practice. We also showed that our work is backed by theories
from cognitive psychology.
However, this paper also revealed that the journey towards an effective, efficient, and reliable construction and
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maintenance of conceptual views has just begun. In future
work, we will develop a detailed theory of conceptual views
that is closely interwoven with models and theories from
cognitive psychology. Since we are primarily dealing with
natural, vague concepts, there needs to be a stronger focus on
research results from the humanities. Moreover, we are going
to both continue the work on our existing concept extractors
as well as creating new ones for application scenarios that
are not covered well enough yet.
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ABSTRACT

By incorporating human workers into the query execution process
crowd-enabled databases facilitate intelligent, social capabilities
like completing missing data at query time or performing cognitive operators. But despite all their flexibility, crowd-enabled
databases still maintain rigid schemas. In this paper, we extend
crowd-enabled databases by flexible query-driven schema expansion, allowing the addition of new attributes to the database at
query time. However, the number of crowd-sourced mini-tasks to
fill in missing values may often be prohibitively large and the
resulting data quality is doubtful. Instead of simple crowdsourcing to obtain all values individually, we leverage the usergenerated data found in the Social Web: By exploiting user ratings
we build perceptual spaces, i.e., highly-compressed representations of opinions, impressions, and perceptions of large numbers
of users. Using few training samples obtained by expert crowd
sourcing, we then can extract all missing data automatically from
the perceptual space with high quality and at low costs. Extensive
experiments show that our approach can boost both performance
and quality of crowd-enabled databases, while also providing the
flexibility to expand schemas in a query-driven fashion.

1. INTRODUCTION

Relational databases have been widely accepted as a mature and
potent technology powering numerous applications relying on
structured tabular data. But while modern systems show impressive performance and reliability, their strict assumptions regarding
data correctness, completeness, and schema adherence hinders
their success in many emerging application scenarios. Especially,
the recent shift to more social, dynamic, and personalized services
on the Web poses a severe challenge for state-of-the-art relational
systems. Such services do not only require reliable and efficient
retrieval on very large datasets, but also the ability to cope with
ambiguous, incomplete, vague, and often uninterpreted data.
Unlike computers, humans are excellent in dealing with perceptual challenges. For instance, we can easily realize that “IBM” and
“International Business Machines” refer to the same entity or feel
whether a movie is “dramatic.” This recently gave birth to crowd-

enabled DBMS [1–3], which fuse traditional relational technology
with the cognitive power of people at query time enabled by
crowd-sourcing services like Amazon’s Mechanical Turk,
CrowdFlower, or SamaSource.
Crowd-enabled databases introduce completely new capabilities:
The crowd can be used to complete data missing in tables in a
query-driven fashion, i.e., a query can be executed despite incomplete data by either filling empty fields or by inserting completely
new tuples at runtime. In particular, complex cognitive tasks like
reference reconciliation can be performed, and the crowd can even
be leveraged to “implement” database operators requiring cognitive abilities like ordering tuples with respect to perceived criteria
(e.g., ordering images by visual appeal) or performing perceptual
comparisons (e.g., finding an image evoking specific emotions).
But still, the current designs of crowd-enabled databases also
show serious drawbacks: Crowd-enabled databases lose many
established features of relational systems like roughly predictable
execution times, or effective query optimization. Moreover, the
actual database schema is still rigid, and will not easily adapt to
queries or changing requirements. To fully harness the power of
the crowd and to provide flexible and adaptive querying, a certain
amount of schema malleability [4], [5] is needed. Malleable
schemas allow for answering queries using slightly new attributes;
the required data is automatically obtained during runtime. Up to
now, this could only be realized whenever the data for the new
column could be derived, relaxed, or merged from already existing columns by exploiting data redundancies (e.g., [6]).
In this paper we show that crowd-enabled databases allow for
schema malleability with unpreceded flexibility: Even queries
requiring values not covered by any redundancy can still be processed by crowd-sourcing. Unfortunately, naïve implementations
of this concept will result in an excessive number of human minitasks, potentially resulting in queries with prohibitive performance
and unnecessarily high costs. Our work addresses the central
challenge of efficient query processing on flexible and malleable
schemas in crowd-enabled databases. We introduce an innovative
approach that additionally exploits the Social Web instead of
relying just on crowd-sourced mini-tasks. Moreover, we argue
that the capabilities of this approach go even beyond the vision of
malleability, leading to truly query-driven schema expansion.
In brief, our approach addresses several open issues and unsolved
challenges of current crowd-enabled database designs:
•

Performance: As outlined by [1], a large number of HITs 1
may have to be issued for each crowd-enabled query. While

1

HIT: Human Intelligence Task, the smallest unit of crowd-sourceable
work; many similar HITs are organized in HIT groups.
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•

•

HITs are semantically powerful operations, completing large
HIT groups may take very long and impose severe performance challenges [7]. We show how a large number of missing values can be obtained while issuing just a few HITs.
Scalability: It has been shown that each requester in a crowdsourcing platform can only utilize a relatively small human
worker pool [1]. This means, HITs cannot be parallelized arbitrarily since the number of simultaneous human computations is capped by the worker pool size. Hence, the scalability of query processing is hampered. Furthermore, if diverse
opinions of large numbers of different human workers are required, the worker pool size may not be sufficient anyway.
By exploiting also the Social Web, a worker pool larger by
several orders of magnitudes is available to the system.
Data Quality: The quality of workers available for crowdsourcing is hard to control, and thus elaborative quality management is necessary. This usually means executing each
HIT several times (e.g., for majority votes), obviously deteriorating query performance. Unfortunately, it is unclear how
many times each particular HIT needs to be assigned for a reliable result. We show how our approach can be used during
query execution to identify just those tuples which require
larger numbers of votes to reach a clear majority judgment,
thus saving considerable human effort in all other cases.

2. CROWD-DRIVEN SCHEMA EXPANSION

Originally, malleable schemas [4], [5] have been designed to deal
with the vague nature of both data and queries in the real world.
The rationale is that DBMSs should try to answer a query whether
the required data is directly available or not—a vision that is
deeply shared with crowd-enabled databases. On the data side,
providing malleability has been mainly approached using IR
techniques mixing structured and unstructured data. On the query
side malleability was understood in terms of query relaxation to
match more data at runtime [6]. However, both techniques have in
common that they can only work if the required missing query
attributes closely resemble the available data. This limitation also
severely hindered the further success of malleable schemas.
Despite their vision of dealing with incomplete data, current
crowd-enabled databases still retain rigid and fixed schemas. They
do not live up to their full potential, as filling missing data could
be completely crowd-sourced: Queries on attributes not yet covered by available data can be answered, too! Then, crowd-enabled
databases would support full crowd-driven schema expansion.
Example: Consider databases containing metadata on movies (like
IMDb.com with over two million movie records). Basically, such
a database contains factual attributes (such as name, year, director, or a list of actors), which are readily available for each movie,
but at first may not contain any perceptual attributes (i.e., attributes relying on human judgment, such as genre classifications,
entertainment value, or excitement rating). For improved service,
often human experts are employed to provide this information
manually. That means to offer query capabilities like for instance
“SELECT name FROM movies WHERE humor ≥ 8” (i.e., select
movies perceived as funny), a judgment of how humorous a movie is has to be crowd-sourced for over two million movies – a
truly monumental task. Moreover, each new movie added to the
database will require similar HITs.
Fortunately, for most of the popular domains, the crowd has already been busy: literally millions of people voluntarily donate
their cognitive abilities by rating, tagging, or reviewing content.
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This vastly exceeds the work force available to ad-hoc crowdsourcing services. Therefore, a straightforward idea is to tap into
the data available on the Social Web in order to solve the performance problem. Unfortunately, this tremendous volume of human
work can hardly be used directly in a crowd-enabled database.
The innovative idea of this paper is that the sum of all available
user-provided metadata of content can be transformed into perceptual spaces; a space encoding all users’ opinions and perceptions with respect to certain items in some aggregated form (this
concept is explained in detail in the next section). Unfortunately,
also this perceptual space cannot be used directly: The individual
perceptual attributes must be extracted from the space in an approximate and semi-automatic fashion. However, once this extraction has been performed, a wide variety of perceptual attributes
can be directly derived from the space, remedying the apparent
performance issues of crowd-sourcing.
Our approach is not limited to the movie domain used in the
example. Nearly all perceptual attributes can be supported as long
as they influence the rating behavior of users. As a consequence,
purely factual information (e.g., missing email addresses) cannot
be derived from the numerical ratings provided by users and needs
to be crowd-sourced individually.
Overall, our contributions in this paper can be summarized as:
•

•

•

We extend crowd-enabled databases by the concept of
crowd-driven schema expansions. Using the concept of perceptual spaces, we show how they can actually be built from
the Social Web in a flexible and meaningful way.
Once built, we show how perceptual attributes can be dynamically extracted from this space in a very efficient manner. In particular, large numbers of values required for highquality schema expansion can be derived by crowd-sourcing
the training phase of the classification algorithm. Here, our
aim is not to propose a novel learning technique but rather to
point out the benefit of data collected from the Social Web
for improving crowd-enabled databases.
We outline how our approach can also benefit other open
issues of crowd-enabled databases (i.e., performance, scalability, and data quality issues).

3. THE CASE FOR PERCEPTUAL SPACES

Next we present the concept of perceptual spaces derived from the
Social Web and provide the necessary mathematical foundations.

3.1 The Social Web and the Crowd

The Social Web is on a steep rise. Originally developed for exchange between like-minded people, Social Web platforms have
become a major innovator of technology. With new services being
established continuously, and many older ones growing in popularity, a significant shift in user behavior has occurred: People got
accustomed to an active and contributive usage of the Web. Users
feel the need to express themselves and connect with like-minded
peers. As a result, social networking sites like Facebook amassed
over 800 million users 2. At the same time, there are countless
special-interest sites for music, movies, art, or anything that is of
interest to any larger group. But the real revolution lies in the way
people interact with these sites: Following their social nature,
millions of people discuss, rate, tag, or vote content and items
they encounter on the Web. Therefore, “I Like” buttons, star
scales, or comment boxes are omnipresent on today’s Web.
2

http://www.facebook.com/press/info.php?statistics

This development can be seen as a massive crowd-sourcing task
gathering perceptual data from its workers. In contrast to explicit
crowd-sourcing as used by crowd-enabled DBMS, generating data
in the Social Web follows different rules: People in the Social
Web are entirely intrinsically motivated, and contribute voluntarily. For example, a user finding an interesting online news article
might vote for that article on his preferred social site, while a user
leaving the cinema after a particular bad movie experience may
log onto a movie database, rating the movie lowly, and venting his
disappointment in a short comment or review. Therefore, the
biggest hindrance in directly using the Social Web as a reliable
source of data is that user contributions can neither be controlled
nor do they follow a strict schema or guideline. Thus, with respect
to processing this data automatically, most of this vast wealth of
valuable information just lies dormant.
In this paper, we will focus on exploiting user-provided feedback
in form of rating data, i.e., feedback of users judging certain
items on a numerical scale. Rating data has several significant
advantages on which we can capitalize: (1) Rating data is easy to
handle algorithmically and can be exploited by relying on proven
assumptions from the area of recommender systems (see next
section). (2) Rating information is ubiquitous in the Social Web
due to its simplicity and low required effort from a user’s perspective. (3) As we will demonstrate, rating data contains rich and
valuable information. In the experimental section of this work, we
will perform detailed experiments on movie ratings, but we will
also showcase our algorithms in the domains of restaurants and
board games. Furthermore, we will also discuss the availability of
user rating within the Social Web.

3.2 Semantics of Perceptual Spaces

Perceptual spaces are built on the basic assumption that each user
within the Social Web has certain personal interests, likes, and
dislikes, which steer and influence his/her rating behavior [8]. For
example, with respect to movies, a given user might have a bias
towards furious action scenes; therefore, he/she will see movies
featuring good action in a slightly more positive light than the
average user who doesn’t care for action. The sum of all these
likes and dislikes will lead to the user’s overall perception of that
movie, and will ultimately determine how much he enjoyed the
movie and therefore, will also determine how he rates it on some
social movie site. Moreover, the rating will share this bias with
other action movies in a systematic way. Therefore, one can claim
that a perceptual space captures the “essence” of all user feedback, and represents the shared as well as individual views of all
users. A similar reasoning is also successfully used by recommender systems [9], [10].
Now, the challenge of perceptual spaces is to reverse this process:
For each item which was rated, commented, or discussed by a
large number of users, we approximate the actual characteristics
(i.e., the systematic bias) which led to each user’s opinion.
Formally, we implement this challenge by assuming that a perceptional space is a d-dimensional coordinate space satisfying the
following constraints: Each user and each item is represented as a
point in this space. The coordinates of a user represent his personality, i.e., the degree by which he likes or dislikes certain characteristics. The coordinates of items, in contrast, represent the profile of that item with respect to same characteristics. Items which
are perceived similar in some aspect have somewhat similar coordinates, and items which are perceived dissimilar have dissimilar
coordinates.

Next, we assume that a user’s overall perception of an item is
anti-proportional to the distance of the user and item coordinates,
i.e. the “best movie of all times” from a given user’s perspective
has the same coordinates as the user him-/herself. Of course, a
user’s likes and dislikes may be slightly unstable due to moods;
but on average, this assumption is stable enough. Thus, the characteristics which are of interest with respect to a certain query
posed to a crowd-enabled database (such as a movie’s genre, the
quality of action sequences, etc.) generally correspond to some (or
a set of) dimensions of the perceptual space, but unfortunately
must still be extracted from it by learning the semantic of the
desired attribute from the crowd (see Figure 1 for a simplified
example space featuring movies).
This leaves two big challenges, which we address next:
•
•

How can the feedback of users in the Social Web be used to
construct a perceptual space with the described properties?
How can the characteristics of an item be extracted given its
coordinates in the perceptual space?

3.3 Building Perceptual Spaces

As argued above, in the following, we will focus on perceptual
spaces constructed from rating data. However, the general approach presented below can be adapted to build perceptual spaces
from text collections (e.g., product reviews), semi-structured
annotations (e.g., tags), or other data sources of the Social Web.
The challenge to be addressed in this section thus can be summarized as follows: Given a collection of ratings, how to construct a
meaningful perceptual space from it?
Our approach heavily relies on factor models, a powerful technique that recently received a lot of attention in recommender
systems research [10]. Factor models have originally been developed to estimate the value of non-observed ratings for the purpose
of recommending new (yet unrated) items to existing users. However, some initial studies we conducted in [11] indicated the
potential benefit of factor models beyond recommendation tasks.
Basically, the factor model approach assumes that users and items
each can be represented by a d-dimensional real vector and each
rating is a function of the corresponding user vector and item
vector. This assumption reflects established models of human
preference and is well-accepted in recommender systems research
[10]. All model parameters are estimated by minimizing a cost
function measuring the deviation between the actual observed
ratings and those predicted by the model. By stating the above as
an optimization problem and solving it, user and item vectors can
be found that fit the given rating data best.
Formally, given a large number of ratings, where each rating is a
triple 〈𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑒_𝑖𝑑, 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟_𝑖𝑑, 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒〉 3, we assume that there are 𝑛𝑀
movies (a single movie is denoted by 𝑚), 𝑛𝑈 users (a single user
is denoted by 𝑢), and ratings 𝑟𝑚,𝑢 ∈ ℝ ≔ (ℝ ∪ {})4. Typically, the total number of actually provided ratings is very small
compared to the number of possible ratings 𝑛𝑀 ∙ 𝑛𝑈 , usually
lying in the range of 1–2%. For representing all movies and users
as coordinates in ℝ𝑑 , we need to ﬁnd two matrices 𝐴 = �𝑎𝑚,𝑘 � ∈
ℝ𝑛𝑀×𝑑 and 𝐵 = �𝑏𝑢,𝑘 � ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑈×𝑑 such that 𝑎𝑚 = (𝑎𝑚,1 , … , 𝑎𝑚,𝑑 )
are the coordinates of movie 𝑚 in the perceptual space, and
𝑏𝑢 = (𝑏𝑢,1 , … , 𝑏𝑢,𝑑 ) are those of user 𝑢.
2F

3
4

For illustration, but without loss of generality we focus on movies.

The symbol  indicates that the user did not rate the specific item yet.
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better-than-average movie 𝑚 with a movie specific rating average
of 8.4 has a positive bias 𝛿𝑚 = 2.2. Furthermore, a critical user 𝑢
who generally provides rather more negative ratings than his peers
(regardless of the movie) will show a negative user bias, say,
𝛿𝑢 = −1.6. Assuming that this user is absolutely neutral with
respect to the actual characteristics of the movie, his estimated
rating will be 𝑟𝑚,𝑢 = 6.8. Any aberration from this estimated
value can be attributed to the user not being fully neutral, i.e., the
movie’s characteristics are agreeing or clashing with some of the
user’s likes or dislikes (this is represented by the distance between
the coordinates of the movie and user in the perceptual space).
These observations lead to the following rating estimation term:
𝑟̂𝑚,𝑢 = 𝜇 + 𝛿𝑚 + 𝛿𝑢 − 𝑑𝐸2 (𝑎𝑚 , 𝑏𝑢 ),

Figure 1: Example perceptual space

A simplified perceptual space in ℝ𝟐 . While the dimensions do not convey
any semantics directly, a judgment of a movie’s humor can be extracted.

Moreover, factor models assume that there is a rating function
𝑓 ∶ ℝ𝑑 × ℝ𝑑 → ℝ such that 𝑟𝑚,𝑢 = 𝑓(𝑎𝑚 , 𝑏𝑢 ) + 𝜖𝑚,𝑢 , for any
movie m and user u with 𝑟𝑚,𝑢 ≠ , where 𝜖𝑚,𝑢 , is a random noise
term modeling external rating deviations not captured by the
model. The model’s prediction of user u’s rating of movie m then
is 𝑟̂𝑚,𝑢 ≔ 𝑓(𝑎𝑚 , 𝑏𝑢 ). To measure the fit between the available
rating data and the model, a cost measure 𝐶 ∶ ℝ𝑛𝑀×𝑑 × ℝ𝑛𝑈×𝑑 ×
𝑛 ×𝑛
ℝ𝑀 𝑈 → ℝ is introduced that usually takes the form
𝐶(𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑅) = ∑𝑚,𝑢 s.t. 𝑟𝑚,𝑢 ≠  𝑐(𝑟𝑚,𝑢 , 𝑟̂𝑚,𝑢 ), where 𝑐 ∶ ℝ × ℝ → ℝ
measures the individual deviation wrt. the rating pair (m, u).
Probably the most elementary factor model is the SVD model,
which is mainly used for collaborative filtering. It defines f as the
scalar product on ℝ𝑑 and sets 𝜖𝑚,𝑢 = 𝜖 as a zero-mean Gaussian
that is independent of m und u. As cost function the very popular
mean squared error (MSE) is used, i.e., we set 𝑐(𝑥, 𝑦) = (𝑥 −
𝑦)2 . As our goal is to minimize the costs, this approach directly
leads to the following optimization problem:
Minimize (in 𝐴, 𝐵)

2

2
� �𝑟𝑚,𝑢 − 𝑎𝑚 ⋅ 𝑏𝑢 � + 𝜆 ∙ (𝑎𝑚
+ 𝑏𝑢2 ) ,

𝑚,𝑢 s.t.
𝑟𝑚,𝑢 ≠ 

where 𝜆 ≥ 0 is a regularization constant that is determined by the
variance of the Gaussian error term. In practice, the dimensionality d and the regularization parameter 𝜆 are determined by means
of cross-validation, where d typically falls into the range between
50 and 200. While the SVD model proved to be highly effective
for collaborative filtering tasks, it is not clear how a meaningful
similarity measure on movie pairs could be derived from it.
Instead, we propose a modified version of Euclidean Embedding
presented in [12], which is designed around the standard Euclidean distance. As discussed in the previous section, we want the
distance between movie 𝑎𝑚 and user 𝑏𝑢 to be small if user 𝑢 likes
movie 𝑚; otherwise, it should be large. To account for general
effects independent of personal preferences, for each movie 𝑚 and
user 𝑢, we introduce the model parameters 𝛿𝑚 and 𝛿𝑢 , which
represent a generic rating bias relative to the average rating 𝜇.

For example, assume that the average rating across all users and
movies is 𝜇 = 6.2 (given a rating scale from 1 to 10). Then, a
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where 𝑑𝐸 (∙,∙) denotes the Euclidean distance in ℝ𝑑 . Here, a possible drawback of relying on the Euclidean distance becomes apparent: Ratings can only negatively be influenced by the movie–
user distance. However, our experiments in Section 4 show that
this simplification still leads to high quality results.
For the sake of algorithmic simplicity, we propose to use the same
random noise term and cost measure as in the simple SVD model
(zero-mean Gaussian and MSE), which leads to the following
least squares optimization problem:
Minimize (in 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝛿)
�

𝑚,𝑢 s.t.
𝑟𝑚,𝑢 ≠ 

2

�𝑟𝑚,𝑢 − [𝜇 + 𝛿𝑚 + 𝛿𝑢 − 𝑑𝐸2 (𝑎𝑚 , 𝑏𝑢 )]�
2
+ 𝜆 ∙ (𝑑𝐸4 (𝑎𝑚 , 𝑏𝑢 ) + 𝛿𝑚
+ 𝛿𝑢2 ).

The second term of this minimization problem is used for regularization in order to avoid overfitting. Here, we soften the impact of
extreme biases and very large distances. This optimization problem can be solved efficiently using stochastic gradient descent or
alternating least squares methods, even on large data sets [13]. On
each data set we investigated, we determined the parameters d and
𝜆 by means of cross-validation on the rating data only. However,
we found the exact choice of 𝜆 to be of minor importance in our
experiments (𝜆 = 0.02 worked well across many different data
sets). Similarly, the specific choice of 𝑑 does not signiﬁcantly
inﬂuence the properties of the space as long as 𝑑 is large enough.
We found 𝑑 = 100 to be a good choice for most data sets, and
use it in the following.

3.4 Expanding Schemas

Our major contribution is to allow flexible and expandable schemas in crowd-enabled databases. For realizing this goal, the only
remaining challenge is to extract the correct data from a perceptual space computed according to the previous section. Unfortunately, the data is hidden in the space, and therefore this task can
neither be performed directly nor fully automatically:
Assuming a query involving a yet-unknown perceptual attribute
(e.g. in the movies domain: humor, suspense, imaginativeness,
etc.), we first have to understand what this new attribute means.
This is best implemented by providing a “gold sample”; i.e. for a
small set of movies, the correct judgment of the desired attribute
is provided by human experts. This task can easily be crowdsourced using the default capabilities of a crowd-enabled DBMS.
However, ensuring a high quality of the sample is important.
Therefore, trusted workers (i.e., workers who have proven their
honesty and knowledge) should be used. Moreover, result quality
should be controlled using majority votes or a similar technique.

Example (cont.): To answer our previous query “find the most
humorous movies”, in our schema expansion system, missing
judgments are not crowd-sourced directly. Instead, we rely on the
perceptual space provided by numeric user ratings as provided by
IMDb.com (users may rate each movie on a scale between 1 and
10 stars, expressing if they liked the movie or not; usually, several
thousand users rate each movie). The extraction process for judging humor must be manually trained before it can be applied to the
perceptual space, thus a small training set is crowd-sourced:
Crowd workers have to provide reliable judgments for, say 100
movies. Then, a numeric judgment for humor can be extracted
from the perceptual space for all two million movies without
additional user interaction, and with very high accuracy.
From here on, the remainder of the extraction process can be
performed automatically: The gold sample can be used to train a
classifier or regression machine, which in turn, will be able to
approximate the missing values of all other tuples of the database
quickly. Generally when extracting numeric judgments from a
perceptual space, we suggest to use Support Vector Regression
Machines (SVMs) [14], which are a highly flexible technique to
perform non-linear regression and classification, and have been
proven to be effective when dealing with perceptual data [15].
After training this machine learning algorithm with our crowdsourced gold sample, based on the perceptual space the algorithm
establishes a non-linear regression function. This regression function will finally provide all missing data required for the schema
expansion. A graphical overview of the whole workflow is shown
in Figure 2: In contrast, basic crowd-enabled databases can only
rely on the crowd-sourcing service to provide the missing data.

4. EVALUATION

We performed an extensive evaluation of our proposed approach
for crowd-driven schema expansion focusing on three aspects:
•
•
•

Quality and costs of crowd-driven schema expansions relying on crowd-sourcing missing data directly (as a baseline).
Quality and costs of crowd-driven schema expansion using
our method of extracting data from perceptual spaces.
Quality improvements achieved by cleaning directly crowdsourced data with our perceptual spaces approach.

Data Set and Scenario
To measure the accuracy of the perceptual data elicited during our
schema expansion experiments by different approaches, we need a
large high-quality reference dataset actually featuring perceptual
attributes. Furthermore, we require an extensive collection of user
ratings for building perceptual spaces. Therefore, we continue
using the movie domain as running example: Here, the community spent considerable efforts for manually providing perceptual
judgments and also extensive user ratings have been published.
For building our reference data and to establish ground truth, we
rely on the three leading movie databases: Internet Movie Database (IMDb), Netﬂix, and Rotten Tomatoes (RT). While all three
data providers actively employ experts for annotating movies with
perceptual attributes, none of them actually spent the monumental
effort to elicit fine-grained numeric attributes, like those provided
by our approach (e.g., judgments of a movie’s humor, action
content, or character depth). Unfortunately, the database Clerkdogs, which tried to build such a data set manually, is no longer
available for reference. Due to the enormous number of movies
and required expert knowledge, we also abstained from the idea of
annotating the data by ourselves (see evaluations in Section 4.1).

Figure 2: Overview of crowd-driven schema expansion
Therefore, we rely on genre classifications (e.g., comedy, action
movie, thriller, science fiction), each movie may belong to multiple genres). Genres classifications are a popular and well-accepted
classiﬁcation scheme for movies focusing on those high-level
properties that are of major relevance to customers [16]. Thus,
they summarize the general perception of a given title. But classifying movies by genre is a challenging task, and neither did the
three movie databases provide genre classifications for all their
movies, nor did they agree all the time in their judgment. Thus,
our reference dataset is comprised of all those movies which are
a) contained in all three databases, and b) have a genre classification in all three databases. The actual “correct” genre classification was derived using majority votes on the three expert sources.
For actually building conceptual spaces as described in Section
3.3, we need a large number of real world user ratings for the
movies in the reference set. We rely on the rating data published
during the Netﬂix Prize competition in 2006, containing a collection of 103,297,638 ratings (on a ﬁve-point scale) of 17,770 movies provided by 480,189 Netﬂix customers. Overall, we identiﬁed
10,562 titles that are covered by the Netﬂix Prize data set and also
have a genre classification in all three expert movie databases,
resulting in a total number of 85,651,367 matching ratings.
As a scenario for crowd-driven schema expansion, we built a table
containing the factual part of the reference data set (e.g., movie_id, name, year, etc.). The query triggering the schema expansion used throughout our evaluation is to filter all comedy movies;
but no genre classification is given in the experiments upfront.
Therefore, the schema expansion introduces a new perceptual
binary attribute is_comedy: “SELECT * FROM movies WHERE
is_comedy = true”. Using the expert genre classification from the
reference dataset, we now can reliably measure the accuracy of
different crowd-based approaches for obtaining the missing data.

4.1 Quality Issues of the Crowd

In the first set of evaluations, we focus on the quality of naïvely
crowd-sourced schema expansions. Performance and cost aspects
are discussed in Section 4.2 in comparison to perceptual spaces.
Our evaluation scenario is as follows: In order to constrain the
costs of crowdsourcing, we randomly selected 1,000 movies of
the 10,562 movie in our reference data set (the same sample is
used in all subsequent experiments). For these 1,000 movies, we
try to answer the example query “SELECT * FROM movies
WHERE is_comedy = true”; i.e., the attribute is_comedy needs to
be added to the database, thus its values have be crowd-sourced
for all 1,000 tuples. This results in multiple HITs, each containing
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10 movies which are to be classified by the workers. In order to
reliably measure worker’ accuracy and consistency, as well as
estimating the overall data quality of this approach, each single
movie is classified by 10 different workers. Thus, in total of
10,000 judgments need to be obtained.
We performed three experiments, each dispatching HITs using the
Crowdflower crowd-sourcing service and executed on Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk infrastructure. Please note that we did not rigorously control environmental variable like time of day, or day of
week. While this may lead to changing worker populations, our
experiments still clearly show the issues of various techniques.
Experiment 1): Each HIT contained 10 movies to be classified.
For each movie, three options could be selected by the workers
(no default option): “Movie is a comedy”, “Movie is not a comedy”, and “I do not know this movie”.
We instructed the workers to only classify movies they really
knew (furthermore, we made clear that workers are paid in any
case, even if they do not know the movie). Moreover, we asked to
provide a personal judgment, i.e., if a worker knew the movie,
he/she was supposed to classify it without using additional resources (especially, without looking the movie up on the Web).
For each HIT we paid $0.02. Thus, the overall costs for obtaining
10 judgments per movie are $20 (plus a small service fee paid to
Crowdflower). Please note that the movies in this evaluation were
a true random sample from our reference data set, i.e., besides
some well-known movies like “Superman (1979)” or “Rocky
(1976)”, the sample also contains many less famous movies. By
performing a quick survey on our students, we estimated that an
average person will usually know 10–20% of the presented movies. Furthermore, we know from our reference data that 30.1% of
the 1,000 movies are comedies according to experts.
Unfortunately, the results of this first evaluation are quite disillusioning with respect to the crowd’s quality and reliability: At first
glance, one could observe that 62% of the 10,000 movie judgments were “This movie is a comedy”, 24% were “No comedy”,
and only 14% of all judgments admitted that they did not know
the movie. Most likely, many workers did not perform this task
honestly, and simply selected one of the first two answer options.
This results in very poor overall quality of the collected data: For
reaching the final crowd classification, a majority vote ignoring
“don’t know” answers is performed. Movies are regarded as being
not classified at all, whenever no single judgment is available, or
no majority could be found due to a tie. This is the case for 107
movies, i.e., 893 have been classified by the crowd, of which 533
have been classified correctly with respect to the reference data.
This is 59.7% of all classified movies—a fairly poor result. This
task was completed in 105 minutes, i.e., on average, 95 judgments
have been provided per minute by 89 different workers.
This observation closely matches surveys in psychology [17]: Our
data quality problem can be attributed to the perceptual nature of
our HITs, as answers cannot be controlled rigorously: a subjective
judgment is asked which is neither right nor wrong by itself.
Furthermore, we have to accept that users may not know a presented item and hence cannot judge it. unfortunately, this is also
recognized by many crowd workers, motivating them to abuse the
system to increase their income. In contrast, when dealing with
factual data, “gold questions” can be used where the correct answer is known upfront. These gold questions can be used to penalize dishonest workers, and thus increase the data quality.
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The effect of dishonest workers can also be affirmed when analyzing the judgments of individual workers. Two major groups of
users are clearly visible: a) users which supposedly knew nearly
every movie (94%), no matter how obscure, and judged them as
being comedies in 56% of all cases, and b) users who knew only
roughly 26% of all movies (which is more realistic); and of those
movies they actually knew, judged 32% as comedy and 68% as
not comedy, reflecting the real ratio found in the reference data.
Obviously, the second group of workers honestly performed our
HITs, while the first group just abused the system. We conclude
that significantly greater care is required when dealing with perceptual crowdsourcing tasks compared to factual ones.
Experiment 2): In our second experiment, we adjusted the setting
to increase quality. While the general constraints of the HITs
remained similar (task, options, payment, etc.), we tried to exclude all unreliable workers. When analyzing the first experiment,
we grouped the unreliable users by country. We observed that
nearly all malicious workers originated from only very few countries. In this experiment, we excluded those countries explicitly by
adapting our HIT definition accordingly. Although this heuristic
seems very crude, it resulted in drastically increased accuracy.
Majority votes with respect to “is a comedy” resulted in 636
movies classified correctly. However, 199 movies could not be
classified at all. Of all movies that could be classified, 79.4% have
been labeled correctly. Furthermore, only few workers claimed to
know more than 30% of all movies, hence we assume that most
workers can trusted (which does not imply that they provide
correct classifications as this is still a challenging cognitive task).
This task was completed in 116 minutes by 27 different workers.
Although excluding unreliable users drastically improves accuracy, a new problem becomes obvious: Data can only be elicited if
workers can perform an informed judgment for the given item.
This is not a problem for typical perceptual crowd-sourcing tasks
often found in literature (e.g., classifying facial expressions or
ranking images), but becomes indeed an issue when dealing with
expandable database schemas. Here, often expert knowledge is
required, which is hard to find in the crowd worker population.
Therefore, reliable perceptual judgments for all items in a database are hard to obtain by means of crowdsourcing.
Experiment 3): Next, we turned the genre classification into a
factual crowd-sourcing problem: We again allowed untrusted
workers but removed the “don’t know” option and instructing
workers to look up the correct genre on the Web—most likely in
one of the big Internet movie databases, which we also used to
create our reference data. Thus, high accuracy can be expected.
As this task is more time-consuming, we paid $0.03 per HIT.
The goal of this evaluation is to demonstrate the effects of additional control possible when using factual data. By adding 100
“gold questions”, we can identify unreliable workers during query
execution time: 1,100 movies had to be classified but for 100 of
them (the gold questions), the correct classification was known to
the crowd-sourcing service. This 10% ratio of gold-to-tasks
matches the generally recommended best-practices 5. Workers
could not distinguish gold questions from normal tasks. Furthermore, workers who repeatedly classified the gold questions incorrectly were automatically excluded.

5

See http://crowdflower.com/docs/gold

Table 1. Classification accuracy for direct crowd-sourcing
The number of classified movies (i.e., majority found; out of 1,000),
the percentage of correctly classified movies (out of all classified
movies), and the total time needed for generating 10,000 judgments.

Evaluation
Exp. 1: All
Exp. 2: Trusted
Exp. 3: Lookup

#Classified
893
801
966

%Correct
59.7%
79.4%
93.5%

Time
105 min
116 min
562 min

The results of this evaluation are as follows: 903 movies have
been classified correctly, 34 movies could not be classified at all.
Of the 903 available classifications, we found 93.5% to be correct.
Furthermore, this experiment took notably longer and could only
be finished after 562 minutes (51 workers). This slow speed can
be attributed to the fact that each HIT demanded considerably
more effort from the users, increasing the time per HIT, and also
lowering the attractiveness of the overall job.
Summary: The most important metrics of the last three evaluations
are shown in Table 1. We demonstrated that worker quality needs
to be controlled. If a large number of malicious users accept the
HITs, result quality strongly declines despite majority votes
(Exp. 1). If strict control is possible (i.e., there is a large number
of known “correct” answers), gold questions can be used to increase quality (Exp. 3). However, this kind of control is usually
not possible for perceptual attributes. Therefore, relying on the
judgments of honest and trusted workers as in Exp. 2 can be considered as a realistic baseline for crowd-driven schema expansions, resulting in 636 out 1000 movies classified correctly after
10,000 judgments, at a cost of $20.

4.2 Boosting the Crowd

In our second set of evaluations, we investigate the benefit of
perceptual spaces for crowd-enabled databases. The perceptual
space with 100 dimensions used for this purpose is built according
to Section 3.3, and is based on user ratings from the Netflix Prize
challenge (103M ratings given by 480k users on 17k movies).
Interestingly, a straightforward implementation of our approach
on this rather large dataset only needed about 2 hours to build the
perceptual space on a simple notebook computer. For time-critical
applications parallelization techniques are quite easy to exploit.
The Perceptual Space
For a better understanding of the coordinates and semantics in
perceptual spaces, let us first consider the example in Table 2:
Here, three popular movies are shown, along with their respective
ﬁve nearest neighbors (with respect to Euclidean distance) in our
perceptual space. The ﬁrst column shows movies similar to the
famous sports drama Rocky. And indeed, all these movies feature
underdog protagonists involved in sports. The second group of
movies contains well-known formulaic romantic dramas, which
are indeed similar in style to Dirty Dancing. The third group of
movies contains classical psychological thrillers directed by Alfred Hitchcock. While the third list possibly could have been
generated from metadata only (e.g., year of release and director),
deriving the other two deﬁnitely requires a deep understanding of
a movie’s perceptual features. This example already indicates that
essential parts of human perception are encoded into the space.
We did not perform any data cleaning or spam detection on the
rating data. However, as the Social Web is susceptible to spamming and data quality issues, our approach might benefit from
implementing existing anti-spam techniques such as [18]. Addi-

Table 2. Three example movies and their
five nearest neighbors in perceptual space
Rocky (1976)
Rocky II (1979)
Rocky III (1982)
Hoosiers (1986)
The Natural (1984)

Dirty Dancing (1987)
Pretty Woman (1990)
Footloose (1984)
Grease (1978)
Ghost (1990)

The Birds (1963)
Psycho (1960)
Vertigo (1958)
Rear Window (1954)
North By NW (1959)

The Karate Kid (1984)

Flashdance (1983)

Dial M f. Murder (1954)

tionally, most Social Web services take care of spam detection
and banning malicious users, which makes our task easier.
To verify these initial results, we performed several user studies
where we directly measured perceived similarity by judging pairs
of movies. These studies are beyond the scope of this work and
will be published elsewhere. In short, we can conclude that
distances measured in the perceotual space correlate to the general
user consensus by a Pearson correlation of 0.52. This is quite a
large number as each individual user showed just an average
Pearson correlation with the consensus of 0.55. Thus, distances
measured in the perceptual space are as accurate as the perceived
similarity of many users. In essence, we have learned that the
perceptual space does not perfectly resemble human perception,
but still captures major properties of the domain at hand.
Perceptual Spaces for Boosting Crowd-Sourcing
Next, we demonstrate that perceptual spaces significantly boost
the performance of direct crowdsourcing. In particular, we show
how to increase coverage (i.e., the number of classified movies)
and accuracy at dramatically reduced costs and runtime.
Here, as the is_comedy attribute of our sample query holds only
Boolean values, a slightly simpler algorithmic implementation of
the extractor described in Section 3.4 is possible. Instead of relying on non-linear regression, we can use an SVM classifier [19].
We found a non-linear Radial Basis Function kernel to be useful.
In order to train the SVM, we have to rely on training samples
with existing judgments for the value of the new schema attribute
is_comedy. In case of our example query, we just need a small set
of comedy movies and a small set of non-comedy movies. Generating such training data can be crowd-sourced at query time similar to the experiments in the last subsection.
We built upon Experiments 1–3 and incrementally used the classification results as training data for deriving genre classifications
from our perceptual space. During the crowd-sourcing process, we
periodically used the movies currently showing a clear majority to
train the SVM. After that, we classified all 1,000 movies (even
those that none of the crowd workers knew) and measured the
accuracy. For a comprehensive overview of all results of the next
three experiments over time, please refer to Figure 3. Due to
highly varying runtimes of the three reference experiments, we
chose time axes relative to the total runtimes. For all results over
money spent, please refer to Figure 4.
Experiment 4): This experiment is based on the judgments obtained in Experiment 1 (i.e., including judgments from a large
number of untrustworthy workers). We start with an empty training set, and every 5 minutes, all movies currently classified by the
crowd-workers are added to it. Thus, the training set grows over
time. At the end of the experiment after 105 minutes, the training
set contains all 893 movies classified during Experiment 1. Furthermore, after expanding the training set, we re-train the SVM
classifier (this takes roughly 0.5 seconds on a standard notebook
computer). After every training step we classify all 1,000 movies
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Figure 3: Correctly classified movies over time

Figure 4: Correctly classified movies over money spent

When using perceptual spaces, a good classification is available
after short time. Please that the time axis is relative to the overall runtime
(experiment 1: 105 min, experiment 2: 115 min, experiment 3: 562 min).

Using perceptual spaces, a reliable classification is possible after for very
low costs (i.e. after just few worker judgments.) Experiment 3 was more
expensive due to higher workload.

using the model learned by the SVM. The obtained genre assignments are the final output of our method. This way, we are able to
fix labeling errors in the training data.

(and by looking up the “correct” answer in the Web), which
would normally not have been possible for other perceptual data.
The resulting training set has a final accuracy of 93.5% with 966
movies. Using this training set, an interesting observation can be
made: After 15 minutes (and due to the low speed of this evaluation after just $0.32), already 732 movie could be classified correctly (at that time, the training set contained only 82 movies).
Thus, very early on, the classification quality was very high for
low costs. However, when using all 966 movies for training (with
93.5% accuracy), the quality of perceptual space classification is
lower than the crowd-sourced quality. Using the space, 831 movies could be classified correctly (83% accuracy; higher than the
accuracy in the last two experiments, but lower than the training
set). This observation can be attributed to the fact that our approach provides an approximation based on highly-compressed
data encoded in the perceptual space. Highly accurate and complete (and thus also very expensive) crowd-sourcing tasks are
therefore hard to outperform.

When using all 893 movies classified in Experiment 1 for training
(where only 533 of those have been correctly classified, resulting
in an accuracy of 59.7%), using our perceptual space we can
correctly classify 670 movies, where all 1,000 movies are classified. More interestingly, after only 15 minutes (or after spending
$2.82 respectively), we can classify 538 movies correctly. By only
using crowd-sourcing as in Experiment 1, only 349 movies had
been correctly classified at that time.
These results allow many interesting observations and applications: In this experiment, the training set quality is very bad.
Usually, reliable training sets with accuracy close to 100% are
desirable. But even with this handicap, we show that we achieve
significantly higher data quality than when just using crowdsourcing alone. Also, we reach full 100% classification coverage,
including even very obscure movies. Furthermore, after just
$2.82, we can classify more movies correctly than when using $20
for pure crowd-sourcing (538 vs. 533). This opens up interesting
options for cheaply expanding schemas even over large databases
(see Section 4.3), and also leads to promising methods for improving quality of already available data (see Section 4.4).
Experiment 5): Similarly to the previous experiment, we now
boost the judgments of the more honest workers of Experiment 2.
That is, compared to Experiment 4, the accuracy of the training
set is increased from 59.7% to 79.4%. As expected, this also
significantly improves the effectiveness our perceptual space
based schema expansion: After 15 minutes (and due to less average judgments per hour, after spending only $2.16), already 654
movies can be classified correctly (compared to 195 classified
movies in Experiment 1, and 538 in Experiment 4). When we use
all classified movies as training data (after 120 minutes and $20
spent), 766 movies can be classified correctly. Here, we can already see that perceptual space extraction indeed benefits from
higher quality training data. The full extent of improvements
using small high quality training sets is analyzed in Section 4.3.
Experiment 6): We now use the judgments of Experiment 3 as
training input. These have been crowd-sourced under rigid control
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In summary, the strongest application scenarios for perceptual
spaces lie in (a) performing schema expansions involving perceptual attributes for large databases at very low costs with good
accuracy and (b) improving the result quality of perceptual data
obtained by direct crowd-sourcing. If used for improving data
quality, additional steps are required (see Section 4.4).

4.3 Automatic Schema Expansion from
Small Samples

We have seen that a large number of missing attribute values can
be efficiently extrapolated from small crowd-sourced training
samples. Now, we perform a more thorough investigation of this
effect in a controlled environment. In particular, we demonstrate
the effectiveness of very small training samples for deriving attribute values from perceptual spaces for even large databases.
By cross-referencing the three movie databases we used to construct our ground truth, we have been able to identify six genres
that are shared by all: 6 Comedy, Documentary, Drama, Family,
6

As the genre classification systems differ significantly between the
databases, we have not been able to identify more genres that show a
clear one-to-one correspondence. Equating genres that are only similar

Table 3. Automatic schema expansion from small samples

g-mean measures for expanding 10,562 movies using n positive and n negative training examples.

Genre
Comedy
Documentary
Drama
Family
Horror
Romance
Mean

Random
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

Perceptual space
n = 10 n = 20 n = 40
0.58
0.70
0.76
0.73
0.81
0.84
0.60
0.66
0.73
0.82
0.86
0.88
0.83
0.86
0.87
0.56
0.68
0.73
0.69
0.76
0.80

Horror, and Romance. For each genre, we created a ground truth
classification by taking the majority vote over all three databases.
For a fully controlled experiment of the accuracy of automatically
derived genre assignments, this time we abstained from experimenting on crowd-sourcing platforms. Instead, we created varying
training sets directly from the reference data (thus showing 100%
accuracy): For each genre, we randomly picked 𝑛 ∈ {10, 20, 40}
positive and 𝑛 negative training examples from the full data set of
10,562 movies. For real word applications, such small and high
quality samples can be provided directly by the crowd by careful
selection of workers and elaborate quality control. Based on the
representation of movies in the perceptional space, we then used a
SVM classifier (see Section 4.2) to assign binary genre labels to
all remaining movies and compared them to our ground truth.
For rigorously measuring the classification accuracy in this controlled experiment, we did not just use a simple accuracy measue
as we did previously (i.e. relative number of correct classifications). This is because there is a substantial imbalance between
positive and negative genre assignments in the data set, i.e. some
genres are significantly more common than others. Using simple
accuracy would result in the strange situation that a naïve classifier assigning the label not Horror to every movie would achieve an
astonishing accuracy of 90%, as only 10% of all our movies are
horror movies. A popular measure of classification performance
in the presence of class imbalance is the g-mean measure [20],
which is the geometric mean of sensitivity (accuracy on all movies truly belonging to the genre) and specificity (accuracy on all
movies truly not belonging to the genre), As the g-mean punishes
significant differences between sensitivity and specificity, the
above naïve classifier would achieve 0% g-mean. Similarly, a
random baseline (assigning each label with 50% probability)
would achieve a g-mean of 50%.
In the following experiment we show that the high quality of our
approach can indeed be attributed to the semantics of the perceptual space, and that similar quality cannot be achieved by simply
relying on already available meta-data. Therefore, we compare the
perceptional space to the information space spanned by ordinary
movie metadata. This is implemented by using Latent Semantic
Indexing (LSI) [21] to generate a 100-dimensional “metadata
space” from movie attributes like title, plot, main actors, directors,
year, runtime, and country as recorded in IMDb. Intuitively, this
space captures the essence of the stored attributes in the database.
Finally, we train an additional SVM classifier with the same
training data as before, but this time using the metadata space.

(e.g., “Action” in IMDb and “Action & Adventure” in RT) would compromise our ground truth.

Metadata space
n = 10 n = 20 n = 40
0.46
0.30
0.28
0.64
0.63
0.62
0.51
0.45
0.49
0.44
0.43
0.43
0.53
0.32
0.43
0.45
0.35
0.38
0.50
0.41
0.44

Reference
Netflix RT IMDb
0.85 0.97
0.96
0.96 0.99
0.97
0.86 0.90
0.92
0.95 0.97
0.95
0.92 0.98
0.97
0.91 0.83
0.92
0.91 0.94
0.95

Table 3 shows our results for all experiments different genres and
different choices of 𝑛. Each entry represents the mean of over 20
random repetitions in order to cancel out the influence of a single
training set. Each computation took about 3 seconds on a typical
notebook computer. Furthermore, we also include the g-mean
accuracy of the individual expert databases IMDb, Netflix, and
RT with respect to our reference data. Although the reference was
created using these three datasets, they do not always agree on a
genre classification. Thus, even when using these sources individually, g-mean values between only 0.91 and 0.95 with respect to
the majority can be achieved. Furthermore, we can expect that any
additional data source not used to create the reference, but also
relies on highly paid experts and manual curation, will likely
show g-mean values below 0.9.
But when using perceptual spaces, an astonishing g-mean of 0.8
could be achieved for 𝑛 = 40 (i.e. when using 80 movies in the
training sample). This means that just 0.75% of all items need to
be judged manually by the crowd, all other items can be expanded
automatically with high quality. This is also significantly less than
the 10% recommended data for creating gold questions in regular
crowd-sourcing tasks as shown in Experiment 3.
Furthermore, we can show that approaches based on classification
using metadata and LSI lead to surprisingly bad results (g-mean
between 0.41 and 0.50), and show even worse accuracy than
randomly applying labels. This is a consequence of severe overfitting to the training data, also leading to a large variance of gmeans across different random samples (standard deviation of
about 0.20), while the accuracy using the perceptual space almost
stays the same (standard deviations of about 0.02). This is due to
the SVM trying to mine information out of the metadata space
that is just not there—high-level perceptual judgments like genre
classifications can only be given by humans who actually watched
the movie and are not contained in the factual metadata.
To conclude, we found that schema expansion tasks on perceptual
attributes can be performed at low cost and high speed by effectively leveraging the power of the crowd. The key to success are
perceptual spaces, which can easily be built from the Social Web.
The data quality achieved is close to human expert performance.

4.4 Automatic Identification of Questionable
HIT Responses

Our experiments in Section 4.1 clearly showed that assuring data
quality is a severe problem in crowdsourcing tasks on perceptual
database attributes. This problem is caused by malicious crowdworkers, but also by users who are not domain experts. In any
case, no matter what the source, we need a method that automatically identifies questionable HIT responses, which then can be
sent to other crowd-workers for verification.
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Table 4. Automatic identification of questionable HIT responses
Each entry is a precision—recall pair.

Genre
Comedy
Documentary
Drama
Family
Horror
Romance
Mean

Perceptual space
x = 5%
x = 10%
x = 20%
0.30—0.83 0.47—0.83 0.66—0.82
0.58—0.96 0.72—0.96 0.81—0.94
0.21—0.77 0.36—0.77 0.55—0.77
0.73—0.95 0.83—0.96 0.84—0.95
0.62—0.93 0.77—0.93 0.84—0.93
0.29—0.88 0.46—0.88 0.65—0.87
0.46—0.88 0.60—0.89 0.73—0.88

In the following, we demonstrate how questionable HIT responses
can reliably be identified by comparing the actual responses to the
structure of the perceptual space. To ensure a controlled environment, we again rely on the six genres and the corresponding
ground truth data sets as used in the previous section. For each
genre, we assume that we are given a largely truthful classification of movies performed by the crowd, which contains a fixed
number of misclassifications to be identified (e.g., 20% of all
movies). We create such data sets by taking our ground truth
derived from the three expert databases and swapping the classification labels of a randomly chosen set of 𝑥% of all 10,562 movies. Consequently, (100 – 𝑥)% of all labels are correct.

Given such a data set, to identify all incorrectly labeled movies,
we trained an SVM classifier on the perceptual space representation of all 10,562 movies. Then, we marked those movies whose
label in the given data set differs from the SVM model’s prediction, i.e., we identify all movies whose crowd label contradicts the
movie’s position in the perceptual space. For example, a movie
labeled as “Action” by the crowd but surrounded by non-Action
movies in the perceptual space most likely is not an Action movie.

We measured the quality of our results by computing the precision
and recall with respect to the ground truth classification. As in the
previous section, we compared the perceptual space to a “metadata space” derived from the detailed explicit description of each
movie. Also, we investigated the performance of our method on
different degrees of data quality (modeled by the parameter 𝑥).
Here, we chose 𝑥 = 5, 𝑥 = 10, and 𝑥 = 20.
Table 4 shows the results of our experiments. Each entry is the
mean over 20 independent runs (i.e., 20 different sets of randomly
swapped labels). Clearly, using perceptual spaces, even with 20%
wrong judgments, 88% of the swapped labels can reliably be
detected. Here, the precision is 73%, i.e., just a few labels have
been incorrectly flagged as being incorrect. Therefore, data quality can be improved cheaply by crowdsourcing additional judgments for all tuples flagged by our method. Also, the metadata
space again proves to be prone to overfitting and thus vastly inferior to the perceptual space.
Table 6. Results for board games

g-mean measures using n positive and n negative training examples.

Category
Collectible Components
Children’s Game
Party Game
Modular Board
Route/Network Building
Worker Placement
⋯
Mean
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Perceptual space
n = 10 n = 20 n = 40
0.56
0.67
0.72
0.61
0.64
0.71
0.63
0.67
0.71
0.47
0.48
0.52
0.72
0.75
0.77
0.72
0.78
0.80
⋯
⋯
⋯
0.63
0.68
0.73

x = 5%
0.07—0.53
0.27—0.59
0.05—0.51
0.00—0.07
0.01—0.10
0.14—0.57
0.09—0.40

Metadata space
x = 10%
0.09—0.43
0.19—0.32
0.10—0.51
0.01—0.08
0.06—0.18
0.13—0.36
0.10—0.31

x = 20%
0.15—0.39
0.17—0.23
0.21—0.51
0.17—0.24
0.09—0.18
0.15—0.29
0.16—0.31

We conclude that perceptual spaces prove to be highly beneficial
when questionable responses need to be identified in HIT tasks.
By reevaluating those responses in a new crowd task, data quality
can be increased significantly in crowd databases. At the same
time, by focusing on questionable responses only, this increase of
quality comes with minimal costs.

4.5 Exploring Other Domains

In the recent years, almost all modern websites or e-commerce
platforms dealing with consumer goods adopted at least basic
community features. In its simplest and easiest-to-use form, users
can rate individual items. This information is typically used for
deriving an aggregated community vote for each item. Surprisingly, most sites diligently collect vast amounts of rating data, but do
use this data for further applications yet. Therefore, most of the
data remains hidden in the databases of the platform providers (in
these cases, only the providers themselves could derive perceptual
spaces from the data), but sometimes, all individual user-rating
pairs have been made publicly available. Some well-known examples are the iTunes Store (ratings of music, videos, and mobile
apps), amazon.com (ratings of almost anything), Google Places,
yelp.com (ratings of locations such as restaurants, bars, and
shops), and ign.com (ratings of computer games).
To test whether our approach can be applied effectively to other
domains, we crawled two vastly different data sets. The first one
consists of San Francisco restaurant ratings from yelp.com (3,811
restaurants; 128,486 users; 626,038 ratings). The second one
consists of board game ratings from boardgamesgeek.com (32,337
games; 73,705 users; 3,536,455 ratings). In both services human
editors manually created detailed descriptions of all items, which
we used for measuring the performance of our method. We chose
10 binary categories for restaurants and 20 for board games.
We repeated the experiment “automatic schema extension from
small samples” (Section 4.3) on the new data. The measured gmean accuracies are slightly lower than those on the movie domain. However, we did not invest much time in tuning model
parameters or the SVM classifier. Also, for training the classifier,
in each domain we had to rely on the (possibly inaccurate) categorization from a single website and did not pool the opinions of
Table 5. Results for restaurants

g-mean measures using n positive and n negative training examples.

Category
Ambience: Trendy
Attire: Dressy
Category: Fast Food
Good For Kids
Noise Level: Very Loud
⋯
Mean

Perceptual space
n = 10 n = 20 n = 40
0.62
0.64
0.68
0.60
0.68
0.70
0.67
0.75
0.82
0.55
0.62
0.66
0.62
0.71
0.79
⋯
⋯
⋯
0.62
0.67
0.75

several independent metadata providers as we did for movies.
Details for some representative categories are given in Table 5
and Table 6. Again, we observe that truly perceptual categories
such as “party game” can be identified much better than purely
factual ones such as “modular board.”
We conclude that our approach indeed generalizes to domains
beyond movies, but might need moderate tuning effort.

5. OPEN ISSUES

In this section, we discuss additional issues that may arise when
applying our approach to different data sets and offer some solutions. We will also present and discuss possible extensions and
modifications of our approach.
Scarce data. For less popular domains, the potentially small
number of users and ratings can be problematic. Clearly, only
little can be learned about an item’s properties using perceptual
spaces if no or only very few ratings are available. However, the
previous section already indicates that even for niche domains
such as board games, data sets with a sufficient number of ratings
can be found. Still, even when there really are only small numbers of users and ratings, recent work in recommender systems
shows that much can be learnt from the available data as long as
there are some active core users, who rated a large number of
items each [22]. Thus, only in scenarios with highly inactive and
passive communities our approach will not be able to bring up the
desired results.
Advanced perceptual spaces. To illustrate the general applicability of our approach, we built on a simple but well-established
model for deriving our perceptual spaces. Of course, there is room
for improvement by incorporating additional features into the
model. For example, users could be represented by more than a
single point in space to model diverse interests [23]. Also, changing taste over time could be integrated by respecting the time a
rating was given [24]. Finally, additional meta-data on items
beyond plain ratings could be incorporated [25]. However, these
issues are beyond the scope of this paper.
Semi-supervised learning. In most settings, the database contents
are likely to change at a high frequency. Therefore, after building
the perceptual space, we usually know for what items missing
perceptual attributes need to be determined. This makes our setting very similar to semi-supervised learning tasks, where in
addition to the labeled data a large amount of unlabeled data is
used for training the classifier [26].A highly effective and very
popular semi-supervised learning technique are transductive
support vector machines (TSVMs) [27]. As TSVMs directly
extend the supervised SVM classifier we used in our experiments,
we repeated the experiment on schema extension reported in
Section 4.3 with the TSVM classifier provided by the well-known
SVMlight library 7. We observed almost the same classification
accuracies as those reported in Table 3 (average g-means of 0.70,
0.77, and 0.79, respectively), but were surprised by the huge
differences in runtime. While the original SVM (also from the
SVMlight library) required about 3 seconds for each classification
task, the TSVM usually needed around 90 minutes. This huge
difference can be attributed to the large variations in input size:
only a few training examples with the SVM, but the entire database with the TSVM (quadratic complexity). As an alternative, we
also tried the reference implementation of the more advanced
CCCP-SVM approach, which has been reported to work signifi7

http://svmlight.joachims.org/

cantly faster [28]. However, in our setting we still observed
runtimes of about 20 minutes per classification task, which is
definitely too slow for augmenting a real-time crowdsourcing
task. We conclude that the application of semi-supervised learning
techniques is tempting but requires a careful choice of methods to
avoid scalability problems.

6. RELATED WORK

The benefits of crowd-sourcing have been demonstrated to solve a
variety of problems in many different disciplines, e.g., to assess
the usability of user interfaces [29] or to quickly gather information required for disaster response [30]. Very recently, the
crowd-enabled databases [1–3] pointed out the huge potential of
crowd-sourcing for database applications.
The issue of crowd data quality has been recognized and addressed in several papers. For example, in [31] it is shown that the
selective repetition of some HITs may significantly improve data
quality when dealing with non-expert workers. In [32] and [33]
different strategies are developed to infer a single reliable judgment from conflicting responses to the same HIT, mostly by
extending the majority voting scheme. Finally, [34] investigates
the effect of financial incentive and arrives at a surprising conclusion: Increased payment increases the quantity, but not the quality
of HITs. We are not aware of any work that exploits the Social
Web to tackle the problem of data quality in crowd-sourcing.
Perceptual spaces are rooted in theories of human pattern recognition and categorization and are a popular model in cognitive
psychology [35]. However, the perceptual spaces used in psychology are typically created from extensive pen-and-paper surveys
and thus tend to be extremely small. Recently, some algorithms
have been developed in the area of recommender systems that
derive personalized item rankings from rating data and create
perceptual spaces as a by-product [10]. However, only a small
number of papers yet investigated the inner structure of these
spaces and their use for applications beyond pure recommendation. Most work in this direction focuses on comparing spaces
created by different methods for means of classification [11], [36].

7. CONCLUSION

Recently, crowd-enabled databases have been introduced as powerful and innovative extensions to relational databases that can
provide cognitive operators and can also complete missing values
and tuples at query time. In this paper, we extended this concept
even further by also allowing the expansion of database schemas
with additional attributes in a query-driven fashion. We have
shown that this challenging feat cannot be achieved by naïve
crowd-sourcing alone when considering performance and quality
constraints. Especially when dealing with perceptual properties,
which rely on honest judgments, serious problems may arise with
respect to data quality. Additionally, due to limited expert
knowledge of workers, it is hard to obtain reliable judgments for
lesser-known items. This limits scalability even further.
Therefore, we propose to tap into the vast wealth of humangenerated data available in the Social Web. From this data, perceptual spaces can be built, which contain human judgments of
characteristics of a large number of items in distilled form. By
using the example of ubiquitous rating data, we demonstrated how
to build such a perceptual space for the movie domain. By training
a classifier via crowdsourcing, we could successfully show that
our approach can reliably expand schemas of even large databases
with high reliability and at very low costs. Furthermore, we
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demonstrated how this method can be applied to approach general
open issues of crowd-enabled databases like data quality.
We plan to extend our work by integrating some quality assurance
methods (cf. Section 5). Moreover, we are currently investigating
how perceptual spaces can be built efficiently from other data
sources such as textual reviews and recommended links.
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Abstract: Recent years brought tremendous advancements in the area of automated information
extraction. But still, problem scenarios remain where even state-of-the-art algorithms do not provide a satisfying solution. In these cases, another aspiring recent trend can be exploited to achieve
the required extraction quality: explicit crowdsourcing of human intelligence tasks. In this paper,
we discuss the synergies between information extraction and crowdsourcing. In particular, we
methodically identify and classify the challenges and fallacies that arise when combining both
approaches. Furthermore, we argue that for harnessing the full potential of either approach, true
hybrid techniques must be considered. To demonstrate this point, we showcase such a hybrid technique, which tightly interweaves information extraction with crowdsourcing and machine learning
to vastly surpass the abilities of either technique.

Introduction
By effectively bridging the gap between human knowledge and automatic information processing, algorithmic information extraction (IE) has proven itself an
indispensable building block of today’s information systems. Based on the key
idea of transforming semi-structured or natural language sources into machineprocessable structured information, IE research has created an extensive toolbox
offering a solution for almost any extraction task and data source. An extensive
survey of this fascinating research discipline can be found, e.g., in [1], [2], or the
overview article also contained in this journal issue.
While information extraction tasks based on factual concepts that have been stated
explicitly and follow a clear pattern nowadays can be handled with reasonable
performance, there still is considerable room for improvement in other settings.
For example, dealing with implicit and only vaguely defined concepts expressed
in common language still turns out to be very demanding. Here, the key challenge
is to create algorithmic rules that closely resemble intuitive human understand121

ing—a highly complex and time-consuming task, which gradually seems to reach
its limits.
To overcome these obstacles, a general trend towards directly tapping the human
side of data has become apparent recently [3]. In particular, crowdsourcing systems have been identified as an effective tool making human skills and intelligence accessible to machines. More specifically, they exploit the wisdom of the
crowds [4], the “intelligence” emerging when cleverly combining independent
inputs from a large number of individuals.
In general, the term crowdsourcing may be attributed to any system or platform
that explicitly or implicitly enlists a vast number of humans to collaboratively
solve complex problems [5]. This ranges from explicit human collaboration efforts creating complex artifacts (e.g., Wikipedia or open source software) across
sites based on user-generated content (e.g., YouTube) to sites implicitly exploiting
human efforts by aggregating user opinions such as ratings or reviews (e.g., Netflix, IMDb, or Amazon.com). Thus, the Social Web is also based on an extensive
but mostly uncontrolled crowdsourcing effort (and therefore, by extracting information from the Social Web, there is already a trivial synergy between IE and
crowdsourcing).
Each crowdsourcing system has to face four fundamental challenges [5]: How to
recruit and retain users? What contributions can users make? How to combine the
contributions to solve the target problem? How to evaluate users and their contributions? Overcoming these challenges usually requires extensive effort for creating and carefully nurturing the required user communities. However, this requirement typically limits their flexibility and usefulness for ad-hoc tasks: Most
crowdsourcing systems are very specific to their intended task, and cannot easily
be re-purposed or restricted without alienating their user community due to the
chosen incentive model. Many platforms rely on volunteers who donate their time
because they believe in the platform’s mission, want to help their peers, or want to
establish themselves or even earn some fame in the respective user community;
changing the mission may easily drive these motivated volunteers away.
Therefore, keeping information extraction in mind, we will use a much narrower
definition of crowdsourcing in the course of this paper: We will only focus on
explicit crowdsourcing for general tasks based on controlled task execution as
provided by services such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, CrowdFlower, or Sa122

maSource. Here, a large problem is solved by dividing it into many small and
simple tasks (called HITs, Human Intelligence Tasks; the smallest unit of
crowdsourceable work), which then are distributed to a human worker pool.
Workers are recruited and retained by paying them, and hence, such platforms
could theoretically be used to perform any given dividable task that requires human intelligence. These platforms have successfully been used by researchers
from many different domains, e.g., databases operating on incomplete data [6, 7],
disaster response [8], or general query processing [9].
Therefore, this type of platform seems to be perfectly suited for information extraction: Every time the need for extraction or integration arises, a respective task
can be issued to a crowdsourcing platform in an ad-hoc fashion, i.e., even for very
difficult extraction tasks (e.g., extracting conceptual information from natural language, audio, or video), the required cognitive power simply can be bought
online.
However, there are some variables limiting the feasibility of crowdsourcing for
such tasks: Mainly the quality of the human task execution, the time needed for
executing the tasks, and, of course, the resulting monetary costs.
The central challenge in employing crowdsourcing alongside (or even instead of)
information extraction is controlling these three variables. Unfortunately, this
challenge is far from being simple.
Our contribution for the remainder of this paper is as follows:


We show how to use straight-forward crowdsourcing tasks to address typical problems encountered in information extraction.



We provide a methodical classification of the crowdsourcing tasks relevant to information extraction.



We will identify influence factors that negatively or positively affect the
result quality, execution time, and costs of these tasks. Also, we will discuss the relationship of these influence factors and the previously identified task classes.



For each task class, we will present suitable techniques and approaches
that can help to overcome time, costs, or quality issues.



Finally, we will argue that best results can be achieved when crowdsourcing and information extraction is deeply interwoven into a true hybrid system, combining the strength of both approaches and avoiding their indi123

vidual weaknesses. We demonstrate such an approach and show its potential for the task of extracting perceptual characteristics for a large number
of movies (e.g., genre classifications) just from a collection of numerical
ratings (e.g., “user x rates movie y with z of 5 stars”).

Crowdsourcing in Information Extraction
In this section, we briefly highlight three problem scenarios where today’s information extraction algorithms are severely challenged, and show how crowdsourcing can be used in a straightforward fashion as an ancillary technique.
Scenario 1: Extraction Impossible
In this scenario, the information to be extracted is neither explicitly nor implicitly
available in the given data source. But still, it may be found in other data sources
that are beyond the scope or reach of the extraction algorithm. For a simple example consider trying to extract basic information on all German computer science
professors in tabular form by crawling the respective department sites. If there is
no mention of a professor’s phone number, it cannot be extracted.
A straightforward application of crowdsourcing in this scenario could be to create
a HIT for each missing phone number, and require the crowd workers to obtain
the number by calling the department’s secretary and simply ask for the number.
Of course, this type of crowd sourcing will most probably be very costly, as this
HIT is comparably complex and needs to be compensated accordingly in order to
produce good results. That is, only reliable and non-malicious workers should be
used as quality assurance using majority votes is irritating in this scenario, workers need a phone and also have to pay for the call, and workers must be able and
willing to verbally converse in German.
Scenario 2: Extraction Too Expensive in Practice
In this problem scenario, the required information is (implicitly) available in the
data source and suitable extraction methods exist. However, actually to apply these methods is too costly for the given task at hand. Often, this involves laboriously
hand-crafting or training a complex suite of different extraction algorithms.
Consider the previous example: If some web sites to be crawled only contain
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email addresses that have been encoded as an image (to avoid spam), then in prin-

ciple these addresses could be extracted by employing OCR techniques. However,
the effort for setting up such an extractor might be too high just for compiling a
contact list. In this case, crowdsourcing can be a cheap alternative for obtaining
the information by issuing HITs for manually extracting the address from the image.
Scenario 3: Extraction Requires Research
Especially implicit information still poses a severe challenge for state-of-the-art
information extraction techniques, e.g. information encoded in natural language
text, audio, images, or videos. Often, techniques approaching this kind of information heavily rely on heuristics, statistics, or language modeling, thus making
result quality a major research issue. As an example, consider the challenge of
relation extraction from natural language [1]: Here, relationships between entities
have to be extracted, e.g., as RDF triples from the textual descriptions of Wikipedia pages. While there are many proposed solutions for this problem, e.g., [10–
13], extraction quality is still a major issue.
Here, crowdsourcing is not as straightforward as in the previous cases. Early research on this issue, e.g., Cimple/DBLife [14–16], automatically extracts data
from the web into structured data. This data is then converted to structured wiki
pages, and users are asked to correct and augment the extracted data. However,
these approaches have to invest heavily into building the required communities,
and lack the flexibility to be used for arbitrary ad-hoc tasks, therefore using general task-based crowdsourcing might be a better solution when the challenges described in the next section can be overcome.

Challenges of Crowdsourcing
While crowdsourcing is an extremely powerful emerging technology, applying it
naïvely does often not yield satisfying results. Three major characteristics can be
identified, which quickly can become problematic [7]: the quality of the human
input, the time needed for executing tasks, and of course, the resulting costs. In the
following, we will briefly cover each characteristic and point out those influence
factors having a negative impact.
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Answer/Solution Quality
The quality of workers available to crowdsourcing platforms is hard to control,
thus making elaborative quality management necessary [17]. This usually requires
executing each HIT multiple times, further increasing the costs of each
crowdsourcing task, and also increasing the required execution time. Especially
HITs with unclear results need to be performed more often in order to be able to
rely on majority votes. Unfortunately, usually it is hard to determine upfront how
many times each particular HIT needs to be assigned for a reliable result. Therefore, adaptive balancing of quality and performance remains an open issue.
Poor worker result quality can be attributed to two effects: (a) insufficient worker
qualification (i.e., workers lack the required competencies to solve the presented
task) and (b) worker maliciousness (i.e., workers do not honestly perform the issued task). Especially, maliciousness is a severe challenge to crowd sourcing: As
workers are paid for each solved task, a significant percentage of the general
worker population of platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk aims at improving their personal income by cheating. This effect is further showcased and evaluated in the next section.
Execution Time
It has been shown that each requester in a crowdsourcing platform can only utilize
a relatively small human worker pool [6]. This means, that HITs cannot be parallelized arbitrarily as the number of simultaneous human computations is capped
by the worker pool size, thus the scalability of a system relying on such platforms
is potentially hampered. While HITs can carry out semantically powerful operations, completing large HIT groups may take very long and impose severe performance challenges [18].
Furthermore, the attractiveness of HITs further influence the time needed for their
execution. The attractiveness can be positively influenced by increasing payment
[6], and by decreasing the required effort (or perceived task complexity).
Costs
As shown in [6], a high number of HITs has to be issued in a large crowdsourcing
task. The following factors may significantly increase the costs:
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Number of baseline HITs to be issued



Number of additional HITs for quality control (e.g., for performing majority votes)



Need for more qualified, more skilled workers (who expect better paid
HITs) [19]



Higher task complexity or higher task effort (more laborious tasks need
higher payment in order to attract suitable workers) [19]

Classifying Crowdsourcing Tasks
In this section, we briefly classify crowdsourcing tasks into different scenarios
based on two major discriminating factors: (a) the degree of agreement required
for deciding if a given crowdsourced task/question is solved/answered correctly
and (b) the degree of required restrictions with respect to the group of possible
crowd workers. This classification is sketched in Figure 1.
Using this classification, many popular information extraction tasks can be characterized with respect to their associated style of crowdsourcing. Here are some
examples:


Named entity detection. The mere detection of words that directly refer to
some named entity reminds of exercises often performed by pupils in elementary school, and thus can be performed easily by human crowdworkers. Moreover, there typically is very little room for ambiguity in results.
Therefore, this task is located in quadrant I (= any user, factual).



Named entity recognition. Named entity recognition usually requires understanding the basic structure of a sentence or paragraph. A matching
crowdsourcing task could be stated as “What is the Wikipedia page of the
entity referred to as … in the following paragraph: …”. Depending on the
ambiguity/clarity (e.g., “IBM” vs. “the computer company with the three
letters”) and domain (e.g., common newspaper vs. specialized scientific
article) of the text to be analyzed, this task could be located in any of the
four quadrants. However, tasks solvable by existing algorithms would almost exclusively be located in quadrant I.



Speech recognition. Although research in algorithmic speech recognition
has made a lot of progress in recent years, some challenges such as recognizing “untypical” speakers (e.g., dialect, mumbling, or unusually
high/low voice) or resolving stylistic devices (e.g., intonation, noises, or
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made-up words) still remain. Naturally, humans are experts in mastering
these challenges in an intuitive way. However, crowdsourcing is more demanding than that as it requires people to make their understanding explicit in detail. For example, a Bavarian dialect that is used as a stylistic device
needs to be paraphrased into “(speaks Bavarian)”. Similarly, a textual description must be provided for relevant noises such as “(imitates the sound
of a saw)”. Therefore, advanced speech recognition tasks usually require
trained users (quadrants III and IV), while standard tasks (quadrants I and
II) often can be handled quite well by existing algorithms.


Audio extraction. Audio extraction typically strives for an explicit description of relevant acoustic features, thus making it very similar to the previous task. Again, the core problem in crowdsourcing is the need for trained
users. For example, deriving sheet music from a given audio recording
typically requires at least a skilled hobby musician.
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opinionated
consensual
factual

level of answer ambiguity / agreement

Examples:
• “What is the nicest color?”
• “What political party will you
vote?”

Examples:
• “What is the best operating
system?”

II

IV

Examples:
• Ambiguous classification
“Does the person on this
photo look happy?”
“Is this YouTube Video funny?”

Examples:
• “Is ‘Vertigo’ a violent movie?”
• “Is the VW Amarok a car
suited for families?”

I

III

Examples:
• Find information on the Web
“When was Albert Einstein
born?”
• Manual OCR
• Simple cognitive classification
“Is there a person on this
photo?”

Examples:
• Find specific information
“What is the complexity class
of deciding Horn logic?”

any user

some users only

question answerable by

Figure 1: Four general crowdsourcing scenarios for information extraction classified by restrictions to the potential user groups and level of the ambiguity of “correct” answers, difficulty
and expected costs increase along with increasing quadrant number.

I. Factual Questions Not Requiring Any Special Skills
The first scenario is the typical scenario which is addressed by simple
crowdsourcing tasks. It is defined by the fact that only very simple tasks not requiring any special skills are to be performed by the workers. Any worker can
participate, avoiding the effort of any special recruiting strategies. Therefore, such
tasks can be easily facilitated by using generic services such as Amazon Mechanical Turk. Furthermore, the correct solution or answer of a HIT is of what we call
“factual” nature. This means that the answer (in practice) is not ambiguous and
can easily be evaluated to be either true or false by other humans without disagreement. This criterion has significant impact on the expected result quality and
suitable quality control methods. Therefore, it also directly affects the costs,
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which can be significantly lower in this scenario with comparable result quality. A
good example for a task fitting this scenario is manual OCR, e.g., obtaining an email address from a website encoded as an image: Any two honest workers (not
making any severe mistakes) will reach the exact same result regardless of their
qualification.
Therefore, quality management in this scenario is straightforward:
(a) Assuming that workers are mostly honest, only smaller oversights or mistakes
need to be corrected. This can be easily performed by re-issuing HITs and then
applying majority votes. The number of questions asked for each majority vote
can also be dynamically adjusted such that a minimum threshold of agreement is
reached. Therefore, in case of error-prone or even malicious users, a given HIT is
re-issued more often (and thus increases the costs).
(b) For filtering malicious users from the worker population, so-called gold questions can be used: Gold questions are tasks or questions where the correct answer
is known up-front and provided by the task issuer. For each unique worker, some
of the gold questions are randomly mixed into the HITs, without informing workers upfront whether a question is gold or not. As soon as the system detects that
the number gold questions incorrectly answered by a single worker reaches a certain threshold, the worker is assumed to be malicious and will not receive any
payment (and all his/her answers are discarded). As a best practice, a 10% ratio of
gold-to-tasks is generally recommended1. Of course, workers must be paid for
answering gold questions; therefore using gold questions slightly increases the
costs. However, one can safely assume that paying a small overhead for gold
questions will pay-off by avoiding the increased number of questions required for
compensating malicious users by means of dynamic majority votes.
Experiment 1: To give some insight into the performance to be expected from
such a crowdsourcing task, we conducted an experiment where workers had to
find out whether a given movie is a comedy or not [7]. The tasks are issues without restrictions to the general worker pool of Amazon Mechanical Turk. In order
to measure the performance of the crowd in the following experiments, as a reference we also obtained expert judgments on genre classification from three major
movie community sites (IMDb, Rotten Tomatoes, and Netflix). In total, we obtained a reference classification for 10,562 movies, and used a random subset of
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1

For more detailed information, see http://crowdflower.com/docs/gold

1,000 movies in this experiment. Analyzing the reference classifications clearly
showed that movie genres generally are consensual information (instead of factual).
In order to turn this experiment into requiring factual data with no possible disagreement of the correctness of an answer, we required each worker to look up the
correct classification on the website of IMDb, the Internet Movie Database.
Therefore, this task can be seen as a direct implementation of a simple and
straightforward information extraction task realized by using only crowdsourcing.
Each HIT was paid with $0.03 and contained 10 movies to be looked up. (Looking up information on websites takes quite some effort; therefore the payment in
this experiment is higher than in later experiments. Still, we cannot force users to
actually perform the lookup; they may still opt for cheating us and randomly select any option or just guess the answer). Furthermore, we added 10% gold questions for filtering unreliable workers as described above (i.e., 1,100 movies had to
be classified overall). We used the commercial third-party service Crowdflower to
handle data quality management (gold questions, majority vote). Therefore, we
have no detailed data on how many workers had been automatically excluded
without payment, and how many crowd results had been discarded in this process.
We stopped the experiment after the costs reached $30 (10,000 lookups). It turned
out that at this time, 93.5% of all movies had been classified correctly with respect
to the original IMDb value, requiring 562 minutes. While this success rate seems
to be quite low compared to reliable automated screen-scraping techniques, keep
in mind that for the workers of this task it does not matter how the information is
encoded on the IMDb website and will result in similar performance even if the
genre classification is encoded in an image (e.g., as it is often done with email
addresses). Furthermore, even though $30 seems to be much for obtaining just
935 values from a website, paying a programmer for setting up an equivalent automatic IE system may easily become more expensive.
II. Consensual Questions Not Requiring Any Special Skills
The second scenario is similar to the first one with respect to not requiring any
special worker skills. However, now there is significant ambiguity regarding the
“correct” answers to questions. Therefore, results generally have to be found by
worker consensus as there is no single indisputable correct answer. For example,
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consider a task where users have to judge if a given YouTube video is funny or
not: Obviously, two given users might rightfully disagree on each particular video, but in most cases there will be a community consensus clearly indicating the
“correct” result. (Please note that we assume the existence of a clear consensus in
this paper, which generally holds for most information extraction tasks.)
Designing such crowdsourcing tasks will imply higher costs and effort compared
to the tasks in the first scenario. Mainly, this can be attributed to the fact that a
higher number of judgments are required for reaching the required threshold for
majority votes. Furthermore, using gold questions becomes less effective or even
impossible as “correct” answers are rarely known upfront. But even if there are
some examples with clear community consensus which could be used for gold
questions, users can hardly be punished for having a different opinion on an obviously ambiguous topic (see Experiment 2). Accordingly, when using gold questions in this scenario, a significantly higher threshold must be chosen.
Of course, malicious users are very quick to realize this dilemma, and therefore
tend to try to abuse this kind of tasks for some quick income without high risk for
detection. Therefore, for ambiguous tasks a different approach has gained popularity: games-with-a-purpose [20, 21]. Here, the idea is to wrap the HITs into a
small game where for example two players pairwise try to individually guess the
answer of the other player. If both guessed correctly, both will increase their game
score. These games eliminate the central problem discussed previously as malicious users have no incentive to participate in this game. And even if they do, they
won’t be able to increase their score and their judgments will be filtered in most
cases. However, the approach opens up a new problem: How to motivate players
to play the game at all? Combined with the games’ inflexibility (it has to be laboriously adapted to each new crowdsourcing task, also requiring to attract a new
player community in most cases), these approaches are not widespread.
III. Factual Questions Requiring Special Skills
In this third scenario, we encounter a new challenge in another dimension: tasks
that are not solvable by everyone, but require some special skill or background
knowledge. In this situation, either the worker pool needs to be limited beforehand
such that it only contains accordingly qualified workers (which is often not possible or hard to achieve), or the workers have to be filtered on-the-fly. The obvious
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approach to filtering is to appeal to worker’s honesty by providing an overview of
the required skillset, and requiring the users to perform a respective selfassessment. Of course, this approach is highly challenged if a large number of
workers in the pool are dishonest. A possible alternative is tapping into respective
domain communities instead of relying on the general worker pool. For example,
in the Social Web, there are interest groups and specific community platforms for
nearly any topic that is of interest to a larger number of people. However, these
communities can not readily be harnessed for crowdsourcing, and must laboriously be motivated to partake in such a task. An approach for implicitly exploiting
these communities is shown in the last section of this paper.
Therefore, often the situation arises that a general worker pool is filtered beforehand to one’s best ability, but still contains a lot of workers which cannot solve all
given tasks. For these cases, the option to not solve given tasks must be provided
to workers (e.g., offering an “I don’t know” option) as otherwise workers will just
resolve to providing wrong answers. Furthermore, in our experiments it has been
shown that there also needs to be payment even for “I don’t know” answers. If
not, workers will soon start to complain about and rally against the task and its
initiator because they had to spend time and effort, but did not receive payment,
which in turn would scare away potential new workers. This can quickly result in
the task being completely abandoned by the worker pool. Of course, a paid “I
don’t know” option will also provide a strong incentive for malicious users to start
cheating. This effect is shown in experiment 2 in the next section. More extensive
experiments with better pre-filtering can be found in [7, 22].
IV. Consensual Questions with Special Skills Required
This scenario combines the challenges of both scenario 2 and 3, i.e. an consensual
result is required which imposes strains on quality control, and furthermore tasks
are non-trivial, requiring workers with some kind of special skills or background
knowledge.
Experiment 2: In this experiment, we evaluated a task similar to Experiment 1.
But instead of extracting the respective genre classification from the IMDb website, workers are not allowed to check on the Internet (i.e., they are instructed to
use their personal opinion). Consequently, workers can only provide a meaningful
assessment for those movies they personally know well (i.e., workers must pos133

sess some sort of expert knowledge in the movie domain). In order to retain the
worker pool, we allowed users to use an “I don’t know the movie” option while
still receiving payment. Again, as always when crowdsourcing is involved, we
cannot guarantee that workers perform the task as intended. However, we assume
that most workers will either provide a good guess (as intended) or just plainly
cheat by randomly selecting any option as other ways of circumventing the task
description (e.g., looking up the correct answers on the Web) take significantly
more effort.
Furthermore, keep in mind that genre classifications are subjective, and therefore
a consensual result must be reached in this task. This means that in general it is
hard to decide if an answer is correct or not, thus gold questions cannot be easily
used. In this particular example, you could use gold for movies where no consensus needs to be reached, e.g., “Schindler’s List (1993)” is definitely not a comedy
and could be suitable for a respective gold question. However, still “I don’t know
the movie” would be an acceptable answer to this gold question. In order to simulate the general case, we completely abstained from using gold questions.
We paid $0.02 per HIT, each consisting of 10 movies. After spending $20 (10,000
movie judgments) and waiting 105 minutes, it turned out that only 59% of all
movies had been classified correctly compared the consensual expert judgments
described in Experiment 1 – even when considering majority votes. This low
score can be attributed to the fact that most workers spent absolutely no effort on
this task, and plainly selected the first available option “this movie is a comedy”
in 62% of all cases (about 30% of all movie are indeed comedies). Only in 14% of
all cases, the third option “I do not know the movie” was selected. As our sample
of 1,000 movies contains many very obscure and less known titles, this result
seems to be very unrealistic. A quick survey performed on our more movie-savvy
students turned out that they did not know roughly 80–90% of all movies in the
test set. Therefore, we conclude that in this case, due to the lack of quality control
measures in form of gold questions and the obvious non-factual nature of the task,
our workers are highly dishonest and malicious, and openly try to cheat in order to
quickly earn some money. Therefore, alternative considerations for controlling
quality are urgently needed for this scenario.
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Opinionated Questions
In addition to the previously introduced scenarios, also truly opinionated questions and tasks can be crowd-sourced (e.g., “What is the visually most appealing
color?” where no community consensus can be reached). In these scenarios, filtering malicious users and controlling quality is even more challenging than in the
previously presented cases. However, these scenarios do usually not relate to tasks
relevant in information extraction, but have strong ties to market research. Resources on this topic can for example be found in [23].
Worker Population
In the following, we will briefly discuss the typical worker population, which will
be encountered in prominent crowdsourcing platforms by outlining two studies
[24, 25] performed on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) in 2009 and 2010, respectively. This will significantly help to understand worker skills and motivation.
Furthermore, some ethical problems are discussed based on these results.
In [24], performed in November 2009, it was shown that most MTurk workers
originate from just two countries: 56% from the US, 36% from India, while all
other countries make up 8%. Interestingly, in the US, 23% of all workers come
from households which earn more than $70k. The average age of US workers is
35 years, 63% are female, and 55% have some kind of university degree. Furthermore, 62% state that using crowdsourcing does not change their financial situation, while only 14% claim that they rely on the money. In both [24, 25] it is
claimed, the majority of the US MTurk population is made up of “stay-at home
moms who want to supplement the household income; office workers turking during their coffee breaks; college students making a few dollars while playing a
game; and recession-hit Turkers doing what they can to make ends meet.” This
claim is further researched in [25], performed in 2010: 70% percent of the workers claim that MTurk is a good alternative for watching TV, 40% state that they
do the tasks just for fun, 32% do them for killing time, while 13% stated that
MTurk is their primary source of income (multiple answers possible).
In contrast, 64% of the Indian worker population lives in households earning less
than $10k, and are mostly young, well-educated males: 26 years old in average,
66% male, and 66% have a university degree. Here, 41% claim that participating
in MTurk does not significantly change their financial situation, while 27% rely
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on the money. The Indian worker’s motivations are slightly different: 59% percent
claim that MTurk is a good alternative for watching TV (70% in the US), 20%
claim that they do the tasks just for fun (40% US), 4% do it for killing time (32%
US), while 26% stated that MTurk is their primary source of income (13% US).
While both studies show that the majority of the 2010 worker population does not
rely on the money earned by crowdsourcing but are mostly motivated by different
means, both studies also project that in the next years the population will likely
shift to including a higher percentage of workers from underdeveloped countries
which are depending on the money earned in crowdsourcing. Here, the danger of
exploiting the existential struggles of low-income workers for the sake of cheap
labor becomes a dominant problem. In order to oppose this development, several
platforms have arisen which specifically aim at providing fair micro-task labor in
developing countries, aiming at securing a reliable long term income for participating workers while at the same time, ensuring higher trust and quality for the
clients (for slightly higher and controlled prices). A popular example for this
promising approach is Samasource2, which mostly acts as a non-profit crowdsourcing platform for the African area, focusing on building mirco-labor workspaces and running social programs related to crowd-sourcing work. Workers are
employed by Samasource, guaranteeing adequate living wages, and turning
crowdsourcing into a big chance for otherwise unemployed workers.

Hybrid Extraction with Perceptual Spaces
In this section, we will briefly present a hybrid approach combining information
extraction, machine learning, and crowdsourcing in order to efficiently and cheaply obtain a large number of complex attribute values. The full details of this approach are published in [7].
The basic challenge is as follows: Given a large set of consumable experience
products (e.g., movies, music, books, games, restaurants, or hotels), obtain consensual values for some given perceptual characteristic (e.g., genre classifications,
the degree of suspense, whether a song has a positive mood or the suitability for
families and smaller children). In this scenario, we assume that the required values are not explicitly available, and therefore cannot be extracted easily by direct
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http://samasource.org/

means. Therefore, we need to rely either on complex information extraction techniques which heavily employ heuristics and training, or choose to elicit the information directly from the crowd. Using the classification introduced in the previous section, this task can be considered as being quite hard for straightforward
crowdsourcing approaches: Traditional quality assurance using gold questions is
not feasible due to the consensual nature of required information, and furthermore
some specific knowledge is required for estimating the values (e.g., a worker must
know a movie to provide a meaningful genre classification; finding suitable workers for more obscure movies will be very challenging). Therefore, we opt for a
hybrid approach where crowdsourcing is used for training the underlying information extraction algorithms in an ad-hoc fashion. Hence, we only need rigid
quality assurance for the much smaller training set, and also allowing us to use
trusted workers or highly qualified (but expensive) experts, while still being able
to obtain values for a large number of items without prohibitively high costs.
In the following, we will showcase our approach with the already introduced example of obtaining genre classifications for movies. By relying on information
that has been extracted from user feedback on the Social Web, we are able to provide both a clear visual representation of how experience products are perceived
by users and also enable intuitive, interactive feedback mechanisms firing the imagination of users. The key idea fueling our approach are perceptual spaces, which
are a compressed formal representation of the perceived characteristics of all
items in our database. These perceptual spaces are created combining information
extraction and recommender system techniques as described in the following section. With perceptual spaces we can implement a system allowing for meaningful
semantic exploration. Perceptual spaces can be built from different kinds of
(mostly implicit) user feedback publicly available on the Social Web, e.g., ratings,
reviews, and link recommendations.
Based on the perceptual space, we then train a machine learning algorithm. Assuming a database query involving a yet-unknown perceptual attribute (e.g., in the
movies domain: humor, suspense, or imaginativeness), we first have to understand
what this new attribute means. This is best implemented by providing a training
sample; i.e., for a small set of movies, the correct judgment of the desired attribute
is provided by human experts. This task can be directly crowdsourced, allowing
for a quick and efficient ad-hoc adaption of the extraction process (e.g., to obtain a
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different perceptual attribute). However, ensuring high quality of the training
sample is very important for the effectiveness of the learning algorithm. Furthermore, this crowdsourcing task is anchored in quadrant IV of the classification
space of the previous section, already requiring experts and a user consensus. As a
result, only trusted and competent workers (i.e., workers who have proven their
honesty and knowledge, and are therefore more expensive per HIT) should be
used, with multiple redundant HITs for a subsequent majority vote phase. Therefore, the resulting costs are comparably high for obtaining just a small, but reliable sample.
From here on, the remainder of the extraction process can again be performed
automatically: The training sample can be used to train a classifier, which in turn
allows us approximate the missing values of all other movies. For the general case
of extracting numeric judgments from a perceptual space, we suggest to use Support Vector (Regression) Machines [26, 27], which are a highly flexible technique
to perform non-linear regression and classification, and also have been proven to
be effective when dealing with perceptual data [28]. After training this machine
learning algorithm with our crowdsourced training sample, based on the perceptual space the algorithm establishes a non-linear regression function. This regression
function will finally provide all missing data required for the schema expansion.
A graphical overview of the whole workflow is given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Architecture of our hybrid approach.
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The Social Web as Data Source
The Social Web is on a steep rise. Originally developed for simple communication between people sharing a similar taste, Social Web platforms have become a
major innovator of Web technology. With new services being established continuously, and many older ones growing in popularity and reputation, a significant
shift in user behavior has occurred: People got accustomed to an active and contributive usage of the Web. Many users now feel the need to express themselves
and to connect with friendly or like-minded peers. As a result, general social networking sites like Facebook could amass over 800 million users3, while, at the
same time, countless special-interest sites developed for music, movies, art,
games, or anything that is of interest to any larger group of people. But the real
revolution lies in the way people interact with these sites: Following their social
nature, millions of people discuss, rate, tag, or vote content and items they encounter on the Web or in their daily lives. Therefore, “I Like” buttons, star scales,
or comment boxes have become omnipresent on today’s Web pages.
Therefore, the Social Web can be seen as a huge collection of unstructured perceptual data provided by millions of people, created in an implicitly crowdsourced fashion. In contrast to explicit product descriptions (and respective data
models) that could have been created manually by experts or by means of direct
crowdsourcing [6], generating data in the Social Web follows different rules: People in the Social Web are entirely intrinsically motivated, and contribute voluntarily as it pleases them. This especially means that this “work” is performed
without any explicit compensation or payment. For example, a user finding an
interesting online news article might vote for that article on his preferred social
site, while a user leaving the cinema after a particular bad movie experience may
log onto a movie database, rating the movie lowly, and venting his disappointment
in a short comment or review. The motivation for these actions is often anchored
in the need for entertainment (i.e., users just spending time in Web, browsing, and
commenting for leisure), communication (discussing with peers; expressing one’s
opinion), and maintaining social contacts (building and maintaining communities
with like-minded people).

3

http://www.facebook.com/press/info.php?statistics
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Therefore, the biggest hindrance in directly using the Social Web as a reliable
source of data is that user contributions can neither be controlled nor do they follow a strict schema or guideline. Thus, with respect to processing this data automatically, most of this vast wealth of valuable information just lies dormant. In
particular, when dealing with experience products, unlocking this treasure of data
would be highly beneficial.
The Semantics of Perceptual Spaces
Perceptual spaces are built on the basic assumption that each user within the Social Web has certain personal interests, likes, and dislikes, which steer and influence his/her rating behavior [29, 30]. For example, with respect to movies, a given
user might have a bias towards furious action scenes; therefore, he/she will see
movies featuring good action in a slightly more positive light than the average
user who doesn’t care for action. The sum of all these likes and dislikes will lead
to the user’s overall perception of that movie, and will ultimately determine how
much he enjoyed the movie and therefore, will also determine how he rates it on
some social movie site. Moreover, the rating will share this bias with other action
movies in a systematic way. Therefore, one can claim that a perceptual space captures the “essence” of all user feedback, and represents the shared as well as individual views of all users. A similar reasoning is also successfully used by recommender systems [31, 32].
Now, the challenge of perceptual spaces is to reverse this process: For each item
being rated, commented, or discussed by a large number of users, we approximate
the actual characteristics (i.e., the systematic bias) which led to each user’s opinion. Formally, we implement this challenge by assuming that a perceptional space
is a d-dimensional coordinate space satisfying the following constraints: Each user
and each item is represented as a point in this space. The coordinates of a user
represent his personality, i.e., the degree by which he likes or dislikes certain
characteristics. The coordinates of items, in contrast, represent the profile of that
item with respect to same characteristics. Items which are perceived similar in
some aspect have somewhat similar coordinates, and items which are perceived
dissimilar have dissimilar coordinates (for a simplified example, see Figure 3).
Next, we assume that a user’s overall perception of an item is anti-proportional to
the distance of the user and item coordinates, i.e., the “best movie of all times”
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from a given user’s perspective has the same coordinates as the user himself/herself. Of course, a user’s likes and dislikes may be slightly unstable due to
moods; but on average, this assumption is good enough.
All these ideas can be formalized as an optimization problem, where the variables
to be determined are the user and product coordinates, and the criterion to be optimized the degree of fit between user–item distances and observed ratings. By
using gradient descent-based methods, this problem can be solved efficiently even
on large data sets [33].

Figure 3: Example perceptual space. A simplified perceptual space in

. While the dimensions do

not convey any semantics directly, a judgment of a movie’s humor can be extracted.

System Evaluation
In this section, we briefly present some evaluations of the costs and the performance of our approach in contrast to using direct crowdsourcing. Mainly, we aim
at providing an overview of what to expect from crowdsourcing, and what can be
gained by additionally relying on advanced extraction techniques such as perceptual spaces. More thorough evaluations can be found in [7]. We expand on the
experiments already introduced in the previous sections.
In the following two figures, the results (i.e., percentage of correctly classified
movies) of the previously introduced experiments 1 (factual information, no special skills required, lookup of genre in IMDb) and 2 (consensual information,
background knowledge required, subjective judgment of genre) are again presented with respect to time required and money spent. Furthermore, we also present
the results of our approach based on perceptual spaces. Here, we used a similar
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setting to Experiment 1 (looking up the genres in IMDb) to create a small highquality training sample (which increases in size with time and money spent). All
remaining movies genres are judged automatically. This experiment representatively simulates scenarios in which we are able to produce a small, but high quality training set. In case that no gold questions and look-ups are possible (e.g., we
want to crowdsource some values which are simply not available, but rely on a
consensus), this can be achieved by using expensive and trusted domain experts
with high thresholds for majority votes. As we can see in the following, even
small high-quality training sets allow for a good overall extraction quality, thus
such approaches are indeed feasible financially and quality-wise. In the following
figures, we can clearly see that by using this approach, we can quickly achieve a
high extraction quality, i.e., after just spending $0.32 and waiting 15 minutes, we
can already classify 73% of the 1,000 movies correctly. This figure is tremendously better than when using only consensual judgments by a random worker selection as in Experiment 2. But still, on the long run our result quality is slightly
worse when being compared to Experiment 1 (i.e., compared to just looking up
the correct genre in IMDb). However, keep in mind that this technique is designed
to be used when traditional information extraction fails because the “correct” information is simply not available in the Web. For example when the degree of
action on a scale from 1 to 10 in each movie is required, or the family friendliness
of each movie is requested, the required information cannot simply be looked up
or automatically extracted, but is still implicitly encoded in our perceptual space.
In such use cases, our technique is vastly superior to alternative approaches trying
to obtain this information.
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Figure 4: Quality vs. time results of experiments 1 (562 min), 2 (105 min), and perceptual space.

Figure 5: Quality vs. costs results of experiments 1, 2, and perceptual space.

Summary
In this paper, we presented crowdsourcing as a companion technique to traditional
information extraction methods. By providing a classification of possible
crowdsourcing tasks alongside some exemplary experiments, we pointed out the
challenges that need to be overcome in order to reliably use crowdsourcing in
such scenarios. In a nutshell, we have shown that crowdsourcing indeed has the
potential of being a high-quality complement as long as the tasks are carefully
designed with respect to quality control and selection of worker population.
However, the real key to successfully employing crowdsourcing for information
extraction lies in true hybrid approaches that transparently blend algorithmic efficiency and finesse with carefully targeted human intelligence. These approaches
can easily overcome the limitations of both individual techniques.
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